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Abstract

The fast pace of change within the animation, computer game and post production

industries has presented a problem for Vocational Education and Training (VET)

programme developers who are finding it increasingly difficult to stay relevant and up-

to-date with the latest employability skill-sets in this industry sector. A comprehensive

study of the Australian digital media industry - including the latest systems, software,

technologies and production pipelines - is not readily available, making it difficult for

Training Package developers to create up-to-date, flexible, meaningful and transferable

qualifications.

In response to this problem, this research was undertaken to identify the needs and

realities of work required for the production of digital content within the Australasian

digital media and post-production industry sectors. Employability skill-sets and

attributes have been recognized and categorized through a skills audit (quantitative data)

of position descriptions and role statements advertised over a six year period.

Progressive levels of skill, knowledge, problem solving and attitude have been applied

to the researcher’s own studio production through an Action Research process.

This report documents the research and reports on findings identified through industry

position descriptors making recommendations to support the integration of the new

digital animation skills through a framework of progressive qualifications.
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1.0 RESEARCH CONTEXT

1.1 Introduction

To begin to address the problem faced by Vocational Education and Training (VET)

programme developers in ensuring that curriculum is relevant and up-to-date with the

latest employability skill-sets in the animation, computer game and post production

industries, it was necessary to devise a study that was fully informed by the workplace

demands in these industries. Whilst my 18 years of experience teaching within the

TAFE and post compulsory Tertiary education sectors, industry experience in

commercial television, and freelance computer animation usefully underpinned the

study, an important focus was that of the new skills required for computer-generated

3-D content.

The following sub-sections outline the context for, and approach to the study by

outlining the research question, giving the background to the study with its significance,

design aims, phases of the study, limitations, ethical considerations and structure of the

study.

1.2 The research question

What knowledge and skills do animators need to perform in contemporary animation

workplaces and how can they be organised and clustered in terms of a progression of

qualifications in the Australian Vocational Education and Training competency based

system?

1.3 Framing the Research Question: Background to the study and its significance

The study was undertaken with the support of, and within the context of an Australia

Research Council Industry Linkage grant to create a model of knowledge transfer relating

traditional animation skills to automated software programs. Griffith University, the

Brisbane City Council, South Bank Corporation, the Creative Industries Skills Council and

QANTM were partners for this project. The national significance of this project is its

contribution to the sustainability of a commercially competitive animation hub in Australia,

if not SE Queensland. (ARC proposal part E6 p9). My contribution to the overall project
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involved scoping, modelling, development of research instruments, data gathering, analysis

and interpretation. This was based on a quantitative data survey from industry

complemented by a studio-based enquiry.

1.4 Definition of Key Terms

At the outset it is necessary to provide definitions - for the purposes of this study – of

key terms used throughout. These are:

• Occupational Indicators

The attitude, experience, skill, knowledge (professional), qualities and

qualifications required by individuals for effective employability (As defined

by the advertised job role descriptors in this sector).

• Model of knowledge transfer

The process of engaging, for mutual benefit, with business, government or the

community to generate, acquire, apply and make accessible the knowledge needed

to enhance material, human, social and environmental well being (DEST 1).

• Participatory Action Research

Participatory action research can be defined as "collective, self-reflective enquiry

undertaken by participants in social situations in order improve the rationality and

justice of their own social...practices" (Kemmis and McTaggart 1988: 5)

• Traditional animation skills – Referred to within the context of this research as the

12 Traditional Principles of Animation (Thomas & Johnston 1912:42-69) included

in appendices.

1.5 Acronyms

The following acronyms have been used throughout the report:

ACCI Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry

ANTA Australian National Training Authority

APAI Australian Postgraduate Award Industry

ARC Australian Research Council
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ARF Australian Recognition Framework

AQF Australian Qualifications Framework

AQTF Australian Quality Training Framework

BCA Business Council of Australia

CUF01 National Training Package in Film Television Radio and Multimedia

DCITA Digital Content Industry Training Agenda

DEST Commonwealth Department of Education, Science and Training

DET Department of Employment and Training, Queensland

IBSA Innovation and Business Skills Australia

PAR Participatory Action Research

RTO Registered Training Organisation

TAFE Technical and Further Education

VET Vocational Education and Training

1.6 Tables and Figures

Tables are used within this report to present consolidated information.

Figures are reserved for diagrams.

1.7 Significance of the Research

Two key imperatives provided the impetus for the study. Firstly, the numbers of jobs

within the digital sector have proliferated both globally and within Australia, with

numerous reports calling for training programs to service industry needs in the wake of

a shift in animation production strategy. For example, the National Training Quality

Committee sought, and gained, the support of State Ministers, to conduct a review of

the 2001 (CUF01) Film Television Radio and Multimedia National Training Package, a

nationally accredited training framework for the Media Vocational sector 2004-6. This

was a review of national significance.
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Secondly, there has been an increased use by industry of computer generated animation

since 1996 and as predicted by internationally respected animator (Servais, 1996) the

number of filmmakers employing computer animation has risen, threatening the

livelihoods of animators relying on the demand for time-intensive skills such as inking,

colouring, and in-betweening.

The issues for the training sector underpinning these imperatives are complex, calling

for an inquiry to identify what, where and how new learning and professional

development needs can be supported to ensure the economic survival of the industry.

For example, a proficient - 3D digital character animator applies traditional animation

principles using sophisticated hardware and software. Graphical user interfaces have

become more user friendly, yet with the extra power and flexibility the software has

become more complicated. The more complicated the software, the greater the learning

demands and the longer it takes for users to become proficient. The impact of this on

computer animators is that the learning process has become longer and more complex,

and on-the-job learning and problem solving are key activities. However, there is a

requirement now for animators moving into the workplace to already be technically and

creatively competent. Australian animation companies and post-production houses have

hired experienced international animators for specialized tasks as outlined by Smith

(2002). This suggests that there is a scarcity of local animators and/or that our current

training programmes do not adequately equip emergent animators for the workplace.

To ensure that the national study would address these imperatives, a preliminary review

was conducted that involved the collection of quantitative and qualitative data from

several sources, including. private enterprise, relevant regulatory bodies, Registered

Training Organisations and peak industry groups to determine the level of industry

acceptance and uptake of the existing Training Package whether the units of

competency and qualifications met current and anticipated future industry skill needs

and if there were any gaps in the available units of competency. The suitability of the

available qualifications, including: any gaps in qualifications, relationships between

qualifications, flexibility and relevance of qualification packaging advice (DEST 2005)

was also to be determined through the consultation process. Opinions were sought on

unit requirements, unit design/titles, packaging rules, quality levels, duplication of

skills, pathways and progressive skill development. In anticipation that the national
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consultation process may be vulnerable to misunderstandings due to the nature of the

many voices and views being put forward from around the nation, a survey in this sector

was used to investigate the importance and timeliness of this study.

The data collected from a substantial ongoing review of skills-shortages and workplace

requirements that were routinely available through job postings in the related industry

sector allowed an overall picture of industry needs to emerge - an objective foundation

for the development of a training framework.

1.8 Brief Statement of Research Design/Aims

The study sought to utilise a combination of research and studio-based inquiry to

identify needs and arrive at recommendations to guide Vocational Education and

Training (VET) for the Digital (Information) Content/post-production industry sector in

Australia.

It sought to do this by classifying skill-sets and attributes required for the development

of a training framework for the effective employment and integration of individuals into

working environments with a focus on 3D computer animation.

To meet these goals, a project was devised that aimed to:

1.8.1 identify current industry trends within the animation, post production and

computer game companies within Australasia through the collection,

collation and tabulation of quantitative data from job advertisements

within this industry sector; (ref. ARC sub-aims 1,2 and 3).

1.8.2 unpack the 3D Character Animator job requirements into categories of:

Conceptual Knowledge, Skills, Problem Solving and Attitude

(ref. ARC sub-aims 1,2 and 3).

1.8.3 create distinguishable categories of related jobs by cross-referencing key

QCA FilmQCA Film information gathered from job data, interviews,

observation sessions, personal process tracing and literature; (ref. ARC

sub-aims 6).

1.8.4 compare methods for recording the mapping of cognitive structures and

activity systems (ref. ARC sub-aims 1,2 and 7);
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1.8.5 utilise the findings from this study as underpinning knowledge to assist

in the development of two course outlines. a) a relevant course of study

that utilises endorsed units of competency and fulfils all of the

packaging rules from within the existing Training Package and b) a

proposed general structure for a new Training Framework. (ref. ARC

sub-aim 3, 4, 7)

1.8.6 make recommendations based on findings for the review of the National

industry training package CUF01 Film, Television, Radio, Multimedia.

1.8.7 critically analyse and present findings of research through final report,

paper and presentation to stakeholders.

The aims of studio-based inquiry were to:

1.8.8 apply and refine relevant 3D Digital Character Animation skills based on

prior knowledge and current experiential learning through practical

projects in Digital Content creation: (ref. ARC sub-aim 5)

1.8.8a Manual handling of students - Education Qld

1.8.8b 12 Days of an Aussie Xmas – Southbank Corporation (Industry Partner)

1.8.8c Bully and The Beast – a short narrative

1.8.9 contextualise the 3D digital character animation workflow by

undertaking and documenting the process involved in creating animated

segments for clients; (ref. ARC sub-aim 5, 6)

1.8.10 develop visual samples of production workflow and technique for the

teaching and training of an intended audience; and document the

production process, tools utilised and commands employed with a

selection of cognitive processes and thoughts whilst problem solving

animated sequences for clients and within my own studio production

where specific problem solving is required. (ref. ARC sub-aim 7)

1.9 Phases of the Study

The study comprised the following phases:

1.9.1 Information gathering/analysis – Readings, web sites, DVD’s, conferences

1.9.2 1st Practical Project – Client Project for CDRom
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1.9.3 Reflect and refine direction from communication process

1.9.4 Define employability skill-sets with studio focus on Project Management

1.9.5 2nd Practical Project – Client Project for public display – Visual Poem

1.9.6 Data Analysis – classify generic/domain specific skills

1.9.7 Categorize Job attributes and research social issues/concepts for story

1.9.8 3rd Practical Project

1.9.9 Final Data Analysis & Training model design

1.9.10 Outcomes and Final Report

These phases are elaborated further in section 4.5.

1.10 Limitations of the Study

The 21st Century Animation house is a complex interplay of variables: the staff, the

technology, the environment and the job. If any of these variables is substandard then

the system as a whole might not function as effectively as it could. However, it has not

been the intention of this research to address the interrelated nature of the variables that

make up the animation workplace but rather, to identify the employability skills needed

and categorize them into a vocational training framework.

The data collected to inform the identification of new skill-sets is limited to job postings

and their related position descriptions and role statements advertised in Australasia

since January 2001 within the digital content creation industries of computer games,

long and short form production, visualisation, multimedia and training positions within

this field. It is assumed that these descriptions represent a chunked proportion of the

actual demands of these jobs.

1.11 Ethical considerations

All job role descriptor data were collected from public domain sources such as online

job search forums and websites. These data have been collected as a skills audit for

analysis and archival purposes, in this report the names advertising the jobs have been

withheld as an act of ethical respect for their confidentiality. A written release was

required from Griffith University to give feedback and comments based on research
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findings for the phase_1 review of CUF01 National training package FTVMM. This

was given by the Acting Director of Queensland College of Art - Griffith University.

Release agreements were formalised for the initial video documentation of practitioner

task performance and semi-structured interviews through the ARC project. Access to

the animators in industry was minimal in relation to this report; the confidentiality of

respondents has been preserved and Griffith University ethical clearance was obtained

in relation to the intellectual property issues. The data relating to client projects, project

management, communication and processes were sourced from my own activities as the

research subject within the studio setting.

1.12 Structure of the Study

The study was structured around the phases listed above in 1.8, and conducted using a

hybrid research model adapted from Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) repeating cycles of

reflect-plan-act-observe. The research design evolved and processes were refined with

each cycle of the study.

The review of skills-shortages and workplace requirements (explained in section 1.6

above) was derived from initial data collection and analysis, and reported to industry for

feedback through online forums and face to face meetings with industry representatives

and training providers involved in the CUF01 Training package review.

Sources of data included information about domain specific employability attributes

required by Australian digital media industry practitioners, obtained through literature

and web site reviews. Recruitment sites provided job advertisements which presented

the most reliable data about job role requirements and occupational indicators. A

hierarchy of categories of skills, based on degree of complexity, was determined using

Animation position descriptions and role statements. This hierarchy of skills provided

the framework for the studio inquiry, which comprised three computer-generated 3-D

animation productions. The studio-based inquiry was documented using a ‘think aloud’

strategy for concurrent verbal reporting, stimulated recall, and process tracing (Cooke

2000). A variety of methods were explored and employed for data collection, analysis

and interpretation at different phases of the study. Digital video recording and

Camtasia™ software were used to capture screen shots and the application of tools and
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functions with associated concurrent verbal reporting where possible. Microsoft

Excel™ and Leximancer™ software were used to assist in the categorisation of data and

subsequent analysis in terms of relative frequency of attributes.

This document places the research within the field of practice and incorporates an

outline of the methods and processes used along with a report on the findings. The

research seeks to take in hand a problem faced by Vocational Education and Training

(VET) programme developers which is to ensure that frameworks for training are

relevant, up-to-date, flexible and fully informed by the workplace demands in the

related industries. A case is presented whereby the training framework in Media needs

to address progressive qualifications based on occupational indicators for newcomers to

the industry sector while concurrently integrating isolated vocational outcomes for

professionals already working in the industry.

* * *
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2.0 CONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM

2.1 Introduction

Section 1 established the context for the research in terms of the question guiding the

study including the research background, its significance, aims and structure. This

section places the research within the field, that is, the implications for trainers in the

animation, computer game and post production industries of the fast-paced changes to

work practices wrought by the application of information and communication

technologies and systems (ICTS).

The scope of literature reviewed includes:

• recent Government reports focussing on new skills formation and implementation

strategies based on factual information;

• early Government commissioned reports that establish the historical background

to the classification of employability skills, generic skills and knowledge within

the Australian Vocational Education and Training sector;

• local and international web publications outlining generic skills gaps; and

• texts covering the history of independent animation and commercial animation

production in Australasia as well as the origins and growth of computer generated

animation.

Additional references to literature on animation production techniques, skills, processes

and theoretical debates as well as literature on research methods appropriate to the field

of inquiry that have formed the direction of the research are integrated throughout the

report in subsequent sections.

2.2 The place of Digital (Information) Content in the wider (ICT) sector

Recent studies completed by the Centre for International Economics (March 2005) as

part of the Digital Content Industry Action Agenda (DCITA(1)2005:P5) have found

that:

• the total value of the Australian digital content industry today is estimated at just

under $20 billion (about 3.3% of GDP);
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• approximately 300,000 people are estimated to be employed in the digital content

industries and the area is estimated to run an annual trade deficit of about Aus $2

billion.

These statistics highlight the size of the digital content industry and have consequently

fostered higher levels of government interest and research in the area. Key

recommendations from (DCITA(2)2005:13) stress the need to increase investment,

exports, skills and training, and research and development in the Digital Content

Industry.

The convergence of IT, Telecommunications and the Information Content industry

sectors has created a need to redefine the way the industries are linked. The

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Committee on

Information, Computer and Communications Policy (ICCP) have defined the

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and have expressed it in the

following diagram.

Figure 01: Convergence of Telecommunications, IT & Information Content (OECD1997:8)

The literature most relevant to the present study was that focusing on the “Information

Content sector” (film production, information services, the media) shown in the Venn

diagram (Figure 01), which shows areas of overlap highlighting the interrelated nature

of the ICT sector and the centrality of on-line interaction. This diagram usefully
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identified areas that require further research and development to refine specific skill-sets

as well as the points of overlap and intersection between these sectors where new skills

were necessary. It provided a useful framework for a comparative analysis of the data

collected on job descriptions, which has been limited in this study to the shaded areas of

the diagram.

2.3 The need for training programs to service industry

The significance of education and training in this rapidly growing industry sector is

witnessed by both the emergence of a National Training Package (ANTA 2001) and the

plethora of government sponsored reports supporting an increase in funds for the

development of the ‘Creative Industries’ (DCMS 2002). Relevant sections from

Australian reports are summarized and presented in this section.

A key document for the purposes of this study is The Australian National Training

Authority’s (ANTA) Australian Recognition Framework (ARF), which was introduced

on 1st January 1998. This document stipulates a nationally consistent system for all

qualifications issued in Australia, and requires training organisations to register to be

able to operate in two areas: 1) the provision of training delivery, assessment and the

issuing of nationally recognised Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF)

qualifications and 2) the provision of skill recognition or assessment services for the

issuing of nationally recognised AQF qualifications (NCVER 2000).

Subsequent policy documents, such as Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF)

replaced the ARF. Then in May 2001 CREATE Australia Limited and the Australian

National Training Authority (ANTA) released the National industry training package

CUF01 Film, Television, Radio, Multimedia Industry training package which covers

Vocational Education and Training (VET) at six levels: from Certificate 1 through to

Advanced Diploma complying with the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF).

These policies have regulated the delivery of training in the field. For example, after

attaining registration to deliver and award qualifications and competencies from

(CUF01 FTVRMM) under AQTF guidelines, a Registered Training Organisation

(RTO) can decide on what, when and how they will teach as long as it fits within the

scope of their registration and the specified framework of the training package.
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Compliance within this framework allows for direct Government funding support,

making up the bulk of funds required for content delivery.

Local awareness and significance of education and training in this rapidly growing

industry sector is evident through a number of recently published documents. The

Queensland Government’s SmartVET (DET 2004) strategy outlined that more than $1

billion would be spent over three years to expand the state’s vocational education and

training services and align them with the labour requirements of key Queensland

industries. The creative industries were identified as a key industry sector, highlighted

for investment to advance and trial new accredited training for Queensland’s booming

applied communication and design industries, including graphic design, animation, film

& television editing, broadcast design and digital photography (DET 2004:11).

As part of Queensland’s education and skills strategy Creativity is Big Business: A

Framework for the Future (CISD 2005) reports a need to educate the future workforce

for the creative industries by better understanding changing skills demand and

improving coordination of curriculum and programs and to develop actions focusing on

skills sources, to evaluate workforce skill needs in the creative industries on an on-

going basis-consulting with key universities, TAFE Institutes, niche private training

providers and industry peak bodies. The Queensland Creative Industries Strategy (CISD

2005:48) outlines the creative industries as being driven by individuals with creative

skills and business goals and served by technology. Film, television and entertainment

software (including animation and computer games) have been categorized as one of six

interrelated industries.

In Inquiry into the future opportunities for Australia’s film, animation, special effects

and electronic games industries (2003) Croxford suggests that a National skills audit

needs to be completed to truly gauge and identify needs across Australia’s film,

animation, special effects and electronic games industries. Croxford asserts that this

could be further developed in line with current national accreditation system to enable

people to gain recognition for industry based experience and prior learning.

Investing in Cultural Enterprises (Arts-Qld and DET 2002) the partnership statement

between Arts Queensland and the Department of Employment and Training

recommends the establishment of film and television production companies and digital
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and animation support services to assist in the growth of information technology and

multimedia in development, production and marketing. The development of technical

skills to complement creative abilities for arts and cultural workers in animation, digital

arts, film and video production has been presented as an important strategy for future

growth.

The Queensland Skills Plan (DET 2006) outlines a policy framework to better match

the supply of skilled labour to industry needs by proposing twenty-four action initiatives

that will advance Vocational Education and Training in this State. The Creative

Industries has been highlighted as one of twenty-three areas where new skills formation

strategies will be developed over the next three years. The importance of skills and the

emergence of skills shortages are emphasized along with the value of qualifications.

Skills alliances will be established as the creative industries require an ongoing,

structured approach to industry engagement and skills formation. Employability skills

need to be incorporated within all training delivery and it is domain specific

employability skills within the digital imaging industry sector that have been identified

and classified through this research project.

Despite an increased awareness of digital technologies by state and federal governments

in terms of training programs and industry policy statements unique employability skill-

sets required need further articulation. The research and reports on both the State and

National levels is testament to the significance of this industry sector and identifies the

need for more factual information on the Australian animation industry. The

identification of skills needs and the development of skills formation strategies to meet

the changing industry demands have surfaced as recurring issues throughout the many

reports. The (CUF01) training package, whilst acknowledging the need to provide

flexible and relevant training in this industry sector, has not incorporated the latest

employability skill-sets (as identified by job postings), into its framework.

New courses responding to the rapidly changing needs in the industry take around five

years to be developed and accredited, by which time industry has moved on. In

response, industry is trying to train people itself, but without an overall framework for

accreditation or support that sufficiently recognises industry-based training. The

government attaches high priority to addressing chronic skills shortages because of their

threat to productivity and economic growth. In the context of such a rapidly growing
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industry, which is important to the productivity of many other industries, the issue of

skills and training is even more acute. (DCITA(2)2005:10).

In the document From Reel to Unreal (APH 2004:73-74) recommendations are made to

respective Government bodies to ensure the annual publication of reliable statistics on

the following industries: (a) animation, (b) electronic games, (c) post production and

special effects, (d) documentary, (e) film, (f) multimedia. An Australian Film

Commission (AFC, 2005:1) overview of facts reports that the production of Australian

and co-production of animated features and TV drama 2001/05 totaled 223 hours with a

total production value of $149m. In the report Unlocking the Potential: Digital Content

Industry Action Agenda (DCITA, 2005:13) a recommendation is made to “demonstrate

and promote the feasibility of successful industry-based models or exemplars to the

digital content industry, education and government for use nationally and to support

employer involvement”. A study was required and undertaken to identify the current

state of the Australasian animation industry and to give researchers (such as myself) a

foundation of objectivity in the form of actual job numbers, job roles, occupational

indicators and software used i.e. to base the findings on facts from actual, quantitative,

hard data.

Apart from market information published by the AFC on film, TV, games and

multimedia, there is little industry, employment and skills information available. There

is no regular industry information on emerging occupations and future skill needs.

(DCITA(2)2005:64). This research project responds to this issue focusing on the data

gathering and collation of knowledge and skills required by the industry sector through

descriptors in job role requirements - a skills audit.
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2.4 Employability skills, generic skills and knowledge

Young people and newcomers to the industry require employability skills, generic skills

and knowledge as well as a level of specialization to enter and effectively participate in

work. Employability skills and personal attributes already been developed on a national

level are consistent within this sector. The requirements today are more refined than

what was considered important nearly 100 years ago.

In the 1930s a Carnegie Institute study in America reported that a full 85 percent of a

person’s success in life was due to “skill in human engineering” (Kiyosaki 2001:23).

The ability to communicate and get along with people was more important than

technical expertise. Highlighting the point made by Carnegie was a study conducted in

the 1930’s by the U.S. Census Bureau of Hiring, Training and Management reported

that three thousand employers were asked, “What are the two top skills you look for

when hiring people?”

The top six skills were:

1. good attitude;

2. good communication skills;

3. previous work experience;

4. what a previous employer had said about the employee;

5. how much training the employee had; and

6. how many years of schooling the employee had completed.

Vocational Education and Training (VET) started in Australia in the mid- to late-

nineteenth century. For almost 100 years, VET focused on men working full-time in a

narrow band of trade-related industries. In the 1960s and 1970s, industry and society

began to change. Traditional manufacturing, mining and agricultural industries started

to decline in economic significance and new communications and finance industries

emerged. More women received an education and entered the workforce (ANTA 2005).

Vocational Education responded by branching out, delivering training for the trade

sector and the new emerging industries.
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A set of common Key Competencies was developed. The Mayer Committee was set up

in the early 1990’s by the Australian Education Council (AEC) and the Ministers

responsible for Vocational Education, Employment and Training (MOVEET) to

undertake further work on the employment related Key Competencies concept

contained in the Review of Young People’s Participation in Post Compulsory Education

and Training (Finn 1991). The Finn report took a view that: ‘…there are certain

essential things that all young people need to learn in their preparation for employment

and that they should be able to develop these employment-related Key Competencies

regardless of the pathway they follow through education and training in the post

compulsory years’ (Mayer 1992:2).

Employment-related Key Competencies are competencies which are essential for

effective participation in work. They focus on the capacity to apply knowledge and

skills in an integrated way in work situations. The Key Competencies are generic in that

they apply to work generally rather than being specific to work in particular occupations

or industries (Mayer 1992:3). Key Competency strands are: collecting, analysing and

organizing ideas and information, expressing ideas and information, planning and

organizing activities, working with others and in teams, using mathematical ideas and

techniques, solving problems and using technology. The Key Competencies were

incorporated within competency standards in all industries through the National

Training Packages (ANTA 2001).

National policy (DEST 2005:66) now requires that relevant employability skills be

embedded in all units of competency and qualifications replacing the (Mayer) Key

Competencies and associated Levels of Performance from 2006 onwards. Making use

of employability skills and skill-sets is a key characteristic of the VET system. The

Employability Skills build on the Mayer Committee’s Key Competencies, which

attempted to describe generic competencies for effective participation in work (DEST

2005:161).

Employability skills and personal attributes were developed by The Business Council of

Australia and the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry through consultation,

focus groups and individual interviews with a sample of 40 small and medium-sized

enterprises and 13 detailed case studies in large enterprises (ACCI 2002:2). The
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enterprises canvassed spanned a wide cross section of industry, identifying these skills

as broadly consistent across industry sectors.

The eight employability skills (ACCI 2002:5) are:

• communication

skills that contribute to productive and harmonious relations between employees

and customers;

• team work

skills that contribute to productive working relationships and outcomes;

• problem-solving

skills that contribute to productive outcomes;

• initiative and enterprise

skills that contribute to innovative outcomes;

• planning and organising

skills that contribute to long-term and short-term strategic planning;

• self-management

skills that contribute to employee satisfaction and growth;

• learning

skills that contribute to ongoing improvement and expansion in employee and

company operations and outcomes; and

• technology

skills that contribute to effective execution of tasks.

The following “personal attributes” are also included in the employability skills

framework: loyalty, commitment, honesty and integrity, enthusiasm, reliability,

personal presentation, commonsense, positive self-esteem, sense of humour, balanced

attitude to work and home life, ability to deal with pressure, motivation and

adaptability. While “personal attributes” or “values” were not highly reflected through

the original Australian Key Competencies they are now being addressed along side the

Employability Skills. The significance of values to the development and application of

skills and knowledge were recognised by Stevenson, the capacities needed for

competent action are inherently values-based (1996:10).

The employability skill of learning leading to an individual’s ability to learn how to

learn is one area of significant difference between the new generic skills and the former
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key competencies. How Training Package developers respond to this essential skill may

act as a determining factor in the package’s ability to reflect current industry needs thus

remaining up-to-date.

2.5 Skill Gaps

A recent report to the Australian Government Training needs for the Digital Content

Industry identified the following Skill Gaps:

• Experience – was a key issue across all segments. Most companies were looking

for people with prior industry experience to work on projects;

• Craft skills – the need for a higher level of craft and creative skills was an issue

for animation and digital production and post production;

• Business skills and enterprise development skills – limited skills in these areas

were identified as a major issue in most industry segments; and

• Project management and team work skills – the absence of these skills in many

new entrants was seen as a major current skills gap (Buchan 2005:41).

While these gaps exist in Australia, similar issues have also been identified in

other countries. For example a report by www.skillset.org identified lack of key

skills and preparedness for work at entry level as major issues in the interactive

sector and in other sectors. As the lead industry organisation covering the digital

content sector in the United Kingdom, Skillset has been implementing national

and regional programs to address these skill gaps (Buchan 2005:41).

The model adopted and utilised by Skill-set UK is an exemplar of collaboration between

Industry, Educational/Training providers and Government, with outcomes evident in the

web site www.skillset.org. This one-stop-shop gives an all-inclusive overview of the

Audio Visual industries in the UK, with information such as jobs, job roles, training

providers and companies within this sector available. Utilising the site for research

uncovers a wealth of information about the industry, for instance, it is evident that the

Stop Motion Industry is immense in the UK. By comparison the Australian Stop Motion

Industry, whilst not as vast, has had recent accolades and success in the Best Animated

Short Film Category of the 2004 Academy Awards with Harvie Crumpet by Adam

Elliot. The skill-set model is currently being used within the UK to reflect current
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industry skills-gaps. This information is applied to curriculum and courses of study

keeping training up-to-date.

2.6 The growth of computer generated animation

The origins of computer-generated, 3D Digital Character Animation can be traced back

to a 3D polygon version of Peter Fonda’s head in the 1976 science fiction feature length

movie Futureworld (Ramshaw 2003:24). Like many technological advances, there are

also historical links to defence-related research. For example, Ramshaw observes that

Boeing created the first digital human in 1963 (2002:28). A very simple 3D polygon

character called Bit was introduced to audiences in the 1982 Disney feature length

production Tron. However, the first feature film to have a completely CG (computer

graphics) character (IMBD 2006) is the full body of the knight coming out of the

stained glass window in Young Sherlock Holmes and the Pyramid of Fear (1985). But it

wasn’t until 1995 that the first feature length all CG fully animated film Toy Story was

released by Director John Lasseter and the team from Pixar.

Since those early days, developments in technology and software have made the

medium more accessible and affordable leading to the creation of digital characters able

to simulate human emotions as effectively as earlier, hand-drawn characters. Digital

characters on the big screen such as, Chicken Little, The Incredibles, Gollum, Shrek,

Lara Croft, Buzz Lightyear, Woody, Stuart Little, Jimmy Neutron, Yoda, Dori and

Nemo are just a few of the newly created personalities who have become instantly

familiar and have replaced 2D characters. Similarly, digitally generated and animated

virtual characters are being used to replace human extras for large crowd scenes. This

phenomenon is evidenced in feature films such as: Troy, Lord of the Rings, The Attack

of the Clones, Titanic, Gladiator and I-Robot. As well, the animation company

Dreamworks has ceased to create 2D projects and are in the process of transferring

classically trained people into the 3D pipeline. 3D projects are easier to finance and all

of the studios are looking for talented artists with technical skills (Page 2004). Similar

rediscoveries are being made at Disney as reported by Desowitz (2005). Developments

such as this have implications for both courses in 2D and 3D animation, suggesting a

need for the expansion of training in traditional animation principles within the 3D

pipeline.
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Digital technology has meant also that early hand-drawn characters are being given new

lives in the present. 2D characters are being reborn in 3D. Old favourites like, Scooby

Doo, Popeye, Mickey Mouse, The Hulk, Marvin the Martian, Casper, Rocky and

Bullwinkle, Garfield and Thunderbirds are cases in point. Television commercials are

increasingly utilising the performances of digital characters to sell products: the Telstra

numbers, Colgate toothpaste character, Ray the Blockbuster Guineapig, Dodo, Curash

babycare animals, Bridgestone Geko, Sam the Totalspan Dog. Animated children’s

television shows have embraced the new medium with titles such as: Erky Perky,

Tractor Tom, Ace Lightning, Sitting Ducks, Save-ums, Shadow Raiders, Insektors,

Jakers-The Adventures of Piggley Winks, Shapies, Jellabies and Duck Cravings.

Many industry based animation jobs that become available have elements that are new,

different and in some cases ground breaking and place the animator in a position of

having to be productive in new situations. This is especially relevant in some television

commercials and special effects feature films where producers are looking for the

‘Wow’ factor which Tom Hanks describes as Optical Poptitude, it gets your eyes

popping out of your head (Lassetter, 1998). The animator can be confronted with

technical and creative requirements that they may never have encountered before. They

must create the visual images to client expectations within the timeframe and may feel

pressured to jump in and use whatever ‘wiz bang’ creation and special effects tools are

available.

“Where character animation strives for emotional response, effects animation strives for

a visceral response” (Hanson, 2003:139). This is especially evident in the block buster

doomsday films such as: The Day After Tomorrow, Independence Day, Backdraft,

Volcano, Twister. Effects animation can encompass but is not limited to the use of

dynamics, particle systems and global illumination. These visual effects are set up and

applied through code and algorithms, and in relation to character animation enable the

control and look of fur/hair, cloth, fluids, soft bodies, gravity and influence fields,

smoke, fire, dust, sprites as crowds in long shot and other particles. While global

illumination gives a realistic look given the correct numbers and settings, it is yet

another automated process that comes at a cost as it increases rendering times

substantially and removes the creative craft of effective, subtle lighting.
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2.7 Issues of automated animation processes

With advanced technological aides to rely on, one might assume that the 3D digital

character animators’ tasks have become totally automated and could be performed

without an understanding or knowledge of the traditional principles of animation. In

their press release for Puppettime 3D Software for the Web, Prosoft Engineering state

that “3D modeling or animation experience is not required because the digital actors, or

puppets, are predefined and know how to draw and animate themselves”

(Prosofteng 2000).

“Motion Capture is the process of recording a live motion event and translating it into

usable mathematical terms by tracking a number of key points in space over time and

combining them to obtain a single three-dimensional representation of the performance”

(Menache 2000:1).

With the advances in Motion Capture (MoCap) technology and automated procedural

animation techniques an increasing number of digital 3D characters are not even being

fully animated by hand or mouse anymore e.g. in the animated features Monster House,

Final Fantasy, Polar Express, Barbie. Have the animators’ roles shifted to the ranks of

technician or digital puppeteer? Current literature and information gathered from job

advertisements suggest otherwise. “We look for animators with great sense of posing,

timing and acting skills in their animation. Education is very important, knowing the

computer software also helps, but natural sensibility is crucial” (Saldana as cited in

Harriss, 2003:82).

2.8 Traditional principles in the digital arena

The proficient modern day 3D digital character animator applies the principles of

animation using sophisticated hardware and software. Graphical user interfaces have

become more user friendly, yet with the extra power and flexibility the software has

become more complicated. The more complicated the software, the greater the learning

demands, and the longer it takes for users to become proficient. It was not uncommon

years ago with some of the first versions of graphics software e.g. MS Paintbrush™,

Deluxe Paint™, Real 3D™, Photoshop™ for users to know every single tool, process,

function, action and variable of the entire software package. It is now a very unique

individual, who could honestly say they know every function, variable, tool or action
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available to them with such huge, complex software packages like Maya™, 3D Max™

or Shake™. The impact of this on computer animators is that the learning process has

become longer, more complex and on-the-job learning and problem solving is more

important.

For roles in big productions Animators need to hit the ground running, at the visual

effects and animation studio Framestore CFC we don’t really teach animation and this

will usually be the case; we’re just working too fast for that. We would expect applicants

to have at least a BA, because it takes that long for anyone to crack animation, to fully

understand the link between motion and function curves (Milne as cited in

Penfold, 2004:92).

Australian animation companies and Post-Production houses have resorted to hiring

experienced costly freelance animators for specialized tasks. In order for Photon VFX,

Gold Coast to create and complete the feature film Ghost Ship a number of international

freelance animators and crew were hired (Smith 2002, pers. comm.). In the traditional

2D Disney or Warner Brothers style animation studios, young aspiring animator’s could

work their way up by assisting in layout, in-betweening and cleanup etc, learning the

ropes along the way. The requirement now is for animators to already be technically and

creatively competent (Milne in Penfold, 2004:98). Hiring professionals from overseas

for particular skills is essential for companies with complex issues to solve on tight

deadlines if the talent is not available locally. In some cases specific people are

“imported” from overseas for a particular skill or for particular software development.

BEEPS, a Brisbane based production house, tries to encourage a mentoring environment

for junior staff to benefit from having this level of expertise nearby (if only for a short

period of time) (Croxford 2003:9).

Finally and most compelling in terms of stating the shift to digital technology, an article

printed in The Sydney Morning Herald July 27th 2005 read Disney gives hand-drawn

animators the final flick (Maddox 2005). A statement from the company said the

closure was largely due to "the changing creative climate and economic environment in

which DisneyToon Studios requires more flexibility to choose the most appropriate and

efficient animation process. But, animators saw it as a reflection of the traditional hand-

drawn style being overtaken by computer-generated animation". The implications of

closures and statements like this on training providers and curriculum developers must

be acknowledged. On the surface it could easily be misinterpreted as 2D projects are too

expensive to finance anymore, therefore 2D will die out and there will be no more need
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for traditional hand-drawn animation along with the techniques and principles of

animation that were pioneered through the use of that style of animation. The reality, as

evidenced through job advertisements, is quite different. While hand-drawn animation

for commercial purposes is on the decline, requests for talented animators able to apply

the traditional principles of animation are on the increase.

Many job advertisements for animators are including requests for traditional artists. One

recent advertisement evidences this trend (DLF 2006).

Traditional 2d Animators leaning toward Maya?

Photon VFX would like to invite traditional 2d artists who have a strong interest in further

developing their 3d Maya animation skills, to apply for animation positions on the 40-part

3d animated series Animalia.

Could you animate a 3d quadruped going through a range of motions such as walking to

trotting, trotting to running and finally gently coming to a stop?

Do you have a naturalistic animation style in 2d and feel those artistic skills will transfer

well to 3d?

Are you able to give your characters a soul?

If it’s a yes to any one of these then we’d love to hear from you!

Photon believes that 2d animators have unique skills which may transfer well to 3d Maya

animation and compliment our current crew.

It appears that even with the growth in digital technology the creative elements of

design and traditional principles are highly valued in the digital arena.

Whilst computers were initially perceived to threaten the livelihood of character

animators (Servais 1996), digitisation has lead to an increasing interest in and use of

character animation which in turn has lead to the invention of new tools, techniques and

processes which purport to make character animation more affordable, available and

user friendly. Documentation and sharing animation strategies especially in the local

context however is limited, due possibly to time constraints and the pressures of

commercial competitiveness. Nonetheless, Jenkins asserts that “media scholars are

obligated to record our observations, to document technological and aesthetic change,

and to preserve evidence of new media’s impact” (1999:235). This research project

proposes a procedure for data gathering and analysis, a new skills formation strategy

based on factual information to advance Vocational Education and Training.
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2.9 Summary

Limits of the industry sector researched in this study are the information content, online

and offline media sectors, which have been framed within the wider ICT sector. The

literature explored in this section reports on the local awareness, growth and

significance of this industry sector. The emergence of skills shortages as well as skills

gaps are emphasised along with the value of skills, training and qualifications in this

sector. Rapid growth within the industry highlights a need for flexible and relevant

training frameworks to be developed. Nationally agreed employability skill-sets and

personal attributes have been outlined with a brief historical outline of the Australian

Vocational Training system.

While the broad study covers the information content and media sectors, the

combination of research with studio-based inquiry focuses on 3D computer animation.

A brief history of animation production in Australasia is reviewed along with the

growth of computer generated animation. The studio-based enquiry is defined within

the context of character animation rather than special effects animation.

For commercial purposes there is a need for animators to already be technically and

creatively competent at applying the traditional principles of animation within a digital

setting. The impact of this on potential computer animators is that the learning process

has become longer and that skills and knowledge may need to be built up progressively

over time.

It is recommended that a National skills audit is completed to gauge and identify needs

across the industry. Explanations of how a skills audit could be conducted are not clear

and have therefore been developed through the research method which is discussed in

the next section.

* * *
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3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This section provides an overview of the study design, outlines its phases, and, drawing

on relevant literature, provides the rationale for the methods used to conduct the

research projects that constitute the study. A hybrid research methodology is presented

that is consistent with the interdisciplinary nature of the study. Phases of the study are

placed in context, and issues related to data generation, documentation, and validity are

addressed.

3.2 Design

The field of inquiry is interdisciplinary, encompassing an investigation of labour market

trends, animation practices, and education and training for a technology-intensive

creative industry. The nature of interdisciplinary work is that it “integrates knowledge

and modes of thinking from two or more disciplines”, and “embraces the goal of

advancing understanding (e.g., explain phenomena, craft solutions, raise new questions)

in ways that would have not been possible through single disciplinary means” (Mansilla

and Gardiner 2004:2). This interdisciplinary study has necessitated the integration of

research methods and theoretical frameworks associated with labour market analysis,

which requires empirical data, and analyses of workplace practices and knowledge

transfer, which require both quantitative and qualitative data collection methods, and

strategies.

Work-place/work practice research has traditionally utilized various forms of social

research practice, such as activity theory, grounded theory and ethnography, employing

a multitude of strategies such as case studies, participant observation, quasi-

experiments, survey research, questionnaires, written surveys and one-to-one

interviews. “The ability to undertake interdisciplinary research is seen as a mark of

flexibility and adaptiveness, highly valued qualities in today’s knowledge economy”

(Fuller 2004:6).

The intended study outcome (a model for the design of an up-to-date, flexible,

meaningful training framework based on current work-place skills requirements)
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demanded a “pragmatic” approach (Strand 1999:40) and an ‘Action Research’

paradigm. Action research is the term used to describe studies that take the form of a

participative continuous learning cycle, which involves reflecting and selecting an area

of focus; planning, implementing and acting on the plan; observing and collecting data;

organizing and analysing data; reflecting, re-planning and taking new action and starting

the spiral again. “Action research draws upon many sources of rigour which are also to

be found in other qualitative approaches. These include the use of multiple

methodologies, multiple sources of information; multiple processes for data collection

and analysis; comparing data and interpretations to those from other sources including

the literature; and so on” (Dick 1999:1). Working in a cyclic manner allows method,

data, interpretation and action to develop simultaneously. Thus the research design can

be described as, emergent (Dick 1999), utilising generic (Action) paradigm, and

integrating research strategies derived from several discrete disciplines, including

categorical/ordinal data research, first hand participation observation, concurrent verbal

reporting, stimulated recall, and process tracing (Cooke 2000).

A number of frequently occurring workplace attributes or occupational indicators were

identified through the initial categorical/ordinal data research of advertised jobs in this

sector. Project management (organizational strategies), workplace communication and

domain specific technical knowledge and skills occurred frequently in early job postings

2001-2003. These areas were used to form the direction for the first studio-based

inquiry.

GANTT charts are commonly used in this industry for production management as noted

in the scheduling of pre-visualization for the feature movie Peter Pan (Photon_VFX

2002). PERT and CPM are alternative charts. GANTT charts allow required actions to be

highlighted and mapped to a timeframe. Henry Laurence Gantt (1861-1919) was a

mechanical engineer, management consultant and industry advisor, he developed

GANTT charts in the second decade of the 20th century. (Ganttcharts 2005). GANTT

charts were used throughout this project for research and production scheduling.

Strategies for researching animation practice were selected that would allow the

progressive identification and refinement of significant and relevant workplace

attributes for inclusion within a training framework. Documentation of workplace

communication within client production was selected for data gathering and analysis of
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related communication needs and processes. The emergent paradigm underpinning the

study anticipated that strategies would change throughout the cycles of the research

process because of the complexity of the nature of the work undertaken. Initial research

strategies employed included a scoping questionnaire, first hand participation

observation (video recordings) and semi-structured interviews of practitioners.

Insufficient responses, minimal practitioner samples and a lack of substantive

information lead to difficulties for the effective categorization of early data. A new

research approach was required and developed.

The model developed for this research is based on Participatory Action Research (PAR)

an emergent and generic paradigm. The PAR process has been described as a

“collective, self reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in social situations in

order to improve the rationality and justice of their own social…practices” (Kemmis

and McTaggott 1988:5). However, where the intention of PAR may be to create a

positive social transformation, this research seeks to develop a vocational training

framework which is based on occupational/industry indicators categorised from labour

market analysis and cross referenced with developments in the research practitioner’s

own studio production and growth. In order to facilitate this line of enquiry and

production, three projects were undertaken: two with clients (social situations) and one

personal. Progressive skill development and the transfer of knowledge were critical to

the project development over the ten phases of the study.

The hybrid action research model Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research (VOHR)

Figure 02 shows the interrelated and synergistic nature of this process, where the

information review has informed the direction of the studio production which has in

turn reflected the issues, concepts and techniques suggested through the review.

Occupational/industry indicators categorised from labour market analysis have been

applied in successive difficulty to individual projects. Applied skills, procedural

information, creative thinking and decision making processes have been documented to

facilitate the enquiry.
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3.3 Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research (VOHR)

Figure 02: Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research Cycle

Each research cycle in Figure 2 equates with three phases of the study Figure 4.

Table 01: Overview of steps taken in Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research (VOHR).

Experience Is the sum of what the practitioner/researcher brings to each new cycle of the research. It
is the underpinning skills and knowledge gained through previous study or hands on

experience.

Reflect Previous experience is reflected on with issues raised and questioned in order to

continue along the same path or to ask if changes are required. Reflection is also

undertaken at every step along the way.

Plan Outline potential areas of interest, a question or action that may be required in relation to

the chosen direction.

Gather Collect a variety of information from different sources that are relevant or potentially

relevant for the research.

Analyse Read and become familiar with the information available.

Categorise Develop a method for organising the information and a method for coding the relevant

data.

Act Select significant issues arising from the collated data for further investigation that can

be applied to a studio project.

Develop Concept and content development, domain specific pre-production and project

development.

Produce Production and post-production phases of the project including recording and

documentation of the processes and techniques involved.

Distribute Exhibition and viewing incorporating critical review.

The information reviewed gave a direction for the next cycle of action or studio

production which in turn gave a direction for the next cycle of information review and

so on, a continuous learning cycle see Figure 4. Understanding developed through

action and research, which in turn informed each new cycle.
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3.4 Summary of the ten phases of the study

Figure 03: Summary of the ten phases of the study
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Figure 04: Ten phases of the study mapped to the cyclic nature of VOHR.

The ten phases of this study are placed within the context of the cyclic nature of the

Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research and creative process.

A continual cycle of experience-reflect-plan-gather-analyse-categorise-act-develop-

produce-distribute has been utilised. Information was gathered from surveys of industry

practitioners, interviews, observation of animators in industry, documentation of the

cognitive structures and processes involved in client centered work, DVDs, literature on

computer animation and animation conferences in Australia (Hooks 03, AEAF 04), UK

(Animex 04) and USA (Siggraph 05). The primary data for this project have been

collected from digital imaging jobs advertised in Australia 2001-2006. Job postings

have been gathered as categorical (or nominal) data and grouped in relation to

similarities of knowledge and skills requirements. Web sites have been analyzed and

annotated with a view to finding information that relates to animation curriculum and

motion curves, these two areas were identified as areas that required further

investigation based on preliminary research findings. Domain specific skill-sets have

been integrated and utilised in practitioner activity. Processes were documented and

selected skills and knowledge were transferred into the next cycle. Awareness, skills

and knowledge increased progressively with each cycle.
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3.5 Tasks and Software used

A key focus of this enquiry was on the use of application software for this creative

pursuit. A variety of software packages was used for the different stages of the research

(ARC sub-aims 1,2 and 7) calling for a range of research approaches and strategies which

are presented as tasks in Table 01. Each individual package has been used as a tool for a

specific purpose in relation to the overall project. Techniques and processes have been

developed and applied in context which is more fully explained in the processes and

data collection sections.

Table 02: Tasks/Software used in research, project creation and management.

Task Software used

Information sourcing and retrieval Internet Browser – Explorer

Online search engines – various

Word Processing Word™

Selective file compression Adobe Acrobat™

Organize and collate data Excel™

Manage references EndNote™

Coding and analysis of transcripts Leximancer™

Webpage creation Dreamweaver™

Voice recognition, dictation Win XP™ Speech recognition

Screen recording – Data collection Camtasia Studio™

Lock screen sizes Pro Sizer™

Diagram and Chart creation Illustrator™

Image scanning and manipulation Photoshop™

Image compositing After Effects™

Audio recording, waveform manipulation Soundforge™

File compression & conversion Cleaner XL™

Archiving DVD sequences for visual reference DVDDecryptor™ & DVDShrink™

3D Modelling, animation & rendering MAYA™

Non Linear Editing Premiere™

Issues relating to the learning of software packages as well as similarities and

differences in interfaces and aspects of skill transfer between the technologies have

arisen but are beyond the scope of this research project. Identifying the skills,

techniques and knowledge required to effectively integrate the software above for

research purposes would distract from the intent and direction of the research itself.
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3.6 Recording and documentation procedures

While initial scoping of companies for suitability was being conducted, ethics approval

was arranged. Before individual animators had been identified as potential candidates

for observation the acquisition and development of an appropriate recording mechanism

was required. A reliable and user friendly method of recording cognitive processes

during studio production needed to be established in order to enable “the serendipity of

practice to be captured” (Lycouris 2000) a method of documentation that presents as

dialogue, reflection and response. This involved a technique called Process Tracing

“which involves the collection of sequential behavioural events and the analysis of the

resulting event protocols so that inferences can be made about underlying cognitive

processes” (Cooke 2000:490).

Initial documentation was made in the form of concurrent written reports (what was

being done was written down in small chunks) thus developing an immediate step-by-

step rundown of the process, an adaptation of “Concurrent verbal reports” for Protocol

Analysis (Ericsson & Simon 1993:16). This written method of recording steps and

procedures was adequate for the documentation of uncomplicated steps and processes

that did not require a lot of problem solving. Edited concurrent written reports formed

the basis of tutorials which have been used as supplemental teaching aids. However, for

tasks that are more complex in nature, tasks that require an elevated level of problem

solving and cognitive skills, a more sophisticated documentation technique is required.

Speech recognition was investigated as a technique for concurrent verbal reporting,

enabling the documentation of patterns within the data such as frequency of use of key

terms and phrases which can be tracked with the use of an indexing software package

such as NUD*IST™ (Qualitative Solutions and Research, 1994) used for textual

analysis of transcripts (Clarke 1998:15). After experimenting with data coding using

Leximancer™ and NUD*IST™, Leximancer™ was used as the preferred data-mining

tool. Leximancer™ provided both a means of quantifying and displaying the conceptual

structure of a document set, as well as a means of using this information to explore

interesting conceptual features.

Speech recognition and dictation made the process of data recording quicker, but did

not address the issue of cognitive analysis while problem solving. Within this complex

specialized field of 3D computer animation it is difficult to communicate one’s problem
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solving processes as 3D problems are being addressed. “Under these cognitively

demanding conditions it is unlikely a problem-solver would be able to produce

meaningful analyses of thinking processes concurrently with the problem-solving

activity” (Middleton 1998:118). Data collection should be as indiscreet as possible

while still being sufficient. “When thinking involves complex information processing of

both visual and verbal material, verbal reports are insufficient, and a methodology is

required that is capable of collecting, simultaneously, both visual and verbal data”

(Middleton 1998:115).

In order to identify the tasks performed by animators an initial mapping of cognitive

structures (Bransford & Schwartz 1999, Collins, Brown & Newman 1989, Hatano &

Greeno 1999) and activity systems of the studios was undertaken using cognitive and

activity theory (Beach 1999, Engestrom 1987, Leontév 1989). Documentation of task

performance while the practitioner was in the natural setting via process tracing, gave an

insight into the cognitive processes, task associated behaviours and task context.

Interviews and video stimulated recall sessions with animators served as data gathering

techniques for observation of thought processes and task performance. “Cognitive task

analysis is the extension of traditional task analysis techniques to yield information

about the knowledge, thought processes, and goal structures that underlie observable

task performance” (Chipman et al 2000:3).

3.7 Goals of Action Research and Validity Criteria

Validity and quality indicators for Participative Action Research (PAR) have not been

as defined as they have been in more traditional scientific or social research methods.

This may in some part be due to the nature of the action research process being

emergent, where processes, questions and methods may shift and change as

understanding changes and develops through the spiraling investigative process. “The

critical reflection of the practitioner is not only directed to the identification of

‘problems’ worthy of investigation with a view to improving practice, but can also

involve evaluation of changes just instigated, which can, in their own right, prompt

further research (Denscombe 2001).
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Similarly validity and quality indicators for Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research

(VOHR) are not as traditionally defined due to its emergent process. In order to give

(VOHR) and this research project indicators for validity and quality a comparison has

been made with the general characteristics and goals of action research and validity

criteria described by de Schutter and Yopo (1981:64). Their original documentation has

been translated from Spanish to English and cited in Her & Anderson (2005:55).

Table 03: Anderson and Herr’s Goals of Action Research and Validity Criteria

Quality/Validity Criteria

Indicators for the validity of research and research quality are mapped to goals of action

research in Table 04.

Table 04: PAR & VOHR Validity Criteria

Participatory Action Research Validity Criteria (Her & Anderson 2005)

s1065697
Text Box
Table removed, please consult print copy of the thesis held in Griffith University Library

s1065697
Text Box
Table removed, please consult print copy of the thesis held in Griffith University Library
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Table 04: PAR & VOHR Validity Criteria continued

3.8 Summary of this research in relation to (VOHR) Validity Criteria

The results of the research, findings and concepts have been related back to training and

curriculum design from this local setting to a larger audience for public knowledge

through the reviews and online forums dedicated to the macro-level re-write of a

National Training Package in Film, Television, Radio and Interactive Media. Historical

issues relating to the two areas of VET and animation have been researched and

integrated within an appropriate context. The model of capturing and analyzing job role

descriptors as evidence of skills-needs and skills-gaps used for this research project has

been developed and implemented as a strategy for skills formation within the “Creative

Industries”. This relates specifically to Action 23 of the 2006 Queensland Skills Plan:

Embedding employability skills in training programs.

The research process and project have been monitored on an academic level and studio

practitioner level through the dialogue of peer review. Initial research findings relating

to character animator employability skills and attributes were incorporated into a

research paper and reviewed in accordance with the provisions of the DEST Data

Research Collection E1 status and were accepted for publication for the 3rd Biennial

International Conference on Technology Education Research, Gold Coast Australia

December 2004. A process of communication and dialogue has been undertaken

through recommendations and then responses to selected issues raised and feedback

registered in phase 1 of the review of the Film Television Radio and Multimedia

Training Package, regular dialogue through the digital online discussion forum

http://tidemark.com.au and in consultation with the Creative Industries Skills Council.

s1065697
Text Box
Table removed, please consult print copy of the thesis held in Griffith University Library
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Recommendations have been acknowledged and are evidenced through the changes

made for the new training package. “…it highlights the transformative potential of

action research” (Her & Anderson 2005:57). Collaboration with stakeholders has been

conducted by sharing information through the review process and online forums.

However, issues relating to the dissemination of research findings have curbed the free

flow of information in order to maintain some degree of ownership and formal

recognition for these findings.

Outcomes of skill development and skillfulness in relation to practitioner activity have

been obtained through the cyclic nature of the hybrid action research process

Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research (VOHR), with more complexity being

applied and developed through each cycle. Skills and knowledge based on actual job

role requirements have been successfully investigated and applied to each project. The

validity of findings is based on the triangulation of data from job postings to

information gathered from readings and process tracing to practical project application.

3.9 Conclusion

Animation production requires knowledge and skills in more than one discipline as does

the development of a training framework based on current work-place skills

requirements. The interdisciplinary nature of this study has led to the development of a

hybrid research methodology which utilizes a combination of research and studio-based

inquiry in cycles. This process has been developed to address the issue of progressive

skill development which has been based on varying levels of complexity evident in the

in the occupational indicators of selected advertised jobs.

“Computer animation is unique in that it combines the techniques of graphic design,

animation, story writing, live-action filmmaking and computer science. But as with any

artistic medium, the most vital element is creativity” (Lasseter in Pintoff 1998:39).

A study of this interdisciplinary Industry art has required an equally diverse approach to

data gathering and project development which is covered in the next section.

* * *
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4.0 DATA COLLECTION PROCESS AND PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Introduction

This section gives an overall timeline and explanation of data collection activities and

contexts along with details associated with each of the 10 phases of the study, referred

to in the previous section (Section 3). This section (Section 4) outlines the data

collection processes associated with these phases and discusses the phases in detail. The

discussion highlights how the data collected at each phase informed the development of

the research activity, following the research cycle that was diagrammatically

represented in the previous section (Section 3). In keeping with this cyclical research

model, data derived from the survey of jobs advertised, and associated job role

descriptors, together with additional data derived from industry scoping and industry

publications, directed the approach to the studio-based research projects. Table 05

provides a timeline for these data generation and collection activities.

As explained in the previous section (Section 3) the research method was action

oriented, meaning that the information gathered was applied in practice, reflected upon,

and processed to progress the study forward in an evolutionary manner toward its goal:

to develop a training framework for vocational qualifications in media, based on

occupational indicators relevant to the current animation industry.

To meet this goal, the studio projects were undertaken, using industry-preferred 3-D

animation software programs to generate first-hand, practice-related data for

comparison with that derived from the on-going position description and role statements

survey. These studio projects were designed to generate data relevant to the Australian

Qualifications Framework (AQF) for levels 3-6, and therefore were ‘staged’ to match

levels of ability from fundamental and general through to complex and specialized

knowledge and skills. In the first studio project the focus was generic and foundational

knowledge and skills. The second and third studio projects were concerned with

increasingly more advanced knowledge and skills as derived from the industry data (job

role descriptions). It was anticipated that these data would enable the identification of

relevant occupational indicators. Thus the studio projects should be understood as

driven by the research question, rather than by the artistic interests of the researcher.
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4.2 Overall Timeline and Explanation of Data Collection Activities and Contexts

The timeline presented below (Table 05) provides an overview of the data collection

activities in a format commonly used in animation production planning. This was both

a useful organisational strategy and enabled the alignment of the data collection with the

multiple facets of the study.

Table 05: Overall Timeline for Research and Studio Production

As indicated in the introduction to this section, a variety of data collection instruments

was used. Three studio projects were developed to generate data to correlate to the AQF

levels. The first studio project Manual handling of Students A resource package for

schools targeted the common employability or generic skills. The second, 12 Days of an

Aussie Xmas and third, Bully and The Beast projects were devised to test discipline

specific technical skills and creative/cognitive domain-specific processes. The first was

commissioned by Education Queensland. Authentic ‘real world’ projects were selected

so as to validate the job role descriptors and occupational indicators defined by industry,

which require artists to work within creative constraints. This important factor is

Sem 2

03

Sem 1

04

Sem 2

04

Sem 1

05

Sem 2

05

Sem 1

06

Sem 2

06

Research

Position Descriptions &
Role Statements Survey

Collate Data

Industry Scoping

Industry Interviews

Literature Review

Exegesis

Draft/Confirm/Final

Review/Presentation

Studio Projects

Manual handling of students

12 Days of Aussie Xmas

Bully and The Beast
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highlighted by Gardner’s reminder that “the bulk of artwork today is done for

commercial interests. Gone are the days when artists did work for the purpose of self-

expression, or to make a statement to society, or because they like the colour of red. The

media artist does what he or she does because he or she is being paid or because the

Director likes the colour red” (Gardner 2003:6).

In industry contexts, a high priority is placed on communication skills. Invariably,

employers seek employees with: good client communications leading on to all round

skills … consistent with the departments and clients’ expectations and with the ability in

many cases to liaise with overseas clients (extract from job descriptors). Thus the

communication process and systems of working relevant to client initiated projects has

been the primary criterion for the design of the first two studio-based projects.

The third (self devised) project was designed to generate efficiently and economically

data pertaining to the specialised field of character animation which is the focus of the

larger ARC research project to which this study contributes.

A key contextual consideration for research in this field is the working environment.

Most modern animation work environments have row after row of computers and look

more like a city office than the traditional animation studio which had light boxes and

areas for ink and paint. Not only has the physical appearance of the animator’s

workplace changed but the creative tools have changed, impacting directly on the

required workplace skill-sets and the way the traditional animation principles are

applied. The scope of this research has not been to develop a totalizing account about

animation or even the Australian animation industry; rather it has sought to contribute to

“the improvement of education and training programs” (Garbay 2004:2) by defining and

categorizing skills, attributes and specific knowledge required by the 3D digital

character animator for effectiveness in the production of content within this industry

sector.

While there may be no singular model that can be defined for production purposes, that

“the business of the business is inseparable from the art of animation” (Bradfield 2002)

signals that any attempt to model this process must consider economic management

incorporating checkpoints for planning, scheduling and tracking through flow charts and

guides that assist the 3D animator in the production process. The systematic approach to
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management advocated by Taylor in the early 20th century is evident in the production

line workplace of many modern companies and in the specific roles and assembly line

processes of traditional animation. Today’s (2D animation) creation process is

essentially a production line, in which a studio of 50 to 300 people work together to

produce tens of thousands of drawings for a single feature film or television episode.

Everyone has a specified role and follows detailed procedures to move from one stage

to the next (Fekete et al 2001) much like a traditional Taylorist or Fordist assembly line

model. Frederick Winslow Taylor conceptualised industry production management in

the following way:

In the past the man has been first; in the future the system must be first. This in no sense,

however, implies that great men are not needed. On the contrary, the first object of any

good system must be that of developing first-class men; and under systematic

management the best man rises to the top more certainly and more rapidly than ever

before (Taylor 1911:2).

Modern networked computer systems have enabled animators and production houses to

move beyond traditional working Taylorist and Fordist (assembly line) models.

Distributed and collective creativity exploit the use of networked systems and have

developed as valuable production methods within this industry sector. Melaina Wong

the Lead Technical Director of the animated feature film Madagacar stated at the

Siggraph 2005 conference that “(t)he process of animating at Dreamworks is one of

collaboration between approximately 60 animators rather than a production line”. The

way systems are integrated allows for greater creativity. In giving his keynote address at

Siggraph 2005 George Lucas stated that at Lucas Films “We have no more assembly

line and get everyone to work on the same thing”. The recent consolidation of

production stages in animation houses has led to a need for multi-skilled personal.

It is acknowledged that new animation production processes have arisen as a result of

computer-automation, however recording and documenting the full diversity of

commercial production pipelines is beyond the scope of this research. Documentation

of digital animation processes, production pipelines or (systems) was employed as a

data gathering tool to enable the categorisation of progressive levels of knowledge and

skills utilised during the animation production phases of this study. The work spanned

across all stages of production from concept development through to post-production on
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a number of increasingly complex studio-based projects. The combinations of

requirements in multi-skilling and progressive skill development are presented as

underpinning needs in the development of a relevant training framework.

4.3 Research Production Model

Film production began by following the traditional film production process which is

divided into three distinct phases; Pre-Production, Production and Post-Production. This

workflow is customary for large companies involved in the entire production process or

individuals creating their own independent productions. The project begins in the pre-

production phase. Pre-Production is defined in (Goldstein 1976:600) as all the work

done on a film prior to shooting; i.e. scripting, casting, testing etc. Associated functions

for film and television production and post-production are outlined in

(Spottiswoode 1981:28, 43-45).

Table 06: The traditional three-step production process (applied to 3d animation)

1 Pre-Production Idea, concept development

Character development and design

Sequence development, storyboard

Dialogue recording

Object/asset creation - modelling

Block out animation - animatic

2 Production Animation

Lighting & texturing

Render low res

3 Post-Production Rendering

Editing, Compositing

Effects

Distribution, Exhibition

In contemporary production methods there is a much greater overlap in workflow

phases, so that the traditional sequential, linear model (pre-production, production post-

production) needs some revision. Activities relating to concept development and ‘story’

were undertaken through a cyclical process involving ongoing research, client

interaction, and studio production, and thus did not conform to the traditional linear,

sequential 3-phase model. Industry expert Lasseter (1998) advocates separating story or

script development from pre-production. As Hooks (2000:2) points out that animation is
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the tool of the story-teller as ever since our ancestors started drawing images on the

walls of caves, there has been a special place in the world for the storyteller.

Walt Disney placed great emphasis on the developmental phase, with the job roles of

stylist, story-man, story-sketch (Thomas et al 1981:191-212) being undertaken before

character modellers and layout designers became involved. That a good story takes

precedence over technical facility is evidenced in the American Film Academy’s 2004

Oscar Award to Adam Elliott for Harvie Krumpet in the Best Short Animation - not

because of its ground breaking special effects or traditional animated brilliance, but

because of its original interesting story. “The strength of Harvie Krumpet is in the

script, it was up against quality driven animation and it won over with the script” (Eyley

2004).

Kerlow (2004:57) proposes that computer generated animation requires four production

phases: initial development, preproduction, production and post production. A model

for short film production (Cantor 2004:xxi) - tabulated here also has four phases:

development, pre-production, shot-production and post-production:

Table 07: The four step Production Workflow (applied to 3d animation)

1 Development Idea, concept development, story

Character development and design

Sequence development, storyboard

Dialogue recording

2 Pre-Production Modeling – Object/Asset creation

Rigging – Deformers, skeleton’s etc

Block out animation, animatic

Texturing

3 Production Animation

Lighting & Effects

Rendering

4 Post-Production Editing, Compositing

Effects

Distribution, Exhibition

Separating development, especially ‘story’ from pre-production arguably advances the

process in at least two ways. First it adds a focus and importance to the story or client

based requirements. Second it helps diminish the temptation to restrict creative, difficult
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or expensive story possibilities due to perceived pre-production, production and post-

production technical limitations and other constraints imposed.

The production workflow for this research project followed three stages of;

development (concept/story/design), production (incorporating pre-production,

production and post-production) and distribution (exhibition), an adaptation for research

purposes from the two models outlined above.

4.4 The ten phases of the study

The study comprised the following phases:

4.4.1 Information gathering/analysis – Readings, web sites, DVD’s, conferences

4.4.2 1st Practical Project – Client Project for CD-ROM

4.4.3 Reflect and refine direction from communication process

4.4.4 Define employability skill-sets with studio focus on Project Management

4.4.5 2nd Practical Project – Client Project for public display – Visual Poem

4.4.6 Data Analysis – identify need to classify generic/domain specific skills

4.4.7 Categorize Job attributes and research social issues/concepts for story

4.4.8 3rd Practical Project – Short narrative

4.4.9 Final Data Analysis & Training model design

4.4.10 Outcomes and Final Report

4.4.1 Phase-1 Information gathering/analysis – readings, web sites, DVD’s,

conferences

Information relating to animation in general, appears to fall within the categories of

either technical manuals with tutorials, tips and tricks relating to specific software or

generic terms, concepts and snippets of production workflow or ‘Readers’ in theory,

analysis and historical documentation mainly focusing on America, Europe and Great

Britain. In the approach to this study, an ongoing review of related literature (Australian

and International) was conducted simultaneously, and in parallel with the Australasian

job data study.

Preliminary investigations were focused on collecting and reviewing sources of

information in the form of literature, web sites, bulletin boards, library resources, DVDs
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and technical manuals. The following categories were selected for examination based on

prior knowledge and relevance for research into the development of a training

framework are given in Table 08.

Table 08: Initial categories selected for examination

traditional animation principles

3D Digital Character animation

digital actors

motion capture

animation curriculum

animation theory

knowledge transfer

e-Learning

research methods

anatomy

voice recognition

generation_Y

keystroke recording and presentation software

The preliminary research focus was on information relating to animation production

methods and systems with a view to identifying aims, objectives, processes and

organizational strategies that are utilized in commercial animation production to enable

a quicker, better and cheaper production – the broader context for the study to which the

research into the employability skills required for effective 3D Digital Character

Animation (which is the focus of this project) will ultimately contribute. Outcomes of

relevance from this activity to the study are summarized in the following sub-sections.

These sub-sections were initially investigated as possible directions for the research and

have been highlighted as relevant background information for the larger study.
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4.4.1.1 Traditional Animation Principles

Early studies of the animation production processes used in Disney’s studios in the

1920s identified 12 principles underpinning traditional character animation (Thomas et

al 1981:47); Squash and Stretch, Anticipation, Staging, Straight Ahead Action and Pose

to Pose, Follow Through and Overlapping Action, Slow In and Out, Arcs, Secondary

Action, Timing, Exaggeration, Solid Drawing, Appeal. See Appendix VII of this report

for a summary of definitions. These principles were a consideration in, but did not

dominate, the studio-based inquiry into computer-generated 3D animation.

4.4.1.2 Transitions in 2D/3D Animation Production Processes

Of equal relevance to this study Winder et al (2001) present an outline of the modern

2D animation production process from a producer’s view-point, which provides forms,

charts and checklists for a streamlined animation workflow. They argue (2001:240) that

the best way to understand 3D computer generated imagery (3D CGI) is to consider it a

merger of two methods of filmmaking: 2D animation and live action. They assert that

unlike traditional 2D animation, which follows a fully established path, 3D CGI

production is still in the midst of defining and standardizing processes.

The work of Bendazzi (1994) which documents and critically reviews a wide variety of

animation produced globally from the early 1900’s on, making reference to current

technological innovations, is particularly useful in tracing the evolution of industry-

based production processes and related job roles. Kanfer (2000) gives a detailed

historical and general account of the American animation industry including an

occasional account of the impact of economic rationalism on the industry providing

some rationale for transitions in production. While reference to contemporary

commercial systems is limited, statements relating to successful procedures for plot and

subplot development and techniques of promoting through merchandise provide further

insights.

The exponential growth in budgets required for full length commercial computer-

generated animated film-making is evidenced in the statement by Stephen Jobs (who

purchased George Lucas’ company Pixar in 1986) and subsequently spent $50 million

to keep pace with technological improvements. In 1995 he admitted: “If I had known
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how much it cost to keep Pixar going, I doubt if I would have bought the company”

(Jobs as cited in Kanfer 2000:228). That the industry is ‘big business’ is demonstrated

by the fact that Pixar went public at $17 a share, and within hours was almost $50 a

share, which amassed over $1billion on paper for Jobs. The first CG fully animated

feature length movie Toy Story went on to gross over $150 million in the United States

alone (Kanfer 2000:231). Technological innovation and the importance of good systems

and production models are identified in the above literature as contributing to such

success stories. These areas are taken into consideration within the small scale of the

studio-based enquiry.

4.4.1.3 The importance of underlying mechanics in Animation Production

The primary importance of underlying mechanics is highlighted by Richards Williams,

animation director of the feature movieWho Framed Roger Rabbit who reflects that in

his early years he was too hung up on the idea of artistic style. “Eventually I realised

that if you’re going to be an animator, you have to be a movement mechanic. You can

talk about style, acting and emotion until the cows come home, but if you don’t know

how to move the damn material, how are you ever going to act?” (Williams 2004:46).

Traditional methods, principles and formula are covered comprehensively by Williams

(2001) however no reference is made to such skills being transferred into the animation

of 3D digital characters or modern day production systems.

4.4.1.4 Current Issues in Animation Education and Training Research

Debate in theoretical articles and publications notably Pilling (1997) relates to issues such

as the globalisation of the animation industry, analysis of individual films, gender theory

in relation to animation, definitions of animation, that animation is just for kids, photo-

realism vs stylisation, the 2D or not 2D debate, the growing influence of Japanese anime,

addressing adult themes and that commerce and art feed off each other.

Recent conferences such as AEAF 04, Animex 04 and Siggraph 05 presented issues and

themes that are relevant to both the animator and the animation teacher. How to create

successful animation, steps for success and what needs to go into a show-reel are

recurrent themes.
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The importance of storytelling is seen as significant by Hooks (2000) impacting on the

requirement for animators to be actors. Rudolf Laban’s ‘eight movement efforts’ as a

combination of space, time, weight and flow along with non-verbal impulses and facial

animation are seen as crucial for storytelling and communication to occur. Anatomy,

character rigging and balancing reality of movement with exaggerated movement as

well as developing appeal through squash and stretch have been presented as areas for

focus by Pixar character supervisor, Green (2004).

Using MoCap and combining procedural animation with hand animation is also an area

of growth undergoing massive development, as are issues of team work and

multiskilling vs specialisation. Pre-Visualization and the need to develop a

comprehensive understanding of screen language, layout, staging and composition as an

invisible actor have been presented by Johnson (2005). A comprehensive understanding

of visual literacy, the elements and principles of design and the principles of animation

have been presented as requirements for the production of quality 3D animation.

4.4.1.5 Issues warranting further research

In relation to education and research in this industry sector a number of significant

themes or areas of importance were raised in various fora AEAF 04, Animex 04 and

Siggraph 05 as warranting further research and development.

These were:

• to investigate and develop methods for integrating Digital Cinema into the story

telling process,

• to develop new or refine existing digital pre-visualisation processes and interfaces,

• to refine and secure intellectual property agreements for integration of academic

research and production,

• to develop greater understanding of rendering, assisted motion synthesis,

facial animation,

• to develop a method, model or interface to assist animators to visualize, create and

manipulate desired Arcs of motion in 3D and more easily relate the actual arcs to

xyz motion curves as a form of technology transfer, and
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• to develop industry workflow standards for integration into Project based 3D

curriculum.

Addressing new learning needs for 3DCG production processes

Kerlow (2004) covers generic terms, concepts, processes, production flowchart and

timeline without detailed reference to specific software. Whilst not a “how-to” book, it

is unique and educationally valuable as technical, creative and generic principles are

isolated from the specific terms and step-by-step processes often presented in computer

technical training materials. It could readily be utilised as a general introductory text to

the concepts, terminology and theory relating to 3D animation in learning institutions,

but it does not cover any particular area in depth.

Kuperberg (2002) presents a general introductory text covering backgrounds, tools and

techniques of computer animation with industry contributors presenting concepts and

issues relating to distinct production areas of television, computer games and

multimedia/web. Digital convergence, the blurring of industry boundaries is outlined as

an issue related to the “onslaught of digital technology”. Project briefs, self-tests,

tutorials and resources have also been included, many of which are still relevant today.

3D computer character animation is incorporated into the workflow of at least five

distinct areas of production: 1) Broadcast, 2) Feature/Short Film, 3) Computer Games,

4) Television Commercials and 5) Visualisations-architectural/medical

(Alias/Wavefront 1999:3-4). Increasingly the Web, Multimedia/CDRom productions

and Public Art exhibitions are utilising 3D character animation. Developing animation

curriculum based on these distinct production areas is therefore raised as a possibility

for further investigation.

At this stage in the research two areas frequently arose in the readings that warranted

possible examination and exploration for further research:

First was the application of the twelve traditional animation principles to 3D computer

animation. Kerlow (2004:278-283) proposes a few new principles for three-dimensional

computer animation: visual styling, blending cartoon physics with real world physics,

using cinematography, mastering facial animation, and optimizing user-controlled
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animation. While relevant to 3D digital character animation these proposed principles

already fall under some of the formally acknowledged twelve: Visual styling and

cinematography fall under the category of staging, blending cartoon physics with real

world physics under timing and facial animation falling under the category of appeal.

Creating a new category of solid modelling and rigging does appear appropriate for

3DCG animation. The issue of user-controlled animation relates to the interactive nature

of computer games and relies on the smooth transition of an animation from one

predefined cycle to another. Whether this is actually a new principle of animation as a

whole or a technical issue for consideration within the context of animation for games

may need some clarification. While there is an apparent need to define additional

principles that address today’s new animation styles and techniques, it is not within the

scope of this research project to do this.

A second area for further research and exploration was Keyframe Interpolation. In

traditional pose-to-pose cell animation, frames of a character’s main poses were drawn

by an animator and the required in-between frames were drawn by a tweener. The

placement of the lines and information between the frames was/is a learned skill, one

that requires extensive experimentation and practice by both the animator and the

tweener. Where and how the tweens are placed is a visual and manual skill. In 3D CGI

“the computer calculates the in-between frames by averaging the information and key

poses contained in the keyframes” (Kerlow 2004:303). Once an object has been

keyframed or placed in a position in 3D space on a given frame and then keyframed or

placed in a different position in 3D space on a different frame (and so on) a function or

parameter curve is made by the computer that shows exactly how the objects’

parameters such as position in X,Y,Z space or scale, rotation, visibility etc change over

time.

The ability to alter animated movement with function curves is highlighted by Harvey

(2006, 93-103) in her unpublished DVA exegesis. There she extensively reviewed

books that deal with computer animation and concluded that discussion of the

application of function curves with traditional skills is lacking.
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The collection and annotation of relevant web pages (see appendix II) reference

function curves and animation curriculum; however, there is little detailed information

on both of these areas available.

The multiplicity of digital media makes writing a totalizing account impossible. The same

might be true of a theory of print culture or of the cinema. However, theorists working on

those earlier media privilege one form or function over others. Literature becomes the

study of novels, short stories, and philosophical essays, not, at least until recently, of

manners books, instructional manuals, travel narratives, or reference works. Cinema

studies focuses primarily on commercial feature-film production and not home movies,

instructional films, corporate promotional videos, or exercise tapes. Cyberspace is not one

place or one thing. Digital theory struggles with its multiplicity, hybridity, and fluidity

(Jenkins 1999:236).

4.4.1.7 Knowledge Transfer

An investigation of first hand participants in the local industry was required to help

identify significant issues. A scoping exercise was required to identify and select

relevant and appropriate commercial animation studios to participate in a formal

questionnaire and contribute relevant employee’s time for questioning and observation

sessions. A Queensland animation industry contact list was compiled based on contact

numbers available from the advertised job data, the yellow pages and The Queensland

Animators group. Sixty-eight animation companies, animators and training

organizations were identified for the questionnaire, the names, addresses and numbers

have been withheld for ethical and privacy reasons.

Initial scoping questions were developed. One survey format: (GETNA) – General

Employee Training Needs Analysis: a paper-and-pencil tool for determining common

denominator training needs was selected to clearly outline the respective questions and

issues. This was developed by Westinghouse Electric Corporation (WEC) volunteers. In

1997 all intellectual property rights were transferred to the US Department of Energy

(DOE) and Carlsbad Area Office (CAO) who in turn transferred the assessment tool to

US organizations, with non-exclusive rights to use it, at no cost through the joint

DOE/CAO and WEC technology transfer program. For this research a different set of

questions relating to the Stable, Discriminating and Multivariate Indices already
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identified through the job data and review were developed. The questions were grouped

under the headings Task, Difficulty, Importance and Frequency levels. If the tasks were

recorded as areas of difficulty and extreme importance that are utilised frequently they

would be flagged as significant, requiring further investigation. The scoping survey

(appendix III) was intended to assist in isolating companies that were relevant to the

needs of the research. The customised general headings for tasks to focus on were:

Computing and File Management, Communication, Traditional Animation and Design

skills, 3D Animation skills, Technical ability and Compositing and VFX. This initial

data gathering exercise was not responded to by the majority of companies and when

followed up, issues of time constraints and relevance due to most animation being

outsourced were cited as reasons for the limited response (Bradbury 2004).

4.4.1.8 Conclusions

Issues warranting further research were identified from readings, web sites, DVD’s and

conferences and incorporated into a questionnaire for the identification of learning

needs for 3DCG production. The initial questionnaire, observations of animators and

interviews yielded some important information however the samples were not large

enough to allow for the identification of generic and domain specific skills and

knowledge. An alternative source of data was required.

Occupational/industry indicators categorised from labour market analysis presented a

rich source of hard data and were therefore selected as the primary source of

information. Job titles, software used and job roles were obtained from advertised

positions in www.dlf.org.au, www.it.seek.com.au and www.mycareer.com.au.

4.4.2 Phase 2 - 1
st
Practical Project – Client Project for CD-ROM

As explained above the studio projects were staged to generate specific data. Screen

recording software Camtasia Studio™ was used to capture human-computer

interactions in real-time video and audio format. The first client-focused projectManual

handling of students: A resource package for schools for (Education Queensland 2004)

involved the creation of seven animated segments made for CD and distributed

throughout Queensland schools. Communication and the ability to interpret the client’s
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vision formed the basis for the development of the project. “Many employers now

consider that communication, teamwork and problem solving skills are just as important

as technical skills in the workplace” (DET 2006:44).

One of the objectives of this research has been to classify skill-sets and attributes

required for the effective integration of individuals into working environments with a

focus on 3D computer animation for curriculum design purposes. Hard data collected

through the job postings presented itself as a rich source of information that informed

the direction of the first project. Table 09 represents key undertakings for the

production.

Table 09: Production Schedule Manual handling of students, A resource package for schools.

Table 10 lists occupational indicators from the (2001-2002) Animator and Project

Manager job-role descriptors were isolated and used as fundamental skill-sets that were

applied to this project. The production process, the way traditional animation principles

were utilised and client/practitioner interaction were documented as a way of classifying

the actual skill-sets used.
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Table 10: Occupational Indicators selected from Animator and Project Manager job-role

descriptors applied to project one:

Animator Job-Role Descriptors

apply tools & temperament to render animations in 640x480 res. in 256 colours without complaining

build a model according to a specific brief

take direction from designer/client

animate characters in a restricted frame rate of 10 to 15 fps

knowledge of character animation

general problem solving ability

an understanding of the elements and principles of design,

have a knowledge of: Resolution, frame size, colour theory

timing of motion for different frame rates

a proven ability to meet deadlines

ability to take responsibility for shots/sequences

time management and communication skills

Project Manager Job-Role Descriptors

Leadership skills

Ability to create and execute creative concepts

Ability to create and maintain schedules

Plan and review production processes for the development of multimedia

Identify and resolve issues

Monitor and track

Production experience in multimedia

Proficiency in work-effort based projects planning tools.

Possess highly developed organisational skills, strong project planning expertise

Need to demonstrate management of all project related activities throughout all stages of the project

lifecycle including establishment, concept design, development and acceptance testing

Be able to apply appropriate Project Management and Quality Assurance methodologies and ensure

relevant and timely reporting on all project related activities.

Strong interpersonal skills for maximising relationships with stakeholders

4.4.3 Phase 3 - Reflect and refine direction from client communication

As work continued on the first client project three animators agreed to record their

working processes and thoughts while problem solving. While not a large sample it was

decided to proceed with this as an avenue for data gathering to assist in the

identification of important skills and techniques associated with the production of

animation. It was important to find or develop a method of capturing the required data

without unduly impacting on the participant’s time or natural way of working.

Dictation and voice recognition software were investigated as the first option. Three

alternatives were immediately available, Dragon Naturally Speaking™, IBM’s

Viavoice™ and the speech recognition software embedded within the Microsoft

WindowsXP™ operating software. Being available at no extra cost the inbuilt Windows

speech recognition software was the first choice; the only requirement was a
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microphone/headset (digital USB), and time spent reading into the computer to enable

the software to learn the characteristics of the participant’s voice. However the speech

recognition software required a whole new specialized vocabulary of key terms

associated with 3D computer animation. This meant typing and reading the typed words

into the software, which was done from technical manuals and books. One of the most

comprehensive books for generic terms in this field, which was excellent for this task

was Kerlow (2004). After the voice recognition engine had sufficient specialized

vocabulary it became a very useful tool for recording thoughts and process tracing.

Unfortunately two major setbacks rendered this approach unusable for this study; the

entire library of specialized vocabulary was lost due to a major system malfunction in

the computer it was on and even if the specialized vocabulary could have been isolated,

saved and ported over to a participant’s computer it would have required a considerable

effort on their part just to train it to recognize their voice.

Screen and keystroke recording software was the next option as it had become more

user friendly and less expensive. At the time of researching this there were 3 major

players on the market: Camtasia Studio™, Turbo Demo™ and Robo Demo™. 30 day

trial versions of each of these were downloaded, tested and evaluated. Robo Demo™

was dismissed as it would only record keystrokes with audio input after visual

recording. This became cumbersome, time consuming and negated its use for what it

was needed for, in this instance. Camtasia Studio™ and Turbo Demo™ both record

video and audio in real time and both had similar characteristics, workflow and output

variables. Other researchers at Griffith University were having success with Camtasia

Studio™ and it was decided in the interests of compatibility and consistency, to

purchase that as the screen recording software. Since that time Turbo Demo™ has been

bought out by Adobe\Macromedia™ a large software developer, renamed Captivate™.

Major changes have been made making it more friendly to users and capable of creating

more intuitive interactivity.

Screen capture software is an extremely useful tool for recording computer on screen

activity and is very useful for the creation of short 10-15 minute tutorial videos. The

output and subsequent viewing formats are important factors for tutorials, optimized file

size and accessible compression codecs are essential. One of the smallest and most

accessible file formats today is the Flash ™ (.swf) format. It does however have a limit
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of approx. 15 minutes playback as Flash™ files, which is ideal for tutorial videos but

not for archival purposes of onscreen activity of long production processes.

Before utilizing this software in a commercial animation studio important variables

needed to be addressed: That proper approval for installation of the software was

obtained and that the workstation it was to be installed on had to have enough

contiguous local space for the resulting large files. While recording the screen at 15

frames per second an .avi file is created and stored on the hard drive and, depending on

the complexity of the on-screen data, can become a very large file. This later problem

was resolved by the use of an external Hard Disk Drive, changing the temporary storage

location to the external drive, and taken away and encoded at a later date. Files from the

selected software required encoding to be viewed outside the software which takes just

as long as the original recording.

The original screen recording software recorded the screen at the display resolution; this

created very large files and for the personal process tracing created a drain on the

system resources, slowing down the computer. This was also an issue for the animators

in industry as noted in the transcripts. Video recording the screen and animator in action

overcame all of the technical issues but without genlocking (syncing) the video camera

to the computers graphics output a minor irritating visual phasing was evident in the

resulting video. For personal reflection and stimulated recall the minor visual distraction

was not an issue. New versions of the screen recording software capture the entire

screen and record the resulting video file at a pre-determined lower resolution, a better

option for future research projects.

4.4.4 Phase 4 - Define employability skill-sets. Studio focus on Project

Management

Information was gathered concurrently from the transcripts of the Camtasia Studio™

screen recording ‘think aloud’ sessions of the three animators and of the data collected

from the small sample of semi-structured interviews. This information assisted in the

identification of ways 3D animators manipulated variations in movement through the

use of function curves. Adjusting the interpolated movement of keyframed objects

through function curves was highlighted as a frequently occurring task, an area of
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potential for further research and development. However, for the purpose of devising a

training model the limited number of samples did not seem as significant as the job

titles, software used and occupational indicators concurrently being collected from the

related job advertisements. As a result this research focused on the results of the job

data correlated with documentation of studio projects and analysis of readings/seminars

and web pages.

Recurrent knowledge and employability skills required for the effective creation of 3D

computer animation were identified and documented as an outcome of the literature

reviewed and collation of job data. At this early stage the information gave little

indication of priorities for curriculum design or validity in terms of cross referencing for

triangulation of data. It was felt therefore that the organization of the data into “stable,

discriminating and multivariate indices” as outlined in Aked et al (1999:166-178) might

assist in the identification of significant areas that could warrant further investigation

and help to determine priorities for curriculum design (ARC E2 Sub-Aim 6). The scientific

understanding of Stable, Discriminating and Multivariate Indices are outlined as: A

stable index is one that shows little variation within a person. A discriminating index

will additionally show high variability between individuals relative to within person

variation. Multivariate indices are where a number of constituents in question are

examined for patterns of ways in which they vary in relation to each other for any

particular person.

While the scientific approach (Aked et al 1999) is valuable, adjustments were made to

the meanings of the three indices for this application to more closely align them with

skills and tasks rather than variations in people. The requirements for skills and

knowledge in 3D animation, identified through the research to date were categorized

within the newly formed indices.

Newly formed indices:

Discriminating Indices (Distinct areas of Production of 3D Character Animation)

Stable Indices (Common to the discriminating indices of 3D Character Animation)

Multivariate Indices (Exists to varying degrees within the discriminating indices)

The purpose of having developed new meanings for Stable, Discriminating and

Multivariate Indices was to establish a framework for the identification of what might
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be considered common or generic attributes or skills and what might be considered

areas of specialization. Within the scientific and research community it is expected that

these claims are open to expert scrutiny. To be able to analyse, criticise, confirm, or

properly make use of a method, data showing its reliability, validity and robustness

must be fully provided Aked et al (1999:166). Cross referencing this information with

advertised job role descriptors and occupational indicators added to the validity of the

identified common denominators for 3D Character Animation.

Within the context of the cyclic nature of the research process the first project drew on a

selection of preliminary job role descriptors from industry postings. Client interaction

and feedback based on the client/practitioner communication process formed the basis

for the initial enquiry. Refinement of the overall workflow or process of working

developed as a significant issue out of the first project as a means to improve the overall

efficiency of production. The general focus for further practitioner enquiry shifted to

that of project management.

4.4.5 Phase 5 - 2nd Practical Project.

Client Project for public display - Visual Poem

The second client focused project 12 Days of an Aussie Xmas enabled the effective

application of refined occupational indicators to further augment hands-on practitioner

research. The project was developed as a more complex piece than the first, requiring a

greater level of skill, problem solving and application of knowledge in all areas of

production visual continuity, modelling, rigging, texturing, lighting, animation, particle

effects, rendering and compositing. While communication and the ability to interpret the

client’s vision formed the basis for the development of the first studio project, the

second studio production was utilised as a tool for the gathering of information relating

mainly to production workflow or the production pipeline with the application of more

complex skills.

The extent of production pipelines currently being used in industry is not readily

available and not openly communicated. Each company’s pipeline is somewhat unique

and is what can give the company their edge technically, creatively or for efficiency. It

is the way systems are used and how they are integrated into a productions workflow
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that creates the ‘proprietary’ pipeline. While a production pipeline is suggested in

Cantor (2004:xxi), it is specific to short film production and therefore is not truly

indicative of the general workflow involved in 3D computer related production. The

ability to customise through a process of adaptation and systems integration was

stressed by Lucas (2005) who urged “Develop a unique ’Pipeline‘, develop integrated

systems, use what’s out there rather than develop it yourself”. Monitoring and

documenting this process as it applied to the studio production was therefore a

significant part of the research process.

Table 11: Production Schedule 12 Days of an Aussie Xmas

Documentation of the workflow, project management and applied work related

attributes was undertaken. The script files generated from twenty-seven animation

sessions were saved after each session for subsequent analysis (section 5.5.6) of concept

relationships and frequency of use. A system for effective control and monitoring of

asset creation and use within the 3D environment developed within the scale and

context of the client/practitioner based project. Components of this applied workflow

link directly to occupational indicators evident in the job descriptors and form a clear

connection between theory and practice. The occupational indicators selected for project

two build on the list applied to project one and require more depth in understanding and

higher levels of skill.
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Table 12: Occupational Indicators selected from Animator and Project Manager job-role descriptors

applied to project two

Animator Job-Role Descriptors

character animation

character modelling and rigging

set and prop modelling and visual effects

demonstrated ability to turn a character into a living personality

general problem solving ability

an understanding of the elements and principles of design,

have a knowledge of: Resolution, frame size, colour theory

timing of motion for different frame rates

a proven ability to meet deadlines, time management and communication skills

ability to take responsibility for shots/sequences

stylisation and characterisation

good sense of balance and timing

understand both 3D and traditional character animation principles

Project Manager Job-Role Descriptors

Leadership skills

Ability to create and execute creative concepts

Ability to create and maintain schedules

Plan and review production processes for the development of multimedia

Identify and resolve issues, monitor and track

Proficiency in work-effort based projects planning tools.

Possess highly developed organisational skills, strong project planning expertise

Need to demonstrate management of all project related activities throughout all stages of the project

lifecycle including establishment, concept design, development and acceptance testing

Be able to apply appropriate Project Management and Quality Assurance methodologies and ensure

relevant and timely reporting on all project related activities.

Strong interpersonal skills for maximising relationships with stakeholders

4.4.6 Phase 6 - Data Analysis, identify need to classify generic/domain specific

skills

Occupational indicators from the advertised job postings and job role descriptors were

classified within an Excel™ spreadsheet under the headings of: Job Title, Software

Used, Type of Appointment (Permanent/Contract), Company Name, Email Contact and

Job Role Requirements. Job titles sought in job postings were compared with the

qualifications offered through the (CUF01) Training Package resulted in the discovery

that a number of areas needed updating and new areas needed to be included. There is a

need for training programs to service industry and in order to do so they need to address

the employability skills of communication, team work, problem-solving, initiative and

enterprise, planning and organising, self-management, learning and technology, which

have been identified (ACCI 2002) as broadly consistent across industry sectors. These

employability skills must be addressed across an entire training program; however the
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extent to which these skills require assessment in each and every Unit of Competence is

an issue beyond the scope of this research. These are accepted as essential skills for

transfer across jobs and tasks within a job and are readily identifiable as frequently

occurring attributes asked for in the job postings. Working within the boundaries of the

accepted notion of broadly consistent generic transferable employability skills, 3D

animation and character animation domain specific skills were now identifiable as

distinct areas.

While acknowledging that the primary focus for Vocational Training programs is to

service industry, national figures (ABS 2004:10) were showing that the majority of

VET students are young new entrants to the industry. An investigation was undertaken

to identify some of the characteristics of the client group and what impact their needs

might have on the development of a course of study in this area.

4.4.7 Phase 7 - Categorize Job attributes, research social issues/concepts for story

Occupational Indicators from animator job role descriptors were collated and placed

under the categories of: Conceptual Knowledge, Skills, Problem Solving and Attitude

(Table 16 p.66). Subsequent analysis of the results led to the identification of key

employability skills. Recommendations for the first stage of a national research and

consultation review of (CUF01) Training Package (IBSA 2005:27).

Concepts, ideas and social issues for the next practical project were researched.

4.4.8 Phase 8 - 3
rd
Practical Project - Short Narrative

Concept development, pre production and production of the third and final studio

project Bully and The Beast were undertaken. While the first two projects were client-

focused this project developed as a personal project with a theme of ’bullying‘, to

maintain community-based relevance. Therefore in relation to client-focused

production, this project has less focus on communication and system documentation and

more on research and development in the bullying theme, short script writing,

storyboarding and pre-visualisation, character design, modelling and rigging, dialogue

and lip syncing, character interaction and acting, screen direction, the application of

animation principles, rendering and compositing.
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The narrative was developed and used to apply the indicators selected from the job role

descriptors. While the skills and techniques in character animation were specialised and

more technically and creatively advanced than the previous projects general

organisational and management skills still applied.

Table 13: Production Schedule for Bully and The Beast

Table 14: Occupational Indicators selected from Animator job-role descriptors

applied to project three

• demonstrated ability to turn a character into a living personality.

• experience in creating expressive and dynamic lines of action, facial animation &

complex character rigs

• create a quadruped animal character with a 2,500 poly limit
• proficient with Maya's shaders

• strong ability in animation

• general problem solving ability

• an understanding of the elements and principles of design,

• have a knowledge of: Resolution, frame size, colour theory

• timing of motion for different frame rates

• a proven ability to meet deadlines, time management and communication skills

• ability to take responsibility for shots/sequences

• stylisation and characterisation

• good sense of balance and timing

• understand both 3D and traditional character animation principles
• understand characteristics of personality, body language, acting, anatomy, visual

literacy, non verbal communication

4.4.8.1 Bully and The Beast – Concept Development

Premise A mild mannered fly uses an unexpected alliance to deceive a bully.

Theme The perpetrator may just end up the victim.
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Concept/Story

3D Layout
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Dialogue
Recording

Rigging

Animation

Playblast Edit

Texture/Light

Rendering

Music & SFX

Compositing

Final Edit

Distribution
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Setting 21st Century action spans a few hours. Outback Australia in an old cottage

Audience 10–15 year old boys, icebreaker in schools before discussion about bullying.

Synopsis Simon a fly is eating on top of a pile of doggy-do that’s been dropped on the

veranda of an old shack when Roger another fly lands and immediately asserts his

dominance and authority. Ralph - a gecko catches a cockroach behind them. Roger

teases Simon and dares him to “ride the dragon”. Simon takes up the challenge, there is

a lot of tongue whipping and hissing by Ralph, it looks like a cowboy riding a bull at a

rodeo. Roger is humiliated after seeing Simon escape totally unharmed, his ego is

severely bruised but he tries not to show it. Triumphantly Simon flies off for a drink

with Roger trailing meekly behind. Inside a discarded beer bottle, Simon is more

confident and dominant; the power structure has clearly changed. Roger is quiet and

submissive, but after a couple of drinks, builds in confidence and in order to get his

dominant place back announces his intent to “take on the dragon”. Due to his

intoxicated state Roger’s reactions are slow and cumbersome; he is captured by Ralph’s

flicking tongue and sucked into his mouth. Simon hops onto Ralph’s back and they

walk off into the sunset. Simon reminds Ralph that he’s forgotten something.

The idea for this synopsis developed out of substantial research into bullying. The

drama triangle (Forrest 2005) formed a basis for the personalities of characters in Bully

and The Beast and also helped in formulating the direction of the theme where Roger

the initial persecutor may just end up the victim. At the start Simon the victim cannot

see himself as a victim and ends up being the rescuer in the end. The Gecko Ralph is the

rescuer of Simon, becomes the victim and then the persecutor. The timeframe of this

piece does not allow for the characters to complete a full cycle and end up a victim as

identified by Forrest, rather it takes each character through each of the stages in a short

triangulated fashion giving each a level of character change and development.

It's difficult to see ourselves (or others) as victims when we

are in a care-taking or blaming role. Nonetheless these two,

Rescuer and Persecutor, are the two opposite extremes of

Victim. This is simply because all roles eventually lead

back to victim. It's inevitable. (Forrest 2005)
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Table 15: Character Profiles for Bully and The Beast

Character designs, dialogue, storyboarding, pre-visualisation, modelling and production

followed on from the development stage.

4.4.9 Phase-9 – Final Data Analysis and Training model design

Collated data from 3152 advertised jobs led to the identification of 310 job titles (2006).

Due to financial and organizational reasons it would not be feasible to offer a training

program with a recognized qualification based directly on each and every job title.

Some jobs were advertised on one or two occasions only. A process of categorising jobs

was required. Each job role descriptor or occupational indicator for every job appeared

as; an attitude, experience, skill, knowledge, quality or qualification. The occupational

indicators for each job were subsequently grouped under each of the six headings. After

this classifying the indicators generic attributes common to most jobs and domain

specific attributes common to some jobs and specific to others were identified. The

result of this was that jobs were able to be grouped based on their domain specific

attributes as areas of specialization. Areas that cross over are ideally suited for delivery

of generic underpinning skills and knowledge to all relevant sectors within the industry.

ROGER (fly) SIMON (fly) RALPH (Gecko)

Male

Late teen equivalent

Overweight with no-neck

Bulky, hard, angular

Male

Late teen equivalent

Tall, wiry and skinny

Male

Toddler equivalent

Relatively huge & round

Oversized feet & head

Strong, needs to dominate and

subdue others

Sassy and oppositional

Playful and childish

Braggs about own superiority

Gains advantage by cheating

Tough, hardened and shows

little empathy

Cool, calm and collected

Demure, shy but resentful

Innocent, vulnerable & needy

Has unexplained complaints :
headaches

Feels incompetent, spiral of

shame & self abuse

Dysfunctional internal dialogue

Protector

Moderator

Fixer

Mediator

Problem Solver

Anxious

Needy

“…They turned on me…”

“I’ve been treated unfairly and

someone’s going to pay”

“…I can’t …”

“…I had to defend myself…”

“I was just trying to help””

“No matter how much I do – It’s

never enough”

Persecutor – Rescuer – Victim Victim – Persecutor - Rescuer Rescuer - Victim – Persecutor
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Table 16: Occupational Indicator classification system (Based on the findings of the job-data).

A - ATTITUDE (A state of mind or a feeling; disposition)

Desire, passion, determination, work ethic, ability to follow/take directions, work independently, self

motivated, work to tight deadlines, work fast and accurately, apply tools and temperament, objectives

driven, enthusiastic, pro-active, confident, flexible, eager to learn, adapt, comply, work in a team

environment under pressure, interest in…, love to…, have pride…, willingness, participation in…, client

focused, adherence to…, interact positively, comfortable with…

E – EXPERIENCE

(Active participation in events/activities, leading to the accumulation of knowledge/skills)

Years experience, industry, professional, proven …, proven ability, background, demonstrated, Senior,

provide a showreel, demoreel, folio, references, evidence of…, working knowledge of…, expertise

S – SKILL

(Proficiency, facility, or dexterity that is acquired/developed through training or experience)

Ability to…, able to…, advanced level, have a strong…, competent, create, design, develop, deliver, edit,
fine tune, proficient, mastered, perform specific tasks, construct, set up, skill-set, application of…, plan,

assemble, problem solve, prioritise, multitask, generate, build, configure

K - KNOWLEDGE (Professional)

(Familiarity, awareness, or understanding gained through experience or study)

Knowledge of…, an understanding of…, familiar with…, liase with…, interpret, provide input, reporting

to…, responsible for…, work with…, manage…, review and assess, supervise and critique, consultation,

all aspects of…, analyse and structure…, integrate appropriate…, monitor, update, evaluate, leadership,

contribute to…, awareness of…, assist, advise, provide direction, test and verify, learn, oversee

Q – QUALITIES (A personal trait, especially a character trait)

Creative…, natural ability, obsessive eye…, eye for detail, be fast, charismatic, enjoy exploring…, fresh,

original, good/great sense of…, organised, reliable, punctual, talented, general … aptitude, flair, friendly,

outgoing, A Grade, World Class, Guru

Y – QUALIFICATIONS (Formal)

(An accomplishment that makes a person suitable for a particular position or task)

Formal Certificate, Diploma, Advanced Diploma, Bachelors Degree, Masters, Post Graduate

qualification, Related licence, Blue Card
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4.4.10 Phase-10 – Outcomes and Final Report

• Creation of a Framework of Schemata detailing the Digital Media/Content sector.

• The application of relevant findings to learning and Digital Content development.

• Recommendations to inform directions for National Vocational Training in

Animation and Digital Media/Content

• Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research Thesis in Exegesis format.

4.5 Summary

The Ten phases of the study developed as a result of the investigation and research

itself. Various strategies were employed and refined for the purpose of data gathering

and validation. The analysis of occupational indicators from advertised jobs formed the

direction for studio projects.

The evolving cyclic nature - presented as phases - of this research has contributed to the

development of a Training Framework. Selected findings have been applied to

practitioner-related projects which are outlined with timelines diagrammatically

represented.

Data resulting from the research is presented and analysed in the next section, which

expands on the developmental nature of the processes involved.

* * *
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5.0 DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

5.1 Introduction

This section interprets the results of the analysis of data collected and collated during

the various stages of the study. As explained in the previous section (Section 4) these

data were derived from secondary and primary sources. Secondary data sources

included industry-based research reports, handbooks, manuals and training materials.

Primary sources included employment advertisements, interviews and other forms of

field inquiry, including participation in industry forums and education and training

reviews, and research-informed studio-based practice.

5.2 Formative issues

Following the action research method, early information gathering and analysis focused

on isolating important and relevant research questions or issues of significance. A broad

picture of current themes and issues in animation production emerged from the analysis

of the data collected during Phase One (cf Section 4.4.1) Resulting data were organized

into data-sets on the basis of these identified issues or themes for analysis. This analysis

showed that debates on issues relating to 2D animation that previously dominated the

field had been overtaken by debates surrounding 3D animation, with realistic

imagery/motion versus cartoony imagery/motion being a particular focus. Significantly,

3D animators were characterized as ‘puppeteers’ whose actions needed to be informed

by the study of acting and dance – i.e., human movement or motion within the context

of artistic performance. This early overview also supported the decision that the study

would be more productively placed within a local context in order to ensure relevance.

5.3 The local context: industry convergence

Queensland companies providing animation services were scoped in the first phase of

the study, in 2003. Table 10 below represents the findings from online research in terms

of the category of animation offered, the number of companies offering that service and

the resulting percentage as a whole. The web-sites of the companies have not been

included in order to protect the company’s identities for ethical reasons. The range of
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categories represented indicates that animation is used in different aspects of media

production, with different procedures, characteristics, knowledge and skills required by

the animator for each context.

Table 17: Number of Companies offering Animation by Category – Qld 2003

Category Frequency Percent

(%)

3D Modeling 1 2

Animation 4 8

Animation Illustration 2 4

Architectural Animation 1 2

Broadcast Graphics 5 10

Character Design 2 4

Education 2 4

Games 9 18

Interactive Media 13 24

Kids TV 1 2

Post Production 1 2

Training 4 8

VFX-Animation 1 2

Web Design/Animation 5 10

51 100

An analysis of the data in terms of locality revealed that Queensland companies offering

animation services in 2003 for web and interactive media made up over one third of the

market, followed by companies making computer games and creating broadcast

television graphics (VFX). These statistics provided compelling evidence for the need

for curriculum change when cross referenced to the formal training available in these

areas through the National Training Package (CUF01). This training package comprised

one unit in 2D digital animation and one in 3D, three units for the creation of text, titles

and 2D graphics, with one unit relating to the application of the principles of game

design to a project and a number of units relating to authoring and multimedia design.

The industry had clearly diversified and grown faster than the training package was able

to reflect, especially in digital animation.

Data collected from local industry surveys (Appendix III) described in Section 4.4.1

were used to identify (1) skills needs and possible differences in procedures,

characteristics, knowledge and skills required by animators across sectors, and (2)

degree of difficulty, importance and frequency of tasks undertaken in animation
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production. Key or common tasks identified in the analysis were Computing and File

Management, Communication, Traditional Animation and Design skills, 3D Animation

skills, Technical ability, Compositing and VFX.

Data relating to Queensland’s animation industry were too limited to enable a

comprehensive classification such as that provided by (Alias/Wavefront 1999) and

(Kuperberg 2002) which cover the geographical areas of North America and the United

Kingdom respectively. The North American survey used Broadcast, Animated Short

Films, Feature Films, Visual Effects, Video Games and Visualization as categories,

whilst the UK survey categorized the industry into animation for TV, Games,

Multimedia and The Web.

The Production sectors in Table 18 are based on concepts presented by (Kuperberg

2002) where each sector has different requirements in terms of polygon counts and

complexity of 3D models, intricacy of textures and subtlety in animated movement.

Techniques such as looping animation are used more in games than long/short form

production while rollovers and buttons require a different understanding of motivation

and responsiveness than is required in character animation. A training framework based

on just one production sector might therefore be too restrictive, minimizing prospective

animator’s possibilities in the broader industry.

Table 18: Production Sectors and Categories of animation

Production Sectors Categories of Animation.

Based on Qld companies offering Animation 2003 (Table 17)

Long/Short Form Production

Computer Games

Web/Interactive Media

Animation/Illustration

Character Design-3D Modeling

Broadcast Graphics (logo’s & Titles)

VFX - Animation

Architectural Animation

Post Production

Web Animation

While each of the categories of animation (Table 18) require specialised skills and

knowledge, common foundational skills and knowledge also apply. A foundation level

of training that deals with common knowledge and skills that cross over all categories

would enhance the possibility of transferability between these sectors. Therefore a

training framework that addresses issues across all categories and production sectors

might maximize the prospective animator’s possibilities in the broader industry.
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Utilising and transferring increasingly complex skills and knowledge through

progressive levels of complexity is proposed and tested in this studio-based enquiry.

Analysis of data from Studio Project–1:

Manual Handling of Students , A Resource Package for Schools

The first client-focused project involved the creation of seven animated segments for

Education Queensland. Client/practitioner interaction, the production process and the

way traditional animation principles were utilised formed a basis for this practical

inquiry.

5.4.1 Foundation Level Skills, Knowledge, and Attributes

(Animation and Project Management)

As explained previously (Section 4.2), this first project aimed to identify what skills,

knowledge and abilities sought through the job role descriptors would apply in an

introductory-level animation project. The foundation level occupational indicators

transferred directly over from the job advertisements fell into two categories,

“Animation” and “Project Management”, as follows:

Table 19: Foundation Level Occupational Indicators (from job-role descriptor data)

Animator

apply tools & temperament to render animations in 640x480 res. In 256 colours without complaining

build a model according to a specific brief

take direction from designer/client

animate characters in a restricted frame rate of 10 to 15 fps

knowledge of character animation

general problem solving ability

an understanding of the elements and principles of design,

have a knowledge of: resolution, frame size, colour theory

timing of motion for different frame rates

a proven ability to meet deadlines

ability to take responsibility for shots/sequences

time management and communication skills
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Project Manager

Leadership skills

Leadership skills

Ability to create and execute creative concepts

Ability to create and maintain schedules

Plan and review production processes for the development

of multimedia

Identify and resolve issues

Monitor and track

Production experience in multimedia

Proficiency in work-effort based projects planning tools.

Possess highly developed organisational skills, strong project planning expertise

Need to demonstrate management of all project related activities throughout all stages of the project

lifecycle including establishment, concept design, development and acceptance testing

Be able to apply appropriate Project Management and Quality Assurance methodologies and ensure

relevant and timely reporting on all project related activities.

Strong interpersonal skills for maximising relationships with stakeholders

The synthesis of client focused studio enquiry with selected occupational indicators

above suggests that the requirement for students to complete short animated sequences

such as those created for this introductory-level project and platform - CDRom

Interactive (CDI) - will fulfill a number of training objectives to meet industry

requirements. Furthermore, the technical and design constraints imposed by this output

medium (CDI) will assist learners to achieve the kind of image stylization and

simplicity sought by the education and training sector which constitutes a not-

insignificant client-base. For training purposes, a design brief such as that developed for

this project, (which called for stylized models and simplified textures with minimal

backgrounds, all of which helped curtail modeling, animating and render requirements

and times), would facilitate the development of foundational skills, knowledge and

attributes.

In an introductory level project, the complexity of character animation can be

minimized, as in this project (an anthropomorphized car as the only ‘character’; no

multi-character interaction; no dialogue; with the mechanisms for communication

limited to visual clues.) Here the ability to control and exaggerate the face, smile and

eyes became the main concern for the communication of an intended emotion. An initial

somber mood was communicated through darker colours, lower lighting, and a slower

jerky pace this was juxtaposed with brighter colours, lighting and a faster pace to

suggest joy. Colour, lighting and pace played a major role in communicating the

intended message. These basic elements and principles underpinned the essential design
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and visual communication needs of the animation production. An understanding of the

elements and principles of design (see appendices) and how they can be applied within

this visual context was identified as a foundational building block for successful visual

communication.

A summary of the client/practitioner interactions during project one is outlined in Table

12. Steps in the communication process are identified providing a logical structure for a

basic production management system or pipeline.

Table 20: Client/practitioner interaction summary

Issues of communication and problem solving were interlinked within the development

of this project. From the initial need to interpret the clients’ expectations to the

submission of final sequences, a close, client/practitioner communication process was

fostered to ensure all visual and technical issues were being met. Diagrams and sketches

with feedback from consultants and stakeholders proved helpful in maintaining a

working aesthetic that met all visual requirements. A constant process of feedback and

interaction allows for technical issues to be discussed and outlined which systematically

ensures the expectations of the client are realistic and feasible. Where technical issues

cannot be resolved immediately (e.g., the requirements for compression types and ratios

for animated segments) a number of solutions may be presented.. In the case of the car

segment in this project, the original frames were rendered as uncompressed sequential

images in the Tagged Image File Format. Sequential tiff images were exported to a

variety of different formats with various compression algorithms, thus enabling the CD

Author to select the most appropriate format (Table 21).

Interpret The scope of the job and client expectations…

Discuss Visual aesthetic, length of sequences and the medium for final output.

Identify Timeframe for production … deadlines

Produce Still images with textures and lighting

Submit Still images for feedback

Discuss Visual aesthetic, level of detail etc of initial images

Refine Models, textures, based on client response

Produce Sequences in full motion, Submit for feedback

Discuss Movement, timing, colours, effects, lighting and length, framing etc

Refine Animated sequences according to client response

Produce Rendered sequences

Submit Sequences for final feedback
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Table 21: Export settings of animated segments for CD-ROM

The ratings for the previous export settings were based on a combination of good visual

quality and smallest file size. A compromise needed to be made when space

requirements on the disk were at a premium. Compression algorithms have undergone

massive change and development making this kind of testing for the limited capacity of

CDs is essential. Testing for the latest and best compression ratios and players may still

be required for each new interactive project.

This was a manageable project that allowed for clear documentation of the

client/practitioner interaction. The pipeline customized for this project addressed the

need for regular communication and ability on the practitioner’s side to interpret a brief,

to problem-solve and to apply relevant technical and creative skills as well as job skills.

Integrating elements from the “Animation” and “Project Manager” job role descriptors,

whilst documenting the use of traditional principles of animation in the production

sequences contributed as underpinning knowledge and assisted in the formulation of

’facets‘ of employability skill-sets relevant to this industry sector. In turn these facets

were refined as ‘occupational indicators’ to be addressed in subsequent training package

reform.

5.4.2 Adaptations to Traditional Animation Principles for Foundational

Level 3DCG production

As indicated previously (Section 4.4.1.6), data were collected from industry sources that

supported the view that ability to alter animated movement with function curves would

be a distinguishing characteristic between traditional and computer animation methods.

The first animated sequence needed to show muscles bending and bulging. This was

accomplished by attaching deformers that would Squash and Stretch the muscle

geometry as the arm rotated. Computer generated 3D animation software offered the

opportunity for subtle, yet effective, adjustments to Timing to be made through the

Format Compression Quality Setting Visual Quality File Size Rating

Flash - Best 2 28mb 1

Quicktime Sorenson Best 3 10mb 2

AVI Intel video 4.4 Best 4 28mb 3

MP4 - - 5 2mb 4

Quicktime Animation - 1 94mb 5
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graph-editor by manipulating tangents and curves. Selecting and adjusting motion

curves of the IK-Inverse Kinematics setup assisted in reflecting a slight acceleration

from the beginning to a deceleration at the end, Slow-in and Slow-out. An awareness

and understanding of the Traditional Principle of Arcs was required as essential

knowledge necessary in the adjustments of the IK for key framing the arm movement.

While the IK setup proved invaluable for controlling the hierarchical structure of

geometry, merely key framing at the beginning and end of a movement was shown to

lead to unsatisfactory results. This problem was overcome through the insertion of an

extra key frame in the middle of the movement which, in turn, required tangent

manipulation in the graph editor to adjust the motion curve to produce an effective arc

movement. All movement from the bending to the bulging needed to be slightly

overemphasized through the application of the principle of Exaggeration to help stylize,

characterize and draw the viewers’ attention to the movement.

It was found that the ability to simulate the effects of camera angles, lights and light

placement, shadow quality and depth, background colour and overall colour and texture

of the objects in 3DCG animation reflects essential principles of Appeal and Staging in

each segment. However the scope for portraying Anticipation was limited due to the

length of the segments and the requirement for singular movement. The traditional

characteristics of Solid Drawing relate to the richness of design and whether a drawing

has weight, depth and balance (Thomas et al 1981:67). While weight, depth and balance

are also characteristics of rich 3D Characters Solid Drawing may require revision in this

context. The technical aspects of Solid modeling and rigging (Kerlow 2004:281) were

more relevant than drawing for this task in both time requirements and attention to

detail.

To validate these data, references to Traditional Animation Principles sourced from

thirty articles and books were analyzed for the related concepts and frequency counts

were cross referenced and the data triangulated. The following concept map Figure 05

was generated through Leximancer™ a qualitative research tool that uses semantic

mapping to develop concept maps from natural language. The data set produced for

analysis was limited to the twelve traditional principles of animation. The concepts

identified through this analytical software are graphically presented to indicate the

relative importance of and interrelations between concepts. A number of maps were
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generated and (Figure 05) is indicative of the general groupings with the principle of

Staging consistently appearing as a central concept within the literature.

Figure 05: Concept Map – Traditional Animation Principles

Ultimately, while it may not be possible or even necessary to rank order the principles

in terms of importance, the outcome of the data analysis relating to animation principles

indicates that, in addition to the above findings, the principle of Staging is worthy of

further investigation for project based learning in animation. Within the 3D animation

production process staging is about successful communication through the use of the

best camera angles, screen direction, scene layout and strong poses. The combination of

the centralized position of staging evident in (Table 22) with its high relative count of

70.8% is significant for 3D CG animators. Therefore, staging could be developed as a

noteworthy stand alone area of study.
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Table 22: Frequency Count of Traditional Animation Principles

Concept Absolute Count Relative Count
(%)

Squash & Stretch 24 100

Timing 19 79.1

Follow_Through & Overlapping Action 18 75.0

Staging 17 70.8%

Ease_In/Out or Slow_in & Slow Out—1 7 70.8

Pose-to-pose & Straight Ahead-- 16 66.6

Second_Animation or Secondary Action 15 62.5

Anticipation 14 58.3

Exaggeration 9 37.5

Arcs 9 37.5

Appeal 7 29.1

Solid_Drawing 2 8.3

In contrast, the principle of Solid Drawing is not co-located or mentioned as often as

other principles (8.3%), possibly indicating that the traditional concept of solid drawing

has less relevance within 3DCG animation processes. One implication of this for the

development of a training framework for 3DCG Animation is that the ability to hand-

draw may need to be re-considered. However, an understanding of line, texture, form,

positive and negative space, weight, depth and balance is still essential. This could be

achieved through studies in anatomy, characterisation and drawing from live action

references.

5.4.3 Knowledge Transfer – 2D to 3DCG

As previously discussed (Section 4.4.1.7) the discriminating, stable and multivariate

indices (research phase 1) provided a starting point for the development of an

appropriate training framework to address the skill and knowledge base requirements of

3DCG. The indices identified in (Table 23) were hypothesized to provide a means to

distinguish variances between industry sectors. The three indices are given in the

following table.
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Table 23: Discriminating, stable and multivariate indices (Based on Aked et al 1999)

Discriminating Stable Indices Multivariate Indices

Distinct areas of 3D Character

Animation production

Aspects common to the

discriminating indices of 3D

Character Animation,

hypothesized as:

Exhibit a level of difference or

it exists to varying degrees

within the discriminating

indices, hypothesized as:

Long/Short Form Production

Computer Games

Web/Interactive Media

communication

elements and principles of design

principles of animation

screen language

anatomy

life drawing

body language

modelling principles

rendering

3D space

UV coordinate texture space

rotation systems

cartesian coordinate system

perspective

orthographic projection

world/local space

keyframing

pixels

aliasing

files

colour theory

function curves

inverse/forward kinematics

mirroring

morphing/blending

wireframe

geometry

still-frame

origin

polygon

NURBS

Sub-D surfaces

mathematics

focal length

depth of field

level of detail-materials/texture

realism

style

complexity and depth in story

telling

characterisation

depth in digital acting

storyboarding process

pace

timing

playback speed fps

portrayal of empathy

lighting

dynamics & special effects

compositing

editing

aspect ratios

display resolution

image formats

audience

detail in facial animation

level of rotoscoping

use of motion capture

level of interactivity

backgrounds

adrenaline moment

This constituted a starting point for the task of knowledge transfer and curriculum

design based on indices related to sectors of this industry. However the outcome as

listed is open for interpretation and difficult to justify as there are too many areas that

cross over. Further more the differentiation between multivariate indices appears
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directly linked to the output medium associated with each sector which is undergoing

rapid change and development. Less than ten years ago in 2000 output mediums were

very diverse. Long/Short Form production output to film/tv and video, games were

distributed on disk and the web was relatively slow when compared with interactive

media distributed on CD-ROM. Each delivery platform placed certain limitations on the

output and therefore the needs associated with project development and content

creation. Traditionally there were large distinctions between the needs in each sector.

Developments in digital technology, gaming consoles and increased transmission

speeds have created a convergence of all areas, blurring the lines between stable and

multivariate indices. The mediums of DVD (Digital Video Disk or Digital Versatile

Disk), the Web with Broadband transmission and HDTV are impacting on the

production requirements as they relate to output. It is likely that creating a curriculum

framework based on discrete industry sectors will become increasingly harder to justify

as the industries converge over time.

Emerging from the list of related indices was a picture of the skill-sets required of

animators in the Australian industry that needed to be subjected to examination and

evaluation from the perspective of an appropriate training framework. Although the

number of animators agreeing to participate in observation sessions and semi structured

interviews was small, their contribution enabled the identification of one particular 3D

skill that required further investigation. However the resultant data set was not

sufficiently large to enable the identification of a comprehensive list of generic and

specialist skill-sets. Ultimately, the 3D animators’ activities in creatively manipulating

and fine-tuning animated motion contributed data relating to Function Curves for

subsequent analysis.

Additional data relating to Function Curves and references to requirements for

animation curriculum design was obtained from secondary sources for subsequent

analysis. Limited information about what function curves are, types of curves and how

to move them was obtained from software related manuals and technical books.

However, some key aspects - such as adjusting function curves to creatively manipulate

motion and alter timing and weight - were not covered in the manuals and technical

books. The annotation and categorization of over 150 related web sites in terms of their

status as resource, folio, competition, festival, conference, Australian learning
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institutions, Government Statistics, Education or Vocational Education and Training,

interest, jobs and commercial focus (see appendix II) provided little evidence that web

sites provide sufficiently specific information about the creative use of function curves

or requirements to be useful to animation curriculum design.

Web sites advertising sector wide media related jobs did prove extremely useful and

were utilized as a primary source of occupational indicator data. The fact that a total of

sixteen job advertisements specifically sought specialized character animators in 2003,

increasing to 20 in 2004, 21 in 2005 and 26 in 2006 indicated that the industry had

diversified and grown, creating new training demands that were not being addressed in

the CUF01 Training Package. On review, only one unit (CUFIMA04A Create 3D

Digital Animation) was found to incorporate training in character animation. As well,

only one of nineteen performance criteria (3.5 integrate animated objects or characters

into backgrounds) related to character animation. From the years 2003-2006 (inclusive)

the VET system was therefore not in a position to support the attainment of specialized

skill-sets required over 80 jobs that had been advertised in character animation. A clear

need emerged to identify the skill-sets required in this and similar areas and apply them

through a project based training framework.

5.5 Analysis of Data from Studio Project–2: 12 Days of an Aussie Xmas

The second (intermediate level) project involved the creation of twelve animated

segments as part of a visual poem for public exhibition. As previously indicated (cf

Section 4.4.5), the second studio project (research phase 5) was designed to develop and

apply the previously identified job role descriptors which served as performance criteria

for the project. This project therefore addressed a more generalized set of skills

including, but not limited to, character animation. The data generated through this

second studio project was derived from personal process tracing and a written

descriptive explanation. Also a variety of commands and functions applied in the

process of animating sequences were mapped for frequency and concept relationships.

The subsequent analysis again identified the importance and relevance of animation

principles, communication processes and project management skills, these and other

associated outcomes are discussed below.
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5.5.1 Intermediate Level animation principles identified in Project 2

Twelve Days of an Aussie Christmas. The intermediate level occupational indicators

transferred directly over from the job advertisements fell into two categories,

“Animation” and “Project Management”, as follows:

Table 24: Intermediate level occupational indicators (from job-role descriptor data)

Animation

character animation

character rigging

character modelling

set and prop modelling and visual effects

demonstrated ability to turn a character into a living personality

general problem solving ability

an understanding of the elements and principles of design,

have a knowledge of: Resolution, frame size, colour theory

timing of motion for different frame rates

a proven ability to meet deadlines

ability to take responsibility for shots/sequences

time management and communication skills

stylisation and characterisation

good sense of balance and timing

understand both 3D and traditional character animation principles

Project Management

Leadership skills

Ability to create and execute creative concepts

Ability to create and maintain schedules

Plan and review production processes for the development of multimedia

Identify and resolve issues

Monitor and track

Proficiency in work-effort based projects planning tools.

Possess highly developed organisational skills, strong project planning expertise

Need to demonstrate management of all project related activities throughout all stages of the project

lifecycle including establishment, concept design, development and acceptance testing

Be able to apply appropriate Project Management and Quality Assurance methodologies and ensure

relevant and timely reporting on all project related activities.

Strong interpersonal skills for maximising relationships with stakeholders

Within the 3DCG environment the application of traditional animation principles

(appendix VI) for character animation was found to be essential for the creation of

effective stylised movement. While most of the principles transfer directly across from

2D to 3D, variations in the tools for effective control are evident and should be
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considered within a training framework. Eight of the traditional animation principles

employed on 12 days of an Aussie Xmas are discussed below.

Squash and Stretch – The amount of desired squash and stretch was a consideration

even before any animation took place. The setup for the sack character did not employ

any full-body volumetric deformation as it was not readily available in the version of

software used, therefore manual scaling was used for effect. What constitutes realistic

motion in comparison to characterized or cartoony motion became an issue for

consideration based on the amount of exaggerated squash and stretch applied to the

deformation of geometry.

Timing - Character movement and the overall pace of the segments was based on the

pace and rhythm of the pre-recorded music.

Slow-in and Slow-out – The manipulation of tangents and curves within the graph

editor was identified as a core activity required for the acceleration and deceleration of

motion .and for controlling and Exaggerating motion.

Anticipation - was portrayed through subtle movement in the opposite direction just

before the action. This was generally keyframed with adjustments made again through

the Graph Editor.

Pose to pose and straight ahead action - Combinations of key frame animation, path

animation and set driven keys were used incorporating a hybrid process that utilized

both pose to pose and straight ahead action.

Arcs - Attaching and animating the character and props on paths afforded a greater level

of control. Manipulating the vertices of each path helped to refine the trajectory of the

movement allowing adjustments to be made to the motion curve. The angle in relation

to the camera became an important aspect for consideration in this respect.

Appeal and Staging - in each segment benefited from a background knowledge and

formal training in the elements and principles of design and visual literacy.
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Solid Drawing – In a traditional sense did not really apply to this project, however solid

modeling did relate to the appropriate use of geometry (NURBS or Polygon Mesh) and

whether a model economical yet complex enough for the required deformation.

In addition to this, indicators for progressive skill development and continual

improvement in all areas were identified through the implementation of more complex

skills.

A number of segments within this project needed to be composited, adding a relatively

new and unexplored set of skills to the process. As a character animation job role

requirement, no job descriptors were asking for skills in compositing; however general

computer animators were asked to perform specific tasks relating to the completion of

CGI shots such as modeling, texturing, set-up, animation and compositing etc.

Compositing has also been identified through the data analysis as an individual ‘job

title’ with its own set of job role requirements but the CUF01 Training package has no

units on compositing. Knowledge of compositing would be beneficial for the 3D

animator, which needs to be reflected in the proposed training framework.

5.5.2 - Lyrics and Model requirements

The client brief was not specific in its requirements only that the resulting animation

would be family friendly and visually interesting for outdoor public projection. An

added level of complexity was introduced in this project through the development of

lyrics and multiple models with a stylized central character.

Small productions and projects of this nature are a good reflection of the size and scope

of work that individuals within Vocational Training programs could involve themselves

in. Producing a project from start to finish requires a level of knowledge and skills that

is broad and involves all areas of development, pre-production, production and post-

production. While this is not indicative of the involvement an animator might have in a

large production with many specialised personnel, it is a model that offers a process of

progressive skill development and continual improvement in many areas of the

production. Documenting the process and production requirements Table 25 is an

essential requirement leading to better organisation and tracking methods.
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Table 25 is one example of how the components required for a short independent

production can be listed. The number of components is testament to the diversity of

requirements in terms of modelling for a project of this scale. The table was used as a

tool to track the modelling, rendering and compositing needs for each sequence.

However, as a template for future projects it might require extensive adjustment or it

might not be suitable at all because every project is different requiring a unique

organisational strategy.

Table 25: 12 days of Xmas rendering and compositing checklist

Scene Models – Sack in All Colour Rend Cmp Fin Language Phonetic

1 Hat Ground, Fence, Dunny, Shed,

House A, House B, Wall,
Swings, Clothes Line, Pool

Red � � English Peace

2 Thongs Ground-ref, Thongs, road sign,
outback road image

Yellow � � � Mandarin He Ping

3 Sunsafe Ground-ref, toboggan, Shirt,
sunscreen bottle, Hat, paper roll,
sand-dune image

Red � � � Japanese Heiwa

4 Wheels Ground-ref, car park image, 5

wheels

Black � � � Russian Mir

5 Stars Earth, Rocket backpack, stars Blue � � Hebrew Shalom

6 TV

Channels

House A, Christmas tree,

presents, 6 TV’s, chair, tables,
wall picture, magazine

Purple � � Arabic Salaam

7 Esky’s Ground-ref, tropical beach
image, 7 esky’s

Brown � � � Indonesian Damai

8 States House A, bed, Australia jig saw
puzzle, wall picture, toboggan,
Shirt, sunscreen bottle, Hat,

Stripes � � Hindi/Urdu Shantih

9 Balls Ground, Fence, Dunny, Shed,

House A, House B, Wall,
Swings, Clothes Line, Pool, 9
balls

Gold � � German Frieden

10 Sails House A, bed, Sydney Opera
House, bean bag, cot, 2nd sack

and back pack, toboggan, Shirt,
sunscreen bottle, Hat,

Orange � � Spanish/

Portuguese

Paz

11 Swagmen Ground, Pool, house A, house
B, house C, frisbee, 11
swagmen, swing set, trampoline,
wall

Blue � � French Paix

12 Prawns Ground, House A, house B,
Shed, 12 Prawns, BBQ, Clothes
line, dunny, swings

Grey � � English Peace
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5.5.3 Intermediate-level Project Management

Table 26 was developed as an outcome of the project management meetings and

production workflow. While not a comprehensive list of requirements it may serve as a

model to be utilised for further client-based projects in the VET sector.

Table 26: Template for Project Management tracking and documentation

Requirement Description

Inaugural Meeting

Project Name Establish a common working title or project name

Client Name/Title

Client address Postal and email

Contact telephone Company, direct and mobile

Meeting Date/Time and Place

Present People present at the meeting

The brief

Project type Entertainment - Game, Music Clip, Narrative, Art …

Promotional – Ad, Id, Logo …

Technical - Architectural, Medical, Simulation (science) …

Brief description of project

Target audience Define demographics of target audience: age, gender, level of
education, lifestyle, expectations, likes, dislikes …. Rating

Client’s deadline Absolute deadline and expectation of first pass deadline

Background information What, who, why, when the final product will be used

Client budget Not for wages. Will client cover travel, meal, communication,

dedicated storage …. Expenses

Client goals and objectives General concept, development of a style, communicate …

Client contact One person to contact

The Scope of the job (Client expectations)

Visual aesthetic Look and feel, level of detail, realism in textures, cartoony or

stylized

Audio requirements Any at all, complexity, dialogue, music, fx, voice overs …

Length of Final Project/Sequences Get an understanding of expectation seconds – minutes

Final Format requirements Output: Format and Frame Size – CD, DVD …

Outcomes of meeting Who will do what before next meeting … research, images, history,

budget, sample models …

Second Meeting & Third etc

Follow up from previous meeting Bring information outlined at last meeting … research, images,

history, budget, sample models …

Outcomes of meeting Who will do what before next meeting …

Sign Off Finalize all contact in relation to this project, but not the next
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Within a training environment, management systems for monitoring and coordination of

projects and individual student involvement are essential for legal, safety, tracking and

assessment purposes.

On-the-job experience and working with clients may lead to unpredictable requests and

possibly even unrealistic expectations in relating to the required visual aesthetic and

time limits. Formalised client focused production requires a high level of interpersonal

and communication skills with a wide technical and creative skill base, an ability to

problem solve, research and transfer knowledge and skills into new and unforeseen

situations. Negotiation around what is expected as a visual aesthetic, sound complexity

and project duration relative to the time frame and abilities of the student are essential

Pre-Production planning elements.

5.5.4 Analysis of Maya Script Files – software commands utilised

As mentioned previously (cf Section 4.2) this study aimed to categorise areas of work

that require diverse skill-sets and areas that require specialised knowledge and skill. An

investigation was undertaken to capture the actual commands used by the researcher

during the early animation stage of the 12 Days of Xmas animation. The script files

generated from twenty-seven animation sessions were saved after each session. The

following is a very short example of a segment of script:

pickWalk -d up;

// Result: Sack:sackgroup //

currentTime 225 ;

move -r -ls -wd 0 0.854302 0 ;

autoKeyframe;

// Result: 1 //

// Undo: move -r -ls -wd 0 0.854302 0

move -r -ls -wd -0.404128 0 0 ;

autoKeyframe;

// Result: 1 //

// Undo: move -r -ls -wd -0.404128 0 0

These files were subsequently cleaned of all numbers, symbols, camera/object

translates, and individual letters to reveal the list of actual commands applied in the

process of animating. The commands were analysed through the data mining software

Leximancer™ for concept relationships and frequency of use. Based on the concept

map Figure 06 the relationship between the concepts is not apparent due to the lack of
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specific pattern or groupings, possibly because they are a set of commands and not

literary concepts.

Figure 06: Concept Map – Maya Script files

The Graph Editor appears as a centralised concept but has a very low absolute/relative

count which is explained here as being a command that opens a window (graph editor)

which stays open and is used to engage other functions from within. Connections from

the graph editor are to commands or functions that have high frequency counts.

Therefore the combination of the centralised position and its connections add to the

significance of the graph editor for curve/motion control and animation. The need to

fully understand how to manipulate motion through the graph editor has been

highlighted previously by industry representatives and within the studio projects.

Significant time and development with this method of controlling and manipulating
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motion within 3D CG animation may therefore need to be made within the

competencies of a training framework.

Table 27: Frequency Counts – Maya Script files

Entities Concept Absolute

Count

Relative

Count

(%)

Entities Concept Absolute

Count

Relative

Count

(%)

Currenttime 580 100 Texture 5 0.8

Autokeyframe 322 55.5 Pathanimation 5 0.8

Selectkey 277 47.7 Endtime 5 0.8

Move 271 46.2 Weightlock 4 0.6

File 224 38.6 Nextkey 4 0.6

Undo 175 30.1 Unloadreference 4 0.6

Renaming 162 27.9 Glowintensity 4 0.6

Setattr 134 23.1 View 4 0.6

Setkeyframe 107 18.4 Loadreference 3 0.5

Keytangent 103 17.7 Keep_Originals 3 0.5

Pickwalk 97 16.7 Smoothshaded 3 0.5

Playbackoptions 54 9.3 Perspshape 3 0.5

Cutkey 48 8.2 Dpsbirailsurf 3 0.5

Motionpath1 34 5.8 Minradius_0 3 0.5

Cam1group 31 5.3 History 3 0.5

Connectattr 30 5.1 Controlvertex 3 0.5

Widthheight_320_240 18 3.1 Displaysafetitle 2 0.3

Timecontrol 16 2.7 Iksplinesolver 2 0.3

Ikhandle 13 2.2 Displaytextures 2 0.3

Controlpoints_0 12 2 Render 2 0.3

Ffd2lattice 12 2 Newcluster 2 0.3

Select 12 2 Dynpainteditor 2 0.3

Channelboxcommand 12 2 Displayfilmgate 2 0.3

Beginscrub 10 1.7 Displayresolution 2 0.3

Gplaybackslider 10 1.7 Imageplane1 2 0.3

Savescene 9 1.5 Polygons 1 0.1

Maineditmenu 8 1.3 Motiontrail_1 1 0.1

Getcameranode 8 1.3 Showhidden 1 0.1

Shadingnode 7 1.2 Freeze_Transform 1 0.1

Outliner 7 1.2 Constructionhistory_1 1 0.1

Nonlinear 7 1.2 Attachtopath 1 0.1

Addfirst_Motionpath1 7 1.2 Tooloptions 1 0.1

Asshader 6 1 Pastekey 1 0.1

Graph_Editor 6 1 Cvcurvetool 1 0.1

Uvcoord 6 1 Displaysafeaction 1 0.1

Domenucomponentselection 6 1 Copykey 1 0.1

Worlduptype 5 0.8 Animcurve 1 0.1

The variety of commands and functions utilised in animating even short sequences

builds up very quickly but is easily controlled through icons and the interface. The high

count of currenttime (the frame the animator is currently on) and keyframe is indicative

of the repetitive nature of animating and the need to navigate to selected frames, adjust

and set the position of assets. Animcurve and Attachtopath are infrequent commands;

they assist in setting up motionpath animation and are very useful and important. While
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the frequency of entities used is not a true indication of importance, the diversity and

number used indicates a need for a wide range of technical knowledge. A training

framework must ensure that adequate time is allocated for learning and understanding to

develop before skills are applied in job related settings.

5.6 Initial findings - Character Animator – Employability Skills and Attributes

Occupational indicators from job postings/(2001-2003) were initially categorized and

utilized as previously outlined (cf Section 4.4.7) into areas of: Conceptual Knowledge,

Skills, Problem Solving and Attitude. The attributes with an * are the advertised

attributes, those without an * are qualities drawn from the advertised attributes.

Table 28: Character Animator Occupational Indicators 2001-2003 Australia

Character Animator – Employability Skills Attributes

Conceptual

Knowledge

(Theoretical Skills)

Skills

(Technical Skills)

Problem Solving Attitude

(Behavioural

Skills)

*general problem solving

ability

*knowledge of

character animation

*strong ability in animation

*understand both 3D

and traditional

character animation

*experience in both 3D and traditional

character animation

timing of motion for

different frame rates

*ability to animate characters in a

restricted frame rate of 10 to 15 frames

per second

adjust timing flexibility

*ability to take responsibility for
shots/sequences

accountability

Resolution, frame

size

colour theory

*apply the tools and temperament to

render finished animations in 640x480

resolution 256 colours without

complaining

maintain best visual

quality

compliance

characteristics of

acting personality,

body language,

*demonstrated ability to turn a

character into a living personality.

* good sense of balance

and timing

observation,

sensitivity

visual literacy,

non verbal

communication

*experience in film, in creating

expressive and dynamic lines of action,

facial animation & complex character

rigs

Character

Rigging

versatility

*a proven ability to meet deadlines Time management responsibility

Anatomy *create a quadruped animal character

with a 2,500 poly limit

*ability to build a model

according to a specific

brief

Stylization *create a quadruped animal character

with a 1,500 poly limit

*character animation, character rigging, versatility,
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Character Animator – Employability Skills Attributes

Conceptual

Knowledge

(Theoretical Skills)

Skills

(Technical Skills)

Problem Solving Attitude

(Behavioural

Skills)

character modelling, set and prop

modelling and visual effects

objectivity,

rationality

communication,

elements & principles

of design

*ability to take direction from designer compliance,

value-neutral

Characterization *traditional cartoon/cel animation style

experience

*willing to cross-train adaptability,

flexibility

shader networks *proficient with Maya's shaders create and connect nodes logical

*experienced Maya operator currency

*skills in 3DS Max and character

studio

*knowledge of

Renderman

*experience in Lightwave or Softimage

or Messiah or Flash or Toom Boom

Studio

*<3 min showreel – talent not finished

pieces

creative streak

*3 years experience

*minimum 3 years TV broadcast

credits

A complex set of character animator occupational indicators becomes evident after

classifying the job requirements (Table 28) into cognitive structures of: conceptual

knowledge, skills, problem solving and attitude. “Applications like training that go

beyond knowledge use to the transfer of knowledge, require more attention to the

psychological validity of the elicited knowledge” (Cooke 2000:481). The majority of

advertised attributes for character animators appear to be skill based. Skilled animators

are what employers need and the attributes asked for reflect this. Factual conclusions

can be drawn from the information relating to specific areas of study that would be

useful for computer animators.

While not a comprehensive list, areas of knowledge that appear to be important for

inclusion in a course of study in animation are:

• traditional animation principles & timing, balance;

• visual narrative, visual literacy & storytelling;

• elements and principles of design: colour, texture & light;
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• acting & anatomy, body language, characteristics of personality, non verbal

communication; and

• related software skills: modelling, rigging, animation control, rendering.

The development of a showreel or demo reel of work appears frequently as a

requirement in the job role descriptors. The showreel needs to be less than 3 minutes but

what should be included in it? Don Howe from Tippett Studios points out in (Penfold

2004:92). “It’s better to send in a well-animated character which is just grey-shaded

rather than spend time worrying about textures and lighting. If we hire you, you’ll only

be animating, and someone else will do the rest”. Job advertisements that suggest what

is needed in a showreel indicate that it is better to show short snippets of specialised

talent rather than massive fully finished production pieces. The showreel is a general

requirement for many creative jobs, as evidenced through the job advertisements;

attention therefore needs to be made to the creation of a showreel within a training

framework. Requirements for what needs to be included in a showreel changes for each

job and person, making it difficult to suggest exactly what should be included.

However, a good general guideline was presented by Thompson (2005).

The following table is a summary of the presentation by Thompson at Siggraph 2005.

Table 29: General guidelines for ‘The Demo Reel’

Include a Cover Letter

Research the company

What are you offering the company?

Demo Reel Do’s

On VHS or DVD (in DVD format only)

Include resume

Label reel

3 minutes or less – Quality Not Quantity

Start with the best and most recent

Emphasize strengths

The demo reel shows how your mind works and how you solve problems

Make it as broad as possible – variety

Include a head and tail slate with contact details

Divide reel into sections

Character animation, modelling, logo’s

Upgrade every six months and remove old work

Include a screen shot on the outside label

Include life drawing, art and photo’s at the end of the reel

Use soothing sound

Add a description for every shot of what you did and did not do

Describe the project, where you did it and the tools you used
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Add a breakdown sheet/credit list for group projects:

Name and Contact details Shots included in reel

1 2 3 4 5 6

Jobs and Tasks e.g.

Modelling

Character animation

Lip sync

* *

* * * *

* *

Demo Reel Don’ts

Minimize erotica, satanic and violent material

Don’t include live action

Don’t send works in progress

Don’t ask for feedback

Fancy packaging is unnecessary

Don’t shrink wrap the reel

Colour bars are not necessary

Don’t send attachments with emails

Don’t expect the reel to be returned

Don’t send in the exact same reel twice.

Workplace experience appears frequently as a requirement in the job role descriptors.

Work placement is not always available for students, therefore approaches such as

simulated client focused workplace environments can be a good alternative strategy.

However, the practicality of delivering training through client focused production for

commercial purposes has its limits. Educational licence agreements for the computer

hardware and software systems restrict the type of commercial activity that can be

undertaken. At the time of writing this, utilising Autodesk™ or Adobe (Incorporating

Macromedia)™ software for non-profit projects did not appear to infringe on the

educational software licences e.g. For Autodesk™ (ESLA 2006) Item 6. Using the

software for special projects where a fee is charged will be a breach of the educational

license agreement and for Adobe™ the educational Institute must be registered. The

non-profit use of Adobe™ software does not appear to infringe on the license

agreement. It is possible that client focused productions using educational software

licences for non-profit organisations that are not paying a direct fee could be utilised as

on-the-job training experience. Individual educational licence agreements would need to

be reviewed annually for any updates and changes for legal purposes.
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5.7 The Young Vocational Student

If graduates, fresh from courses have no workplace experience or client focused

production experience let alone (3 years) then how could they be expected to compete

for any given position?

The CUF01 training package covers diverse occupations in Screen (Film & TV),

Broadcast (TV & Radio, broadcast engineering and Multimedia). The package can be

used to train or assess existing employees and new entrants to the industry. (ANTA

2001:1).

The majority of VET students are young new entrants to the industry, a factor that

designers of Training Packages and RTO’s within Australia need to take into

consideration. Young people dominate enrolments and are generally focused on skill

development and building a personal folio/showreel which can be just as important as

obtaining a qualification. By and large the majority of these young adults from

Generation_Y are technically very savvy and aware of the latest trends, advancements

and cultural events in their related fields. There is an awareness of the convergence of

technological innovations with many aspiring to explore and apply themselves across

disciplines.
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Figure 07: Persons enrolled in a course of study leading to an arts qualification

Main field current study — By age group years (Extract) Creative Arts Only – May 2004

AgeGroups in CreativeArtsCoursesofStudyMay2004

20–24yrs

353000

34%

25–34yrs

215000

20%

35–44yrs

94000

9%45–64yrs

75000

7%

15–19yrs

316000

30%

Age group 15–19

‘000

20–24

‘000

25–34

‘000

35–44

‘000

45–64

‘000

Total

‘000

31.6 35.3 21.5 9.4 7.5 105.3

Source: 4 - ABS • EDUCATION AND WORK • 6227 . 0 • MAY 2004 10

The percentage of young people enrolled in a course of study within the creative arts is

very high. Young people straight out of school have curriculum needs that are quite

separate to existing employees who undertake individual units rather than whole courses

of study. Students undertaking whole courses of study need to be taken into

consideration as their learning will involve a lot of skill and knowledge development

not just task based assessment. Compiling a brief profile of the entry level young person

was undertaken by analysing the following articles about Generation_Y.

http://www.pastornet.net.au/jmm/afre/afre0144.htm

http://www.rainmakerthinking.com

peter@petersheahan.com.au

http://www.cybertext.net.au/tct2002/disc_focus2/_focusdisc1/0000000f.htm

http://www.auto.com/2001show/bishi11_20010111.htm
http://www.bandt.com.au/articles/fa/0c0180fa.asp

http://www.amuniversal.com/ups/features/gen_y/

http://www.thesundaymail.news.com.au/printpage/0,5942,5754677,00.html

http://www.generationwhy.com

http://www.horizonpr.com.au/issue5/youth_marketing.html

http://www.ceoforum.com.au/200206_remuneration.cfm

http://host.businessweek.com/businessweek/corporate_snapshot.html?Symbol=NKE&Timespan=260

http://www.abc.net.au/rn/relig/enc/stories/s226135.htm
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Figure 08: Concept Map – Generation_Y

This profile of the next generation of student, presents them as quite different to Gen_X,

the older student. Members of Generation_Y - are born between 1977 and 1995, expect

to be consulted on decisions and are not ‘seen and not heard’ as were previous

generations. Generally they like to work in groups and to be part of a team and network.

They are into multimedia, visual stimulation and interactivity, information technology,

computers, e-mail, mobile phones, television and radio – as opposed to quiet reading.

Variations in marketing, branding and approaches to educational delivery may need to

be examined closer in order to appeal and meet the general demands of this client group.

A training framework that includes progressive skill development moving from general

cross disciplinary studies to more focused specialised study is required to accommodate

these learners who need time to explore different fields and develop underpinning

knowledge and skills for future employment from a well planned course of study.
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5.8 Qualifications and skill-sets

Registered Training Organisations (RTO’s) award qualifications by delivering multiple

units of competence that are correctly packaged as a ‘course of study’ or ‘curriculum’.

The structure of Training Packages also allows for single or clusters of selected

competency standards or skill-sets to be delivered without offering a full qualification.

“Skill-sets are broadly defined as clusters of competencies that are less than a full

qualification, but more than a single unit and which reflect key industry outcomes and

potential opportunities for shorter, more focused training programs”. IBSA Review

(2005:15).

Figure 09: Persons in study leading to and not leading to a qualification
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1 853.0 2 001.9 2 039.9 2 127.9 2 277.7 2 338.1 2 333.2

Study not leading to

a qualification

131.7 126.4 103.2 128.5 112.8 97.8 93.2

Total 1 984.7 2 128.3 2 143.1 2 256.4 2 390.5 2 435.9 2 426.5

Source Data: Australian Bureau of Statistics • EDUCATION AND WORK • 6227 . 0 • MAY 2004 8

Over the last decade 95% of persons in study have undertaken “study that is leading to a

qualification”. There has been a steady increase in the number of individuals

undertaking “study leading to a qualification” while at the same time there has been a

decline in numbers undertaking “study not leading to a qualification”.
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Formal qualifications are important to individuals and employers alike. “Qualifications

are highly valued by employers making recruitment decisions; they provide personal

rewards such as greater employment access, higher incomes as well as economy-wide

benefits.” (DET 2006:7). Successful completion of a full set of units of competency

entitles a person to a Statement of Attainment or a qualification from a National

Training Package. The Training package framework allows for specific units to be

delivered as well as whole qualifications. Creating more flexibility in what accredited

qualifications can be awarded, may result in more acceptances by industry relating to

the relevance each whole qualification.

If training packages are to continue to serve the needs of both industry and learners, the

status of full qualifications must not be eroded (ANTA 2004:5). Contributions based on

these research findings were made regularly through the digital online discussion forum

for the Training package review http://tidemark.com.au and the Creative Industries

Skills Council, Brisbane Consultation session June 2006.

5.8.1 Proposed Vocational Diploma Screen - Digital Animation

The proposed CUF50401 Diploma Screen - Digital Animation (Appendices) uses

endorsed units from the CUF01 National Industry Training Package in Film, Television,

Radio and Multimedia to fulfill all of the packaging rules from within the qualification

framework. Before an RTO can deliver this qualification it’s related; procedures,

policies, teachers’ credentials, facilities, resources, infrastructure and Industry

Reference Group (IRG) support would require accreditation. On an Australian National

level the structure could be delivered with full-direct government funding. This course

will be offered for the first time in 2007 through Metropolitan South Institute of

Technology and Further Education and is directly related to the outcomes of this

research.

The units selected for this Diploma have been selected because they are the closest

match from the Training package to what is evident as attributes and employability

skill-sets asked for in the advertised jobs. However, some of the attributes and

employability skill-sets required for computer animation, identified through the job role

descriptor information that do not exist in the CUF01 package are: rigging, 3D
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texturing, digital lighting and compositing. Recommendations made for the package re-

write seeks to address this issue. The current packaging rules associated with the

qualifications are inflexible and difficult to quantify in relation to many recent

advertised jobs in this sector, this is evidenced in this structure by the specific number

of units that are required within each group.

Many of the units of competence in CUF01 sit across multiple AQF levels e.g. 3,4,5&6.

This contributes to a level of inconsistency when it comes to the moderation of tasks

and expectations in terms of assessment standards. It also contributes to enrolment and

organisational issues where the unit is offered as a part of a cluster but may have already

been undertaken by a student at a lower level, possibly with a different RTO. Currently

many units relating to an area of skill and knowledge such as 3D modelling only occur

once in the package leaving little possibility for skill progression at higher levels. A

commitment has been made to address this issue in part whereby units will be packaged

at no more than two levels.

The Vocational Graduate Certificate (VGC) and Vocational Graduate Diploma (VGD)

have recently been endorsed as Vocational levels within the Australian Qualifications

Framework (AQF). The competencies listed below, sourced from Table 30 Team

Project are closely aligned with those sought by the animation industry as identified

through the analysis of job role data. They are:

• demonstrate the self-directed development and achievement of broad and/or

highly specialised areas of knowledge and skills building on prior knowledge and

skills;

• initiate, analyse, design, plan, execute and evaluate major functions either broad

and/or highly specialised within highly varied and/or highly specialised contexts;

• generate and evaluate complex ideas through the analysis of information and

concepts at an abstract level;

• demonstrate an expert command of wide-ranging, highly specialised, technical,

creative or conceptual skills in complex and/or highly specialised or varied

contexts;

• demonstrate full responsibility and accountability for personal outputs; and

• demonstrate full responsibility and accountability for all aspects of work of others

and functions including planning, budgeting and strategy.
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It is more likely that students at the (VGC&VGD) level of qualification will be mature

age and have a history of attainment in education, training or on-the-job experience. The

self-directed team project structure proposed in Table 19 might have more chance of

success given adequate student enrolments, resources, facilities and guidance. This

model advocates one team with many projects; each team is made up of three students

who all work on each others’ projects.

Table 30: Structure for Team Projects

This structure is adapted from a course of study presented by Watkins (2005).

This team project structure is designed to facilitate communication, collaborative

teamwork and problem solving skills as well as develop technical skills in a simulated

workplace setting. The structure requires multiple clusters of units to be delivered

concurrently to fulfil the dynamics associated with groups working within a simulated

workplace environment. In order for the structure to work, economically it requires

enrolment and dedicated participation by at least 12 or 15 students. Each of the students

would need to be dedicated to the project and teamwork type nature of the model. Each

student would also have to have prior skills and knowledge across the spectrum of

animation production, which means that they may already have completed many of the

units proposed for this course.

A major impact of the shift to digital technology – “the virus that will change the

education system” (Lucas 2005) - has been its facilitation of project and teamwork in

the creative industries. Cooperative and Project-based learning can help to rearrange the

paradigm to get the most use out of the technology. Project Based Learning offers

students: Complexity and Openness, Real World Experience, Problem Solving,

Freedom to choose different strategies, Setting own goals and standards, Work

cooperatively with peers, Construction of knowledge – Learn how to learn, Self

evaluation skills, Learner decides what to learn which adds to their motivation,

Interdisciplinary learning (Faust 2005).

Student A Student B Student C

Concept, Design, Direct Project One Project Two Project Three

Model, Rig, Texture/Light Project Two Project Three Project One

Animate, Render Project Three Project One Project Two

Composite, Edit Project One Project Two Project Three
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The merits and validity of Project Based Learning have been acknowledged and

implemented in the VET sector through the Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research

process. However, introducing Project Based Learning within the preliminary stages of

a course of study without adequate guidance or underpinning skills and knowledge may

impact negatively on the potential of the learner’s output and project. A more holistic

approach is suggested that introduces core skills, knowledge and principles then builds

incrementally on these through a cyclical process of progressive project based learning.

5.9 Analysis of Data from Studio Project–3: Bully and The Beast

The third and final project implemented more advanced workplace knowledge, skills

and attributes, focusing on: story design, character design, storyboarding, screen

direction, modeling, rigging, texturing, animation, posing, timing and balance, lip sync,

lighting and rendering.

Table 31: Advanced Occupational Indicators (from job-role descriptor data as per p63)

• demonstrated ability to turn a character into a living personality.

• experience in creating expressive and dynamic lines of action, facial animation &

complex character rigs

• create a quadruped animal character with a 2,500 poly limit

• proficient with Maya's shaders

• strong ability in animation

• general problem solving ability

• an understanding of the elements and principles of design,

• have a knowledge of: Resolution, frame size, colour theory

• timing of motion for different frame rates

• a proven ability to meet deadlines

• ability to take responsibility for shots/sequences

• time management and communication skills

• stylisation and characterisation

• good sense of balance and timing

• understand both 3D and traditional character animation principles

• understand characteristics of personality, body language, acting, anatomy, visual

literacy, non verbal communication

An animated project of this nature requires specialised skills and knowledge in four

areas that could broadly be described as management, communication, creative and

technical.

Management requirements for this project relate to the specific systems that have been

set up and utilised for organisational and time management purposes. The pipeline or
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production workflow started with the development of a production schedule (c.f.

Section 4.4.8), which was adjusted as required. The management of 3D assets was

considered before any modelling took place within the industry standard 3D software

Autodesk Maya™. One single project was setup with all assets created in separate files

which were assembled as referenced objects when required. The process of working

allowed for the concurrent development of assets as the visualization process occurred.

Communication requirements for this project relate to an understanding of

characteristics of personality, body language, acting, anatomy, non verbal

communication and facial animation. Story and dialogue were critical components of

the narrative but needed to be developed in relation to the context of the length and type

of production with an audience in mind

Creative requirements are essentially underpinned by skills and knowledge in the areas

of the elements and principles of design, visual literacy in terms of framing,

composition, lighting, camera moves and cutting, the traditional principles of animation

and stylization, characterization, balance and timing. For this project thinking

creatively, experimenting, and problem solving were crucial for the development a

visual aesthetic which proved to be a very subjective area. After experimenting with

different styles, colours, texture and levels of realism, the final tonal-drop-out, ink and

paint, urban art visual aesthetic was decided upon. The projected audience of 10–15

year old boys was considered as a determining factor for the look of the piece. Typically

the imagery associated with graffiti culture presented itself as a commodity and was

stylized with cleaner lines and minimal tone for appeal. The final 2D visual output is

bold and minimalist in nature helping to direct the eye to the required action.

Technical requirements for this project relates to the application of tools and commands

within the User Interface of the selected software program. Some of the actual

commands used while animating have been captured and are outlined previously (c.f.

Section 5.6.4). Without an understanding or ability in the following technical areas the

project would not have been completed; navigate through the user interface, select and

transform objects with a project setup based on referenced geometry; model geometry

using polygons and NURBS applying modification tools for surface deformation;

control the position and parameters of cameras, lights, shadows materials and shaders;

control movement with keyframes, path animation, set driven keys, constraints and
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motion curves; setup the required hierarchical systems such as parent child

relationships, groups, joints and IK; bind geometry by skinning; setup and control

particles, motion blur, anti-aliasing, strokes and render settings. Detailing the extent of

each and every tool and command is beyond the scope of this project, however the

project based approach to learning is an invaluable model.

See Appendix V for more details on this project.

5.10 Australian Digital Media Industry job postings 2001-2006

National Jobs within the Computer animation, Games, Post Production, Interactive

media/Web sectors of the Digital Media\Content Industry have been collected and

collated regularly since January 2001: the data has been obtained from advertised

positions in: the Digital Laborers Federation www.dlf.org.au, www.it.seek.com.au and

www.mycareer.com.au. Total number of jobs posted from January 2001 to December

2006: 3152. Total number of job titles advertised: 310.

Figure 10: Number of jobs advertised per year
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Job growth in this field has been substantial over the past five years even though some

of the growth might be due to the sites becoming more popular over time with more

companies using them to advertise. “This is a high growth industry, growing faster

worldwide than other economic sectors” (DCITA (2) 2005:1).
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While jobs posted are a good indication of skills-gaps and job role requirements they

are not the only indicator of jobs available within this industry sector. “For many

positions, companies will draw on a pool of existing freelance talent both local and

international and therefore will not advertise the position” (Smith 2002). Showreels and

job applications are sent to companies like Photon regularly; details of possible

candidates for positions are recorded and kept. When a position arose known freelance

personnel with a positive track record would usually be contacted in the first instance. If

the position could not be filled from this pool of reliable and recognized talent, the

possible talent on file- comprising individuals who had already applied openly for a

position by submitting a job application and showreel would then be contacted. If this

proved unsuccessful at the time, then advertisements would go out nationally and

internationally depending on the level of expertise required for the position. If this is

common practice among larger companies then not all jobs are being advertised and the

total number of jobs advertised might be considered quite conservative in relation to the

actual number of jobs available in the industry.

5.10.1 Work Patterns

Just over half of the jobs advertised do not specify whether the job is Full Time, Part

Time or Contractual work. However, of the half that are specified 85% of the jobs are

for contract work, 10% Full Time work and 5% Part Time work. Nearly all of the Part

Time work is in Education at the Vocational or University level and the contract work

ranges from days to years. That the majority of work in this industry sector is

contractual suggests that there may be cyclical patterns for worker demands.
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Figure 11: Number of jobs advertised per month
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Based on the information in Figure 11, cyclical patterns are not immediately obvious.

However, the latest 3 years of data suggest a six monthly pattern with low hiring

periods in June and December and erratic peaks of employment leading up to these

months. The nature of this industry sector might suggest that on this level of data

gathering there will be no cyclical pattern as the jobs captured span across Pre-

Production, Production and Post-Production for a wide variety of Digital Content

companies. This is indicative of large International animation companies like Pixar,

Disney, Blue Sky, Sony and Dreamworks. These juggernauts of the global market

survive by working on at least 3-5 major (5-6 year long) projects at a time, by doing

this; story developers, pre-production, production and post-production full-time crews

are constantly in work. These and other large International companies get tight

deadlines or enter into contracts for work that they then contract out.

All three ‘production’ formats – feature, television and direct-to-video – go through

similar steps during the pre-production and the post-production stages. The most

significant difference is where and how the production phase is itself handled. Features

are often animated in-house, while direct-to-video and television series are usually out-

sourced to subcontracting studios (Winder et al 2001:59)

Australian companies with skeleton crews secure some of this work and immediately

bump up their crew with contract workers. This is evident in the job data Figure 11 as
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large peaks. When this happens the companies are in no position to take on trainees or

inexperienced people, they need to pay the big bucks and get in experienced contract

workers. The implications of this industrial climate reach beyond the bank accounts of

the Company. Utilizing international expertise to pass on knowledge through training

sessions to teachers and local practitioners might possibly minimize the need for

expensive international specialists in future productions.

Training programs need to be flexible and responsive to long and short term work

patterns within the industry. This skills audit is a key skills formation strategy for this

industry sector. A picture of the needs for this industry sector has emerged, attributes

that are generic or common across the majority of jobs have been isolated allowing

domain specific attributes to be categorized into curriculum or study areas.
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5.10.2 Classification of Job Role descriptors

The diversity of this industry sector is evident in Table 32, which shows a large number

of job titles (185) relative to the number of jobs advertised (2171) 2001-2005.

Table 32: Numbers and titles of jobs advertised 2001 – 2005

13 2D Animator 1 Data Wrangler 1 Lighting Render Person 5 Render Wrangler

1 2D Cell Animator 18 Designer 1 Lingo Games Programmer 1 Research Officer

3 2d/3d Animator 10 Desk Top Publishing 1 Look Development
light&shade

10 Rigger

7 2D/3D Artist 2 Digital Media Officer 3 Mac Operator 2 Rotoscope Artist

140 3D Computer Animator 34 Digital Video Editor 3 Macromedia Director
Specialist

3 Scriptwriter

3 3d Computer Visual-
isation Artist

1 Director of Photography 2 Massive TD 6 Senior Broadcast designer

1 3D Course Coordinator 1 Dub Room Assistant 3 Matchmover 1 Senior Learning Specialist

24 3D Designer/Artist 1 DVD Author 15 Matt Painter 1 SFX 3D Artist

9 3D Effects Animator 3 Editor (content) 130 Maya artist/animator 2 Shader Writer

73 3D Modeller 3 Educational Designer 1 Maya Modeller/Texturer 1 Short Film director writer

4 3D Texture Painter 2 eLearning Consultant 11 Maya Technical Director 1 Software development
coordinator

5 3D Tracker 1 Electronic Media
Manager

2 Media Auditor 2 Software Engineer

52 3DS Max artist/animator 2 Environment Artist 1 Media Author 1 Software Engineer FX

4 After Effects Artist 2 Flame Artist 3 Media Information Officer 1 Special Effects Artist

2 Animation Director 8 Flash Animator 7 MM Test Engineer 6 Stop Motion Animator

5 Animation Producer
Production Manager

43 Flash Animator

Designer

2 Motion Capture Operator 9 Storyboard Artist

9 Animator 9 Flash Developer 3 Motion Editor 1 Storyboard Assistant

31 Animator/Designer 1 Foley Artist 8 Motion Graphics Artist/Design 1 Streaming media designer

5 Architectural Animator 1 Fontographer 1 Motion Graphics Person 20 System Administrator

5 Architectural Modeller 11 FX Technical Director 3 Multi Media Programmer 2 System Creator 3D

6 Art Director 33 Game designer 1 Multimedia Analyst 3 Tape Operator Operations

1 ASP Developer 6 Game Development
Animator

37 Multimedia Designer 79 Teacher

1 Assistant Director 5 Games Artist 11 Multimedia Developer 32 Technical Director

2 Assistant Editor 1 Graphic Designer

Internet services

5 Multimedia development
manager

2 Technical Manager

1 Audio Visual Manager 11 Graphic Artist 2 Multimedia production
Director

3 Technical Writer

7 AV Person 111 Graphic Designer/

Illustrator

3 Multimedia Production Officer 1 Technology Designer

2 Background Artist 1 Head of 3D 6 New Media Designer 10 Texture Artist

4 Broadcast Designer 2 Illustrator 1 Online Assistant 1 Training Manager

2 C++ Developer 1 Illustrator Animator 1 Online Database Coordinator 1 Typographer

1 Camera Operator 2 IllustratorTechnical 5 Online Producer 5 VFX Artist/Matte Painter

3 Camera Tracker 1 Inbetweener 1 Online Video Producer 5 VFX Producer

9 CG Lighting Director 3 Information Architect 10 ParticlesDynamics animator 3 VFX Supervisor

73 Character Animator 1 Ingest Operator 8 Photographer 3 Video Graphics Animator

1 Chief Model Maker 6 Instructional Designer 2 PowerPoint designer 1 Video Graphics Editor

1 Chief Puppet Maker 2 Intellectual Property
Manager

5 Pre-viz Animator 3 Video Operations

1 Cinematic Artist 7 Interactive Designer 19 Producer 2 Video Post

1 Clean-up Artist 4 Interactive Publisher 11 Production Assistant 2 Video Technical Support

1 Coldfusion Developer 7 Interface Artist 15 Production Coordinator 22 Web Content Manager

1 Colour Scientist 2 J2EE Developer 1 Production Designer 6 Web Coordinator

4 Communications advisor 16 Java Developer 1 Production Manager 315 Web Design developer

129 Compositor 2 Lead Action Designer 89 Programmer 13 Web Implementation Manager

12 Concept Artist 1 Lead Animator 6 Project Coordinator 7 Web Scripting Developer

2 Content Creator 11 Lead Artist 22 Project Manager 9 Web support officer

1 Creative Artworker 1 Lead Tech 3 Project Manager Interactive 4 Workshop Technician

6 Creative Director 2 Learning and Support
Analyst

1 Publications Officer - Online 2 World Builder

2 Data Manager 12 Level/Map Designer 4 Quality Assurance 1 X-Box/PS2 Programmer

12 Lighting Artist
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For training purposes it might seem feasible to develop qualifications based on job titles

alone reflecting the role of individual talent within the industry sector. If the context for

a qualification was based on an outcome such as Web design developer, 3D Computer

Animator, Maya Artist/Animator, Compositor, Graphic Designer/Illustrator,

Programmer, 3D Modeller, Character Animator, 3DS Max Artist/Animator, Flash

Animator or Digital Video Editor then the number of advertised positions alone would

justify course development and implementation. However, it would not be practical,

economically feasible or ethical to create or offer a course of study with an award as a

qualification for each of the 310 job titles collected. A qualification based on an

outcome such as Production Manager or Director of Photography would require

ingenious justification due to the limited availability of positions being advertised

through the selected sites. Merging the jobs into similar categories with generic titles

and a focus on workplace expectations as well as the learning process would enhance

the flexibility and currency of the Training Framework.

Convergence is changing and blurring the boundaries between once separate

components of the content industries. A commonly cited example in the content area is

the convergence of the film, animation and electronic games industries. In a convergent

digital content industry, a common set of skills (whether artistic, technical or business-

oriented) may now be applied elastically in multiple contexts, thereby increasing the

value of those skills (DCITA(2) 2005:13).

All (2171) of the 2001-2005 job role descriptors were analyzed through Leximancer™

software with the most frequently occurring attributes isolated and displayed below..

Table 33: Most frequently occurring attributes

experience 101 43.7%

years 92 39.8%

skills 83 35.9%

work 83 35.9%

3d 63 27.2%

Team 59 25.5%

production 44 19%

ability 42 18.1%

ommunication 41 17.7%

Maya 37 16%

knowledge 31 13.4%

project 31 13.4%
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Approximately forty of the most frequently occurring indicators were isolated from

9420 iterations, generating the results in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Concept Map of most frequently occurring indicators

Everything revolves around the central concept of working, with experience in years

and knowledge of software and production as closely grouped dominant factors

emerging from the data. Lining up closely on the axis and connected to experience are

the three areas that have been developed through practitioner projects; systems, the

client and character animation. Closely linked within the upper right quadrant are the

concepts of communication, team, role and skills with games factoring in as another

centralised concept for the industry.

The Skills Gaps – Generic Skills identified in Buchan (2005:41) are; experience, craft

skills, business skills and enterprise development skills, project management and team

work skills. This research has identified craft skills and experience with software as the

most requested skill-sets, followed by communication and interpersonal skills, Artistic
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ability and design skills, team work and time management skills then industry

experience. Business skills and enterprise development skills have only been asked for

in select managerial positions, not as generic requirements across the sector.

The following generic attributes/skill-sets cross over all of the categories identified

through the job data. The areas marked with ** are areas that require specific attention

within the development of a course of study and could be presented as core elements;

some might even be separate core units. The areas marked with * are common to the

majority of the categories identified through the job data and as such could be

embedded in all courses of study.

Table 34: Generic attributes/skill-sets identified in the job-data

• Ability to use/knowledge of, experience in “related” software,

computer and software literate **

• Ability to communicate effectively with all levels of personnel,

written, verbal, interpersonal skills **

• Artistic ability/creative background, design skills **

• Ability to work in a collaborative production team environment **

• Ability to work under pressure to tight deadlines **

• An understanding of “related” principles (artistic, animation,

narrative etc). **

• Ability to multi-task, prioritise, work on multiple projects

simultaneously time management skills.**

• A keen eye/consistent attention to detail *

• 2 Years Industry experience

• 3 Years Industry experience

• A disciplined and professional work ethic, diplomacy, decisiveness *

• Appropriate tertiary qualifications

• Ability to problem solve *

• Client focus *

• Technical aptitude **

• 1 Year of Industry experience

• Ability to work independently but take direction when needed *

• 4 Years Industry experience
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• 5 Years Industry experience

• A Showreel or portfolio **

• Research skills **

• Work independently and diligently *

• Fresh and original ideas *

• Willing and able to learn by immersion *

• Ability to take responsibility (for shots/sequences) *

• Be well organised and flexible *

The convergence of technologies and content areas has created a need for each

individual to attain a divergent set of employability skills and knowledge while still

acknowledging the distinct areas of Production, such as; Broadcast, Feature Film/Short

Film, Computer Games, Television Commercials, Visualisation etc.

The 310 job titles have been broken into twelve general categories based on common or

similar employability skill-sets and knowledge. Each job role description for every job

was classified as an attitude, experience, a skill, knowledge (professional), a quality or a

qualification (formal) c.f. Section (4.4.9.1 Occupational Indicator classification system).

Clear distinctions could not be made between the required attitudes, experience and

qualities of the jobs and formal qualifications could not be compared as they were not

asked for in every job. The skills and knowledge required for each job offer distinct

characteristics that were used to classify each job into a particular category.

The most frequently advertised positions were used as initial categories; Web design

developer, 3D Computer Animator, Maya Artist/Animator, Compositor, Graphic

Designer/Illustrator, Programmer, 3D Modeller, Character Animator, 3DS Max

Artist/Animator, Flash Animator or Digital Video Editor. Jobs that required similar

skill-sets, knowledge and software were grouped under these categories with the final

categories being assigned more generic titles as areas of study; Concept Development,

Visual Design, Animation, Motion Graphics, Technical FX, Video/Editing, Graphics

Pre-Press, Interactive Media, Programming, Managerial, Education and Other.

This model maintains a level of shared aims and skill-sets within each group while

allowing for the broad nature of the entire industry sectors jobs to be addressed.
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Figure 13: Job numbers & categories based on similarity of skill-sets and knowledge
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5.11 Summary of the characteristics that define each area of study

(Derived from the job advertisement database).

A comprehensive list of related skill-sets for each area is included in appendix I.

Concept Development

A strong focus on design, screen language, asset production, computer game play, story

and character design, elements and principles of design.

Proficient with Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash, 3DS Max or MAYA

Visual Design

A strong focus on 3D design, elements and principles of design, drawing ability,

texturing and lighting in a creative fashion, 2D/3D asset production, computer game

play, character and creature design.

Proficient in Photoshop, After Effects, MAYA or 3DS Max, Flash, Archicad, Vray or

Renderman.

Animation

A strong focus on principles of animation, screen language, elements and principles of

design, drawing ability, texturing and lighting in a creative fashion, 2D & 3D asset

production, computer game play, character and creature design, modeling and

animation, lip syncing as well as logos, some rigging, particle and dynamics effects.

Proficient in the use of MAYA or Max, Flash, Illustrator, Photoshop, After Effects or

Shake or Combustion, Premiere, Mental Ray, Renderman, Lightwave or Softimage.

Animation Skill-Set

Video/Editing

A strong focus on editing, screen language, 2d Compositing, principles of animation,

elements and principles of design, audio editing, digital photography, image monitoring.

Proficient in Avid Media Composer or AfterEffects or Premiere, Final Cut Pro,

ProTools, Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign and Avid Express, TEXUS, Flash
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Motion Graphics

A strong focus on motion graphics, 2d Compositing, principles of animation, screen

language, elements and principles of design, particle and dynamics visual effects

typifies the Motion Graphics Area of study.

Proficient in After Effects or Shake or Digital Fusion or Combustion or Flame, Flint,

Henry, Edit Box or Hal, Photoshop, Deep Paint, MAYA or Max, Mental Ray, Boujou

or Matchmover, 3D Equalizer

Technical FX

A strong focus on technical aspects of shader development and lighting, particle and

dynamics visual effects, rendering techniques, character rigging, elements and

principles of design (particularly colour theory), strong math/physics background.

Proficient in RenderMan and/or MAYA, MEL scripting, Houdini, Perl, Python, Agent

Brain, VRay, Flame, Flint, Combustion, Shake, cineSpace, Max, Photoshop, C++,

Massive

Graphics Pre Press

A strong focus on Graphic Design, illustration, print, elements and principles of design,

Web experience, publishing processes.

Proficient in the Adobe creative suite (Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign) and Adobe

Macromedia suite (intermediate Flash and Dreamweaver), Mac Operating system,

Windows XP, Quark, MS Office, Freehand

Interactive Media

A strong focus on design with knowledge of coding for interactive web pages, DVD and

CDrom production, monitoring and maintaining web sites, elements and principles of

design, layout, audio.

Strong HTML, DHTML and CSS skills essential MySQL, JavaScript, Sharepoint,

XHTML, XML, C++, Perl. Flash, Photoshop, Illustrator, Fireworks, GIF (some

knowledge of ActionScript and CSS is desirable).PHP programmer coder, Unigraphics,

some…AutoCAD, Maya, or any 3D CAD application, VB,VB6,VB.net, Director.
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Programming

A strong focus on technical aspects of writing source code with strong mathematical

background, interest in all things technical, knowledge of networks and emerging

technology, more focused on programming than design.

C++, XHTML, CSS, Perl, Javascript, Python , PHP, SQL, Java, XML, XSL/T, UNIX

(Solaris or Linux), Direct 3D, J2EE, EJB, CMP, JBoss

Managerial

Strong people and human resource skills, Schedule, track and manage assigned projects,

research and report, good organisational skills, some operational skills, General

knowledge of all production areas.

Proficiency in Microsoft Office – Project, excel, word, Filemaker Pro, Photoshop, Final

Cut Pro

Education

Responsible for the ongoing development of course material including assessment

activities, the supervision and recruitment of trainers, the monitoring of students and

their progress and administrative tasks associated with the role

Other

General - support, research and technical positions related to this industry area.
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Figure 14: Job numbers per year in related study areas

The significance of grouping jobs into areas of similar skill-sets Figure 14 is motivated

by curriculum planning, delivery and economic needs. This model enables cohorts of

students access to training that is a direct response to skills shortages in this industry
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sector and is based on the increasing convergence of production areas. The ability for

individuals to effectively apply and transfer their learned skills and techniques to a

variety of context’s or different types of production is a life long vocational goal that

might only start in these formative years of an individuals vocation.

The areas of concept development, visual design, animation, video/editing, motion

graphics, Technical FX, Graphics Pre press and Interactive Media all have a strong

visual design and creative focus within a digital context. Knowledge of the following

common skills and processes is a general requirement for all of the eight areas

identified:

• General computing, file management, research skills, word processing;

• Workplace - health & safety, communication, working in teams, time management
techniques, systems and protocols;

• Digital image acquisition, vector graphics, image manipulation, input/output, file
formats, authoring fundamentals;

• Digital Design Studies – elements & principles design, composition & layout; and

• Visual Narrative – screen language, pre-viz, animatics, animation principles.

The areas of Programming, Management and Education are specialised areas in their

own right and might best be delivered through training packages other than CUF01. The

job role descriptors for the programming area place these jobs firmly within a very

technical and mathematical context more related to the technically defined Information

Communication Technology Training Package. Management jobs within this sector are

requesting 5-6 years of industry experience. The job role requirements and

responsibilities align more closely with the Vocational Graduate Certificate and

Vocational Graduate Diploma level awards. While some training and assessment units

are available for delivery through CUF01, education is not the primary goal of this

package and is covered more comprehensively through the higher education sector.
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Figure 15: Job numbers per year in indirectly related study areas

Job growth is apparent over time in all areas, with particularly strong growth coupled

with high numbers in the animation, visual development and motion graphics sectors.
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5.12 Summary

This section has presented results and discussion relating to the analysis of early data

contributing to the identification of issues to be further examined through the analysis of

data generated through studio practice. Occupational Indicators were formulated, based

on an analysis of the industry scoping survey data, the job advertisement data and the

data generated through studio-based projects. Results were utilised in the formulation

of procedures for the creation of a training framework to meet current demands across

the sector. Industry convergence formed the initial direction, highlighting a need to

redefine relevant skill-sets required of animators by industry practitioners.

A summary explanation of the data analysed and related results are as follows:

• Communication in the workplace and the use of traditional animation principles

were applied to practitioner oriented client focused production. The resulting

interaction summary documented the need for close client practitioner

communication and serves as one possible template for use within a training

environment. The importance and use of traditional principles in even small

sequences is highlighted. Staging was isolated as a significant principle, central to

the development of computer animation.

• Aspects of the industry and skills-sets were identified and classified as

discriminating, stable and multivariate indices. The indices were hypothesized to

distinguish variance between the industry sectors isolating characteristics to

establish a profile of the industry that could be transferred into a framework for

training purposes. The convergence of production sectors and mediums within the

industry was found to have impacted on the practitioner, resulting in a need for

more divergent training, skill development and skill sets. As the production

pipelines become more similar the possibilities for skill transfer between the

sectors is increased. It was concluded from this that convergence might minimize

the need for training to be based on product (game or film etc) increasing the need

for divergent skill development in critical cross sector areas.

• The 2nd practitioner project developed with a greater emphasis on character

animation set and prop modeling, animation principles and the refinement of

communication and project management issues. Process oriented commands from

animation script files were analyzed leading to the identification of the Graph
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editor as a central focal point for motion control. The diversity and number of

scripted commands used in the creation of animated segments indicates a need for

a wide range of technical knowledge. A training framework therefore must ensure

that adequate time is allocated for learning and understanding to develop before

skills are applied in job related settings.

• Employability skills and attributes required by the computer animator were

identified and classified into; conceptual knowledge, skills, problem solving and

attitude. The process helped build a picture of attributes that could be addressed

within a training framework. An analysis of the Vocational student highlighted the

need for a focus on the curriculum or full course of study as opposed to individual

units of competence.

• The 3rd project focused on the development and application of more advanced

skills in story design, character design, storyboarding, screen direction, modeling,

rigging, texturing, animation, posing, timing and balance, lip sync, lighting and

rendering. The cyclic nature of the Vocationally Oriented Heuristic research

process has reinforced the importance of progressive skill development which is

highlighted as an area that requires particular attention within the development of

a training framework for this creative industry.

• Occupational indicators in the form of job role requirements were analyzed. Job

numbers and job titles were documented and job descriptors coded as attitude,

experience, skill, knowledge, quality and qualification. Descriptors were

compared and classified in terms of similarities and differences, resulting in a

grouping system that functions as a guide for the development of a model of

knowledge transfer.

This section interpreted the results of the data analysis, finding that industry jobs are

specialised in nature but have common attributes that are indicative of core

underpinning skills and knowledge within this industry sector. How the data analysis

and process relate to the aims of the research is outlined in the next and final section

(Section 6) with conclusions drawn and recommendations made.

* * *
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6.0 SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES, CONCLUSION AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Introduction

Findings that relate to each of the research design/aims are summarized in this section,

with conclusions drawn and key recommendations outlined.

The initial broad question guiding the study was “What knowledge and skills do

animators need to perform in contemporary animation workplaces and how can they be

organised and clustered in terms of a progression of qualifications in the Australian

Vocational Education and Training competency based system?” A practice-driven

inquiry was utilised to identify what, where and how new learning and professional

development (training) needs can be supported to keep a Training Framework in Digital

Media up-to-date for the long term economic survival of the industry. Data collected

from a substantial ongoing review of skills-shortages and workplace requirements that

were routinely available through job postings in the related industry sector was

analysed. An overall picture of industry needs emerged that was utilised as an objective

foundation for applied (practice-based) research to support the development of a

Vocational Training Framework.

The hybrid Action Research model Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research (VOHR)

was developed as a cyclic process incorporating occupational/industry indicators

categorised from labour market analysis validated against developments in the research

practitioner’s own studio production and growth. Each job role descriptor from within

the industry sector for every advertised job over a 6 year period was classified under

one of the following six categories: attitude, experience, skill, knowledge, quality or

qualification derived from the job advertisements. Occupational indicators were

identified as attributes common to most jobs or as specialised domain specific attributes.

The system of classifying jobs developed as the research progressed as expected from

the cyclic nature of the Action Research undertaken. Findings throughout the research

were re-applied within context and became part of the research process itself.
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6.2 Research Aims and Objectives and Related Findings

The aims and objectives were:

1. sub-aims 1,2 and 3 (ref. ARC Proposal) identify current industry trends within

the animation, post production and computer game companies within Australasia

through the collection, collation and tabulation of quantitative data from job

advertisements within this industry sector;

2. unpack the 3D Character Animator job requirements into categories of:

Conceptual Knowledge, Skills, Problem Solving and Attitude

3. sub-aim 6 create distinguishable categories of related jobs by cross-referencing

key information gathered from job data, interviews, observation sessions, personal

process tracing and literature;

4. sub-aims 1,2 and 7 compare methods for recording the mapping of cognitive

structures and activity systems

5. sub-aims 3, 4, 7 utilise the findings from this study as underpinning knowledge to

assist in the development of two course outlines. a) a relevant course of study that

utilises endorsed units of competency and fulfils all of the packaging rules from

within the existing Training Package and b) a proposed general structure for a new

Training Framework.

6. make recommendations based on findings for the review of the National industry

training package CUF01 Film, Television, Radio, Multimedia

7. critically analyse and present findings of research through final report, paper and

presentation to stakeholders

8. sub-aim 5 apply and refine relevant 3D Digital Character Animation skills based

on prior knowledge and current experiential learning through practical projects in

Digital Content creation:

9. contextualise the 3D digital character animation workflow by undertaking and

documenting the process involved in creating animated segments for clients; (ref.

ARC sub-aim 5, 6)

10. sub-aim 7 develop visual samples of production workflow and technique for the

teaching and training of an intended audience; and document the production

process, tools utilised and commands employed with a selection of cognitive
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processes and thoughts whilst problem solving animated sequences for clients and

within my own studio production where specific problem solving is required.

The findings in relation to each aim are outlined in turn below.

6.2.1 sub-aims 1, 2 and 3 (ref. ARC Proposal) identify current industry trends

within the animation, post production and computer game companies within

Australasia through the collection, collation and tabulation of quantitative data

from job advertisements within this industry sector;

Outcome:

• Job advertisements within this industry sector have increased each year for the

past six years from 56 in 2001 to 1024 in 2006 totalling 3152 jobs.

• Information was sourced from three main web sites with over 250 companies

placing advertisements.

• The number of job titles has increased each year from 22 in 2001 to 226 in 2006.

• Over 75 software packages have been referred to in the advertisements.

• A software name is evident in over twenty job titles and over half of all jobs

analysed refer to the use of software by name in the job descriptors.

• Approximately 75% of the jobs were for contract work with the remainder being

mainly full-time employment.

• A slight increase in advertisements was noted for the months of May and

November each year but substantial seasonal patterns are not apparent.

• One of the most frequently asked for requirements is experience, workplace

experience and experience with software, ranging from 1-6 years.

The increasing number of job titles indicates an expansion and diversification of the

industry, which suggests an increasing demand for specialisation. As the industry grows

and companies become larger, specialisation is more likely. However, the study found

that many of the jobs, while different in title, actually require similar skill-sets and

knowledge suggesting an overall convergence within the industry. This industry sector

has many diverse occupations, each with its own domain-specific skill-sets. These same

occupations show signs of broadly consistent employability skill-sets. These findings
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have implications for Training providers in their choice of subject offerings, 3DCG

animation software, and delivery of training.

6.2.2 unpack the 3D Character Animator job requirements (occupational

indicators) into categories of: Conceptual Knowledge, Skills, Problem Solving

and Attitude

Outcome:

From job advertisements, it was found that:

• A high percentage of character animator job role requirements are skill based with

most relating to software skills in animation control, modeling, rigging and

rendering.

• Knowledge and understanding of the traditional animation principles, timing and

balance, visual literacy and storytelling, the elements and principles of design,

acting and anatomy, body language, characteristics of personality and non verbal

communication are consistent requirements.

• General problem solving ability is asked for with personal attributes of flexibility,

accountability, compliance, versatility, being current (up to date) and logical as

requirements.

• Occupational indicators for this vocational position are broadly consistent with the

eight nationally approved employability skills of communication, team work,

problem-solving, initiative and enterprise, planning and organising, self-

management, learning and technology as well as the personal attributes identified

by the Business Council of Australian and the Australian Chamber of Commerce

and Industry (2002).

Data relating to occupational indicators gathered from advertisements across the broader

media sector presented significant information about what individuals are required to do

in the workplace. In response to issues and challenges arising due to the convergence of

production formats and digital media industries a strategy was required to augment the

identification of common skill-sets and domain specific skill-sets. Due to the large

number and complexity of jobs a new system of classifying occupational indicators was

required.
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A key finding from the broader analysis of jobs; was that the words used for each

(vocational) requirement could be categorised as Attitude, Experience, Skill,

Knowledge (Professional), Quality and Qualification (formal). This classification

system was subsequently utilised for all jobs in the sector.

6.2.3 sub-aim 6 create distinguishable categories of related jobs by cross

referencing key information gathered from job data, interviews, observation

sessions, personal process tracing and literature;

Outcome:

It would not be economically feasible or practical to develop and implement a training

or vocational qualification for each and every occupation in this sector. A training

framework is required that addresses occupational-groups that have similar

characteristics incorporating the skill-sets within context.

Using a spreadsheet each of the 3152 jobs was categorized into one of twelve

occupational-groups or functional areas which were initially defined by the titles of the

most frequently advertised jobs. Similarities based on skill requirements and

professional knowledge formed the basis for refinement of the grouping system. Of the

twelve distinguishable categories eight were identified as being interlinked with

animation training: Concept Development, Visual Design, Animation, Motion Graphics,

Technical FX, Video/Editing, Graphics Pre-Press and Interactive Media. Animator job

titles were grouped based on requirements as skills and knowledge gained from

interviews, observation sessions, personal process tracing and literature.

While specialized in their own way the eight groups are interrelated by the frequently

occurring job requests for knowledge in the following areas; general computing, file

management, research skills, word processing, communication, working in teams, time

management techniques, systems and protocols, Digital image acquisition, vector

graphics, image manipulation, input/output, file formats, authoring fundamentals,

Digital Design Studies – elements & principles design, composition & layout. Visual

Narrative – screen language, pre-viz, animatics, animation principles.
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Programming, Managerial, Education and Other are categories that have characteristics

and requirements that might best be addressed through other specialised training

frameworks.

6.2.4 sub-aims 1, 2 and 7 compare methods for recording the mapping of cognitive

structures and activity systems

Outcome:

The inquiry into a variety of recording methods underwent a cyclic process of

experimentation and reflection. A key finding is that a variety of recording methods was

required. Concurrent or reflective written reporting was most useful to capture the

processes and systems involved in project management and communication. Video

recording practitioner activity proved most useful for creative activity with technical

processes, tools and functions best captured by saving working script files of computer

code which are subsequently analysed through data mining software for concept

mapping and frequency counting.

Initial recordings and documentation were made by writing concurrent reports about

what was being done. Short bursts of production and then writing worked best, but this

fragmented the production time and made it difficult to focus and concentrate while

animating. Concurrent reporting was useful for fairly simple tasks but became very time

consuming and demanding for more complex procedures. Concurrent verbal reporting

through speech recognition and dictation software was investigated as an alternative to

concurrent (written) reporting. However, the speech recognition software engine

required extensive training to recognise the specialised vocabulary specific to 3D

animation but worked quite well after this was achieved. Data mining software was

utilised to display features of the resulting documents. The main drawback for this was

that dictation from speech recognition only captured verbal reporting which was

insufficient for this task as the process and information are both verbal and visual.

Recording verbal and visual information through screen capture & voice recording

software (Camtasia™) proved useful where data files were not too large or complex.

With huge 3D animation files the screen capture software impacted on the computers

system resources which meant that complex procedures slowed down and became

cumbersome. Macromedia Captivate™ is new to the market and may act as a good

alternative for future recordings as it captures at full screen resolution and saves on the
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fly to a predetermined screen size, minimising space. Videoing the screen with a digital

camera while simultaneously recording script files proved most successful. Video

strobing was the only issue ,which for future recordings could be eliminated by syncing

the camera and computer with a genlock. There is no impact on system resources with

this method and long periods of time can be recorded without interruption. Nine hours

of video recordings of practitioner activity were made while recording the script files of

the animation sessions. The number and variety of commands and functions evident

through the script files support the notion that a wide range of technical knowledge is

essential.

6.2.5 sub aims 3, 4, 7 utilise the findings from this study as underpinning

knowledge to assist in the development of two course outlines. 1) a relevant course

of study that utilises endorsed units of competency and fulfils all of the packaging

rules from within the existing Training Package and 2) a proposed general

structure for a new Training Framework.

Outcome:

Information gathered from this research has been applied to the development of an

Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) Level 5 Diploma in Screen - Digital

Animation (Appendices) which is fully accredited and being delivered for the first time

in 2007 at Metropolitan South Institute of TAFE. The units have been selected as the set

of skills that most closely match the animator job role descriptors; however, the

selection is restricted by the (CUF01) packaging rules leading to gaps in the program.

Dedicated units such as character design, rigging, specialised texturing, digital visual

effects, facial animation, compositing and work placement are either unable to fit into

the structure due to the tight packaging rules or are not even available as units of

competency. These gaps in the training package are indicative of its inability to keep up

to date with the fast pace of change in this industry.

A new alternative Vocational Training Framework for Qualifications in Media based on

skill-sets associated with the groups of jobs: Concept Development, Visual Design,

Animation, Motion Graphics, Technical FX, Video/Editing, Graphics Pre-Press,

Interactive Media has been developed to address the needs of both industry and the

individual student. The framework is driven by the (ABS 2004) statistics which show
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that over the last decade 95% of persons in study have undertaken “study that is leading

to a qualification” and the percentage of young people enrolled in a course of study

within the creative arts is high, 64% are 15-24 year olds. Young people, new to the

industry have learning needs that involve a lot of skill and knowledge development

within a structured course of study. Generally, existing employees only require task

based assessment within selected units.

The framework outlined in Table 23 introduces dedicated fundamental units that build

underpinning knowledge and skills with clear pathways from generalisation to

specialisation. Flexibility in unit offerings is available for individuals or RTO’s who

would rather mix and match units from different specialisations. Each unit of

competence sits at a single AQF level. Small group/project work with work placement,

work simulation or internships are only introduced at higher levels.

6.2.6 make recommendations based on findings for the review of the National

industry training package CUF01 Film, Television, Radio, Multimedia.

Outcome:

Recommendations based on early research findings from occupational indicators were

made in early 2005 for the CUF01 FTVRMM Phase 1 review available

www.ibsa.org.au. Web Design/Development and 3D Computer Animation have been

the most advertised areas in the Australian Multimedia/Post-Production industry sector

over the last 4 years. The following competency standards, skill sets or additional units

should be developed and introduced to more accurately reflect trends within the current

Multimedia and Post Production industries. Examples of Units of competency and

Competency Standards transferred directly over from job role descriptors suggested

were:

6.2.6.1 Web Design/Development

Only two units of competency are available in (CUF01) that are specifically internet

related. Research is required in this area for detailed outcomes.
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6.2.6.2 3D Computer Animation

• create low polygon 3D character models

• create highly detailed 3D character models

• create 3D models of sets, props and environments

• develop basic 3D character rigs

• create 3D character animation

• create 3D facial animation

• develop or apply motion capture data to animated models

• develop traditional cartoon style animation

• design and apply digital textures and image maps

• develop 3D live action references and rotoscoped images

• design and create digital 3D lighting

• develop and design digital 3D particle effects

• develop 3D animated dynamic simulations

• apply rendering techniques to 3D sequences

6.2.6.3 Computer Game Design

• produce designs for game play mechanics

• create mission walkthroughs and level design

• develop and write storylines for games

• develop game-play character biographies

• create interface designs and concept art for games

• control systems and asset inventories

6.2.6.4 Digital Post-Production

• create moving digital mattes

• design 2D effective solutions for composites

• integrate 3D CG elements with live action footage

• composite live action over CG backgrounds

• develop green screen keying techniques

• colour grade live footage
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6.2.6.5 Digital Effects and Technical Design

The competency standards available in (CUF01) for Special Effects only reflect the:

physical preparation, execution, maintenance and handling of pyrotechnics and special

effects items. In the Post production sector almost 50% of personnel in the production

teams are technically based. The creation of digital particle effects, physical

phenomena, dynamic simulation, character rigging and technical direction require in-

depth research for the development of suitable standards.

The development of the new Training Package in FTVRMM continued to be discussed

through online forums and face-to-face meetings with industry representatives and

stakeholders. Information based on findings from the job role descriptors was

communicated through the forums, which in turn formed a part of the information

review phases 1, 4 and 7 of the Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research (VOHR).

Issues and feedback relating to the progress and development of the National package

were documented as points of reference that required addressing. In response to many

issues raised in the national feedback the following set of criteria has been applied to the

design of the structure of the training framework proposed through this study.

• Consideration is paid to the delivery of training and learning as well as

‘assessment in the workplace’;

• Underpinning skills and knowledge are addressed as pre-requisites at lower levels

of AQF 1-3 with project based learning and working within a production context

incorporated at higher AQF Levels 4-6;

• Pathways from one qualification to the next are clear, allowing for progressive

skill development and skill transfer as a participative continuous learning cycle;

• The way the units can be packaged is flexible, leading to either specialized or

general study within the industry context;

• The proposed units at AQF Levels 4-6 reflect job role skill-sets within the industry

sector; and

• Each unit equates with only one AQF level.

These findings are applied in the Proposed Training Framework presented in the

Recommendations section Table 36.
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6.2.7 critically analyse and present findings of research through final report,

paper and presentation to stakeholders.

Outcome:

The hybrid Action Research model Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research (VOHR)

framed the process of this study following a continual cycle of experience-reflect-plan-

gather-analyse-catagorise-act-develop-produce-distribute. This model has been a useful

tool for the investigation of information required for the development of a training

framework within this industry sector. The goals and validity criteria for the model are

presented in the following points;

• The point of departure for Vocationally Oriented Heuristic Research is a vision of

occupational/industry indicators contextualized through practitioner development;

• Vocational training frameworks and practitioner domain specific processes and

structures are understood within a historical context;

• Theory and practice are integrated;

• The knowledge generated is fed into the practitioner’s situation (local knowledge)

and is also transferred into other settings (public knowledge);

• Research and action (including education itself) become a single process;

• Critical knowledge produced by the industry is transformed into training criteria;

• The results of research are applied to the development of a training framework.

The study makes a practical contribution to the development of both a qualification in

Digital Animation that follows existing accreditation and packaging rules and a

proposal for a training framework within the related industry sector. Critical knowledge

has been gained from a review in this sector confirming the importance and timeliness

of this study transforming occupational indicators into training criteria. Specific criteria

derived from occupational indicators are listed for each job set in the appendices.

As a “one-off” study this information will not keep an existing National Training

Framework in Digital Media up-to-date. However, if the procedure of collection,

collation and analysis of hard data from occupational indicators is adopted as an on-

going concern complemented by critical reflection on practitioner activities with the

outcomes communicated annually to stakeholders, a more informed picture of the

industry would be available for transfer to the training sector on an on going basis.
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6.3 Studio production:

6.3.1 sub aim 5 (ref. ARC Proposal) apply and refine relevant 3D Digital Character

Animation skills based on prior knowledge and current experiential learning

through practical projects in Digital Content creation

Outcome:

Two key findings from the cyclic process are the validation of skills identified

throughout related sectors and providing a testament to the importance of progressive

skill development and continual improvement, reinforcing the need for underpinning

skills, knowledge and technical ability.

The three projects undertaken were:

Manual handling of students - Edu. Qld

12 Days of an Aussie Xmas – Southbank Corporation

Bully and The Beast – a short narrative

Specific occupational indicators as advertised job role requirements were isolated for

each production and applied as an area of focus. On completion of each project the set

of occupational indicators was analysed and updated for the next more complex and

specialized production.

6.3.2 sub aims 5, 6 contextualise the 3D digital character animation workflow by

undertaking and documenting the process involved in creating animated segments

for clients;

Outcome:

Client based production formed the basis for the first two projects. Within this context

the communication process and the ability to interpret the client’s needs were essential

to the success of the projects. The ability to solve problems and learn how to learn are

essential attributes for working directly with clients. Client based projects however can

be unpredictable and could be detrimental within a learning environment if introduced

too early.
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Within a commercial context in many cases the complete in-house workflow or unique

production pipeline can be the company’s competitive edge and is not readily available.

This studio based enquiry utilised 3D software that was frequently asked for in the job

descriptors which allowed for a general 3D animation workflow of concept

development, modelling, texturing, rigging, animation, lighting, effects and rendering to

be applied to each project. While each new project followed the general animation

workflow there were many differences due to the requirements of each production.

6.3.3 sub aim 7 develop visual samples of production workflow and technique for

the teaching and training of an intended audience; and document the production

process, tools utilised and commands employed with a selection of cognitive

processes and thoughts whilst problem solving animated sequences for clients and

within my own studio production where specific problem solving is required.

Outcome:

Samples of works in progress have been reflected on, redeveloped and refined with an

added audio commentary to act as step-by-step tutorials. Documentation of the cyclic

research process is a tool that enables critical points for self reflection and growth. The

action research model applied to this study has developed and progressed as the study

and research itself has developed and progressed. It has been through a continual

process of documentation and retrospective analysis of data arising from the process

that has led to a clearer understanding of the process itself.
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6.4 Conclusion and recommendations:

This project aimed to identify needs and suggest recommendations that would advance

Vocational Education and Training (VET) for the digital content/creative media/post-

production industry sector in Australia by addressing an initial broad question. “What

knowledge and skills do animators need to perform in contemporary animation

workplaces and how can they be organised and clustered in terms of a progression of

qualifications in the Australian Vocational Education and Training competency based

system?”

The suitability of the available VET qualifications within Australia is determined by

private enterprise, relevant regulatory bodies, Registered Training Organisations and

peak industry groups via liaison with the relevant Industry Skills Council. Together

these bodies identify any gaps in qualifications, relationships between qualifications,

flexibility and relevance of qualification packaging advice unit requirements, unit

design/titles, packaging rules, quality levels, and duplication of skills, pathways and

progressive skill development. Of the many varied voices and viewpoints put forward

from around the nation during the phase one review of the CUF01 Training Package in

Film Television Radio and Multimedia (2004) only some were selected in order to

proceed with the re-development of the training package.

Primary information pertaining to this project was obtained through the collection of

occupational indicators in the form of position descriptions and role statements. The

collection of advertised jobs were dated, tabulated and graphed as job title, software

used, contractual specification and job role descriptor. The subsequent analysis

identified job numbers per year, numbers per month and the classification skill-sets,

which served as headings under which the job descriptors were categorized. The

following six categories were identified – attitude, experience, skill, knowledge,

qualities and qualifications. The skill and knowledge headings of jobs that occurred

frequently provided information as occupational indicators that were distinguishable as

twelve study areas. Based on similarities of recurring skill-sets and differences seven of

these areas formed the basis for the development of a framework for a course of study

in Media.
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The notion of progressive skill development is central to an effective and relevant

training environment and framework. Varying levels of difficulty relating to animation

job role descriptors were identified and applied to a sequenced set of personal studio

production through three projects. Each project related to a specific set of job role

descriptors/skill-sets ranging from a restrictive client focused production to a creative

self managed production with only self imposed limitations. This demonstrated how

documentation of personal studio activity can be an effective tool of studio research and

suggests that progressive levels of skill-sets could be used as levels of performance

within the defined Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) structure.

Secondary information was gathered from a variety of sources with a combination of

research methods associated with labour market analysis utilising both quantitative and

qualitative data collection methods, and strategies. The cyclic process of Vocationally

Oriented Heuristic Research (VOHR) was developed enabling the integration of

occupational indicators as domain specific skill-sets within practitioner activity.

The collection and annotation of relevant web pages has shown that there is a gap in the

online information relating to two distinct areas, namely that there is a lack of

information about the actual jobs available in the Australian animation industry and that

information about the creative application of motion curves is not readily accessible.

The creative application and use of motion curves was noted as being essential to the

effective manipulation of 3 dimensional animated movements. Further to this staging

has consistently appeared as a centralised and frequently occurring concept within

literature related to digital 3D animation.

The CUF50401 Diploma of Screen - Digital Animation (appendices) was assembled

from the units available in the CUF01 National Training Package. The units for this

qualification have been selected to reflect the animator employability skill-sets.

However, many areas of significance are not able to be addressed due to restrictions in

the packaging rules or they are not adequately covered. They were:

• traditional animation principles & timing, balance (basic physics);

• visual narrative, visual literacy & storytelling;

• elements and principles of design: colour, texture, form & light;
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• acting & anatomy, body language, characteristics of personality, non verbal

communication; and

• software skills: modelling, rigging, animation control, rendering, compositing.

In December 2006 the newly reviewed National Training package recommended 13

qualifications ranging from Certificate 1 through to Advanced Diploma covering a

suggested 44 occupations. Of the suggested occupations only 19 appear as actual job

titles from the 185 job titles identified through this research. This is a reflection of how

difficult it is to match qualifications to job titles. In conclusion a more flexible approach

is suggested to rationalise delivery for economic reasons and diversification in training

that is based on groups of similar skill-sets.

6.4.1 Proposed Vocational Qualifications in Media

The proposed overview for Vocational Qualifications in Media outlined below in Table

23 offers twenty-five qualifications in Media ranging from a general Certificate III in

Media to Advanced Diploma’s in either general media or in seven selected

specialisations. As a full course of study each AQF level offers a foundation of skills

and knowledge for the next level, this should not preclude individual units being

undertaken at various levels by industry practitioners. This structure gives RTO’s an

opportunity to offer specialised progressive courses of study that address the needs of

industry based on skill-sets identified through job postings. General media awards at

each AQF level are available within this structure by selecting units that span across

multiple specialties. This approach promotes effective developmental pathways and

gives RTO’s the choice of delivering specialisation within a particular framework or to

offer progressive awards catering to more of a generalist in the field.

It is proposed that the Certificate III in Media cover skills and knowledge crossing over

all specialist areas. This serves as a foundation level, building appropriate introductory

theoretical concepts, fundamental operational skills and employability skills. A training

framework must ensure that adequate time is allocated for learning and understanding to

develop before skills are applied in job related settings. After the initial introduction and

grounding within this industry sector there would be an opportunity for students to

select either a generalist pathway or a specialised one depending on the offerings of the
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particular RTO. Each unit should have the required employability skills embedded with

an increase in outcome expectation commensurate with the respective AQF level. The

collective details within the units need to reflect the skill-sets identified through the job

data.

The convergence of technologies and content areas has created a need for each

individual to attain a divergent set of employability skills and knowledge while still

acknowledging the distinct areas of Production, such as broadcast, feature film/short

film, computer games, television commercials, visualisation etc. The ‘Range Statement’

for each unit should include a broad range of contexts or areas of production that

activities could be undertaken in. This would allow for different production

environments such as games, web, short-form drama, music-clips, documentaries,

commercials, educational products, visualisation etc to be addressed. Individual RTO’s

could thereby tailor their particular programs to focus on a selected or selection of

workplace production contexts depending on their Industry Representative Groups’

recommendations and actual strengths in delivery. Checks and balances for the validity

of the selection of units, assessment instruments and evidence are already in place

through the accreditation and AQTF auditing processes.

Specialised group work and individual projects have been included in this structure at

the higher levels. This approach is used to ensure that the quality of work and

interaction is both the fullest and latest allowing for possibly the most advanced and

best work to be developed for a job portfolio. Further to this the internships or work

placement has been left to the final stages of study in the hope that the maturity and skill

level of each practitioner will be greatest. The Simulated workplace environment is

included as an alternative to work placement as there will not always be internships or

opportunities available in the right specialisation, location or at the right time.

Program flexibility is obtained through the delivery of underpinning skills and

knowledge based on similar skill-sets leading to specialized project-based learning,

simulated workplace environments and client-focused live work. Progressive skill

development is essential leading to the development and creation of a folio of work or

show-reel. This model enables cohorts of students access to training that is a direct

response to skills shortages in this industry sector and is based on the increasing

convergence of production areas. The ability for individuals to effectively apply and
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transfer their learned skills and techniques to a variety of context’s or different types of

production is a life long vocational goal that might only start in these formative years of

an individual’s vocation.
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6.5 Recommendations

• Present relevant findings of the data to the Australian Government Department of

Education Science and Training (National Centre for Vocational Education

Research Review Implementation Action Group).

a) That the Training Package redevelopment process includes the ongoing

collection, collation and analysis of job postings to be included as a part of

the existing consultation process.

b) Relevant qualifications be based on combinations of skill-sets from similar

Job Roles.

c) That pre-requisites and underpinning skills and knowledge be addressed with

clear pathways from one qualification to the next.

d) That attention be paid to the delivery of training/learning as well as

‘assessment in the workplace’.

• Design and develop descriptive materials that explore and refine skills for the

creative application of motion curves. Incorporate a comparative analysis of

motion captured motion curves with keyframed cartoony motion curves.

• Monitor the development of the Vocational Graduate Certificate & Vocational

Graduate Diploma in Media with further research into employability and how at

this AQF level a vocational stream might differ from an academic stream.

• Implement CUF50401 Diploma of Screen (Digital Animation) in 2007 through the

Metropolitan South Institute of Technology and Further Education, and monitor

and seek feedback on its implementation.

The “Film Television Radio and Multimedia” National Training Package needs to

address and reflect major developments that are occurring in this industry sector as

agreed (DEST 2005). The emergence of digital technologies has had an impact on the

associated job processes, skills, knowledge and related industry production workflow. A

project based approach to the digital medium is required, one that seeks to train and

educate animators, artists and designers of movies, games and web, by integrating the

building blocks of art, design, animation and screen language in a team environment.

Gathering and analysis of job role descriptors from related job advertisements is

proposed as a new skills strategy for the Creative Industries sector. This process has

enabled the development of information that, if continued, will inform industry and
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VET forums of the current status of industry needs allowing an improved base from

which to make projections about emerging occupations and future skills needs. While

acknowledging and supporting the existing National Training Package review and

liaison process, it is recommended that a process of continuous improvement is

implemented through an annual skills-audit, analysis and categorization of jobs in this

sector which will inform the review with hard data and new up-to-date facts.

6.6 Future Research

Achievements arising from this research in course development are twofold (1) the

identification of knowledge and skills in related sectors and (2) the development of a

framework of vocational qualifications in media addressing needs of both industry and

the individual. Future research is suggested to advance the relevance and flexibility of

study in this sector.

• Critically examine how the convergence of interactive media and digital

production is impacting on production processes and the skill-sets required by

existing employees and newcomers to the sector.

• Continue collecting and collating job titles, software requirements and

occupational indicators from job postings in Australasia. Develop and update

training content for related skill-sets.

Achievements in 3D Animation production provide a testament to the importance of

progressive skill development and continual improvement, reinforcing the need for

underpinning skills, knowledge and technical ability.

• Develop a model for the creative application of motion curves with particular

reference to the traditional principles of animation. Undertake a comparative

analysis of motion captured motion curves with keyframed cartoony motion

curves.

• Examine and critically analyse how the traditional animation principles of staging

and solid drawing skills are being re-defined within a 3D digital context.

* * *
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APPENDIX I – STUDY AREAS AND OCCUPATIONAL INDICATORS 
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Concept Development Area of Study 

A strong focus on design, screen language, asset production, computer game play, story 

and character design, elements and principles of design typifies the Concept 

Development area of study. 

Proficient with Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash, 3DS Max or MAYA 

Concept Development Skill-Set  

 Love to draw, have a strong sense of colour and design and work fast and creatively 

on a PC  

 Design, illustration and animation experience  

 Design experience with consoles  

 Experience drawing animals, including scenes of movement and realistic 

environments based on real life locations 

 Experience with series storyboarding. 

Appendix I Study areas and Occupational Indicators 
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 Extensive experience in 2D and 3D art asset production  

 Experienced at writing for animation 

 Previous experience using game editors/scripting systems  

 Value tuning experience (setting up AI/Physics/SFX behaviours)  

 A solid understanding of designing effectively for the constraints of polygon-based 

3D game engines 

 Ability to analyze and tune level layouts to maximise gameplay  

 Ability to arrive at a strong aesthetic visual for an entire game  

 Able to consider game-wide issues such as core game play mechanic, interface, 

pacing and story and game balance difficulty curve  

 Able to produce articulate design documentation detailing innovative game-play 

mechanics, mission walkthroughs, story lines, character biographies, interface 

design, control systems and asset inventories  

 An understanding of camera angles and storytelling through stills 

 Assess future functions and features within the specified game product   

 Concept art needs to reflect understanding of real-time polygon limits and offer a 

distinct visual style that 3D artists can work from designs and 'breaks' the 

characters, backgrounds and props for use by animation teams so a good 

understanding of series production  is needed 

 Define the look of the show and nail the artistic direction 

 Level design and construction  

 Manage the creation of concept art  

 Must be able to understand and apply all principles of art  

 Review and assess functionality features of the specified game product as it 

develops 

 Supervise and critique development of 3D assets  

 Thorough understanding of the game production process   

 2D animation skills and experience  

 2D life drawing skills  

 3D proficient  

 Ability to colour drawings by hand and in Photoshop  

Appendix I Study areas and Occupational Indicators 
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 Ability to create concept art  

 Ability to create evocative still image drawings/paintings of beautiful and broad 

landscapes with people and lighting 

 Ability to design to given specifications  

 Ability to sketch characters, environments and objects from a design brief 

 Ability to work across a variety of art styles  

 Ability to work creatively within strict technical constraints 

 Able to output frames quickly and of a high standard 

 Able to build on an existing game design structure 

 Able to communicate a solid rationale for visual design solutions  

 Character design skills 

 Demonstrated ability to construct interesting game levels in innovative, unexpected 

ways that enhance the central vision, without compromising the game's consistency 

or continuity and without generating too much unique programming work for each 

level  

 Design game interfaces, characters for animation and create beautiful illustrations 

from Hand drawn concepts to finished digital art 

 Design, model, texture and animate 3D objects/characters or levels game interface 

design 

 Develop high quality art assets within project schedule to team standards; 

 Photorealistic modelling and texturing skills 

 Provide conceptual art for characters, environments, objects and scenes for a 3rd 

person next-generation games 

 Take harsh and deeply personal criticism 

Appendix I Study areas and Occupational Indicators 
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Visual Design
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Visual Design Area of Study 

A strong focus on 3D design, elements and principles of design, drawing ability, 

texturing and lighting in a creative fashion, 2D/3D asset production, computer game play, 

character and creature design typifies the Visual Design Area of study. 

Proficient in Photoshop, After Effects, MAYA or 3DS Max, Flash, Archicad, Vray or 

Renderman.  

Visual Design Skill-Set 

 A passion for creating great textures suitable for real-time rendering  

 An interest or a passion for  in PC and console games and game art 

 Demonstrate the ability to develop storyboards  

 Examples of cinematics built with a game engine tool. (or other similar examples)  

 Experience in creating next-generation, real-time character models that realise the 

artistic and visual style of concept art 

 Experience modelling and animating quadruped animals 

 Experienced high poly modelers, who are able to model realistic human anatomy 

and Work quickly with tight deadlines  
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 High resolution 3d Set / props modeling with uv's and texturing  

 Proven experience in realistic creature animation. 

 2D life drawing skills  

 3D animation skills also desirable 

 Ability to model and texture to a given style and direction  

 Ability to modify and create efficient and effective textures, 3D models applying 2d 

textures to geometry  

 A thorough understanding of lighting, texturing and their implications in a network 

rendering environment 

 Architectural visualisation -3D modelling, texturing and photomontage  

 Create low polygon models  

 Create outstanding beautiful surroundings filled with such assets and show clever 

and efficient use of resources 

 Create the objects and creatures that populate the environments of our worlds 

 Creating high quality in-game cutscenes using animations and tools provided by the 

animation and programming departments creating high quality low poly 3D models 

following exact specifications  

 Design opening title sequences, promotional treatments, special effects and  

station id's  

 Level design and construction  

 Providing flattened graphic templates and texture mapped product renderings 

 Responsible for integration of cutscenes in a game engine.  

 Traditional arts background with emphasis on photo-realistic character work and 

environments.  

 Understanding of lighting concepts, and the ability to effectively light environments  

 Undertake modelling of low resolution 3D assets for simulation 

 Will have all round skills and ability to animate and light your VFX shots consistent 

with the departments and clients expectations  

 Produce assets including models of trees, bushes, small plants, creepers, cars. 

People, textures, internal and external furniture 

 Produce both static and animated sequences to broadcast standards, style guides, 

Deadlines and budgets  
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 Produce models from 2D architect's drawings 

 Skill in graphic design  

 Strong animation, modeling, and texturing skills  

 Very strong low poly modelling skills  

 You will be expected to quickly produce test and final renders 

 Working with 3rd party content using a variety of industry standard tools 
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Animation Area of Study  

A strong focus on principles of animation, screen language, elements and principles of 

design, drawing ability, texturing and lighting in a creative fashion, 2D & 3D asset 

production, computer game play, character and creature design, modeling and animation, 

lip syncing as well as logos, some rigging, particle and dynamics effects typifies the 

Animation Area of study. 
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D Animation Software 

Proficient in the use of MAYA or Max, Flash, Illustrator, Photoshop, After Effects or 

Shake or Combustion, Premiere, Mental Ray, Renderman, Lightwave or Softimage.  

Animation Skill-Set 

 Apply the tools and temperament to render finished animations in 640x480 res, 256 

colours without complaining 

 Be confident in designing and animating basic inanimate objects (like a house) and 

environments into friendly characters.  

 Have a passion for animation & design and enjoy developing characters 

 2D animation skills  

 2D experience with platform games 

 2D life drawing skills  

 3D animation skills 

 3D modeling/texturing 

 A high level of multimedia skills, (Especially Flash animations) 

 Ability to animate characters in a restricted frame rate of 10 to 15 frames per second 
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 Ability to estimate animation times and work to production deadlines 

 Ability to animate in a variety of styles 

 Ability to build a model according to a specific brief 

 Ability to create 3D architectural related work 

 Ability to create high quality designs within short timeframes 

 Ability to create photorealistic human character models and animation 

 Ability to perform visual and analytical problem solving in 3-dimensional space, 

including the ability to accurately interpret 3D layouts and analyze 3D form.  

 Ability to texture and light 3D elements and work to integrate CG elements with 

liveaction 

 Ability to use particles, shader networks, lighting and rendering techniques 

 Able to animate realistic human movement, with a good sense of expression, timing 

and weight 

 Able to create high/low resolution characters, scenery and objects 

 Advanced character animation skills 

 An ability to create natural motion, quickly and with ease  

 Animate logos and characters 

 Audio editing and traditional art/animation skills  

 Have a strong concept sketch ability  

 Be able to create realistic models of Monsters, Creatures, Elves or Gollum 

 Be able to turn a character into a living personality 

 Character animation, character rigging, character modelling, set and prop modelling 

and visual effects 

 Constructing bone rigs and painting skins for existing models 

 Create a quadruped animal character with a 1,500 poly limit 

 Create a quadruped animal character with a 2,500 poly limit 

 Create and Animate characters based on concept art and reference material 

 Create expressive and dynamic lines of action and facial animation 

 Create opening titles  

 Create particle/dynamics magic 

 Create photorealistic visuals 
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 Creating short visually appealing animations, working with low poly 3D assets, and 

game interface design 

 Creating still and moving broadcast quality graphics that need to look slick and 

professional 

 Creating world-class animations for organic and inorganic models 

 Design and animate cartoon character  

 Designs and creates images and mattes for digitally composited shots  

 Designs and creates motion, geometry, lighting - the look of CG objects and scenes  

 Develop a library of animations, models and environments for an interactive 

multimedia presentation 

 Develop art from concept through to delivery 

 Develop high quality arts assess to console game standard 

 Developed skills in texturing and concept generation with an eye for colour, 

shading and detail 

 Develops the performance of a creature or character within the job by using strong 

traditional animation skills  

 Do photo-realistic animation as well as animation dramatising action at a micro-

level 

 Edit motion captured data  

 Editing and fixing up motion captured data, and making it ready to be placed in 

game 

 Editing skills and are keen to put them to use and you’re pretty handy at illustrating 

storyboards 

 Excellent free hand drawing skills in cartoon and realistic styles. 

 Lip synching and facial animation for scripted sequences  

 A keen eye for lighting, shading, color, detail and form  

 A knowledge of motion capture implementation and scripting would be an 

advantage  

 A sound understanding of animation principles 

 A strong and deep video game culture with a good knowledge of the general rules 

and mechanics of a game play for console and PC games. 

 An understanding of compositing principles.  
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 Exaggerated animation  

 Knowledge of cinema effects 

 Familiarity with technical concepts of real time rendering  

 Film or Video script and direction terminology 

 Fundamentals (squash and stretch, staging, timing, anticipation, exaggeration). 

 Good eye for colour, layout and composition 

 Have a good understanding of posing, timing and acting that will allow them to 'hit 

the ground running' to meet our production schedule 

 Have a very good understanding of animation and be technically competent 

 Classical training, traditional character development and knowledge of inverse 

kinematic systems, constraints and expressions 

 In-depth knowledge and understanding of particle systems   

 You will be expected to quickly produce and problem solve data relating to 

Previsualization Animation and practical film-making.  

 You will have all round skills and ability to create Previz Animation in Maya for 

VFX shots consistent with the departments and clients’ expectations.  

 Able to bash comp in Shake or Combustion 

 Able to use Macromedia Flash to create 2D animation. 
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Video/Editing Area of Study 

A strong focus on editing, screen language, 2d Compositing, principles of animation, 

elements and principles of design, audio editing, digital photography, image monitoring, 

typifies the Video/Editing Area of study. 

Non-Linear Editing Jobs by Software
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Proficient in Avid Media Composer or AfterEffects or Premiere, Final Cut Pro, ProTools, 

Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign and Avid Express, TEXUS, Flash 

Video/Editing Skill-Set 

 Possess interest in learning linear/non linear editing 

 Experience with audio and video editing programs 

 Experience with digital video capture technologies desirable, computer literacy  

is essential 

 Experience with tape and rack maintenance 

 Experience with tape drive logging 

 Experience with Tape to Tape 

 Experience with web publishing tools and content management systems 

 Experience working in a news environment ideal 

 Experienced at taking digital photos of settings (interior and exterior) - panoramas  

 OB experience 

 Previous experience in On Air Presentation or Video Tape with a television station 

is desirable  

 Proven history of creative excellence 

 Strong computer experience and administrative and communication skills  

 Strong design background 

 TV/Broadcast background 

 A broad knowledge of interactive/multimedia online formats 

 Ability to learn retrospect backup data system 

 Any additional I.T./multimedia skills smiled upon 

 Applying metadata and filing jobs.  

 Basic image manipulation and camera raw export  

 Both traditional and digital dubbing responsibilities 

 Cabling 

 Effective management of data and storage of the digital playback system and the 

correct documentation of processes 
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 Expected to provide technical support to a wide variety of end users (in house 

producers, clients etc) and practical support where needed (Client catering when 

required etc.) 

 Full QC of content for broadcast  

 Good knowledge of audio/levels  

 Keeping track of job progress  

 Knowledge of computerised play-out systems and windows file management 

systems desirable 

 Knowledge of internet design software, MPEG and Quicktime movie conversion 

 Knowledge of Vectorscopes, Waveform Monitors and broadcast video equipment 

particularly Digi-Beta DVW A500 Decks  

 Production of encoded MPEG2 Data Masters from broadcast tape  

 Provide reliable and efficient video data services using a variety of tape formats 

including Betacam SP, Digital Betacam, D1, DCT, low band and VHS, as well as 

the reformatting and transferring of image files  

 Reporting to the Editorial Supervisor this role will be responsible for the running 

and the technical operations of daily digital reviews 

 Responsible for post production including effects, supering, colour grading and 

manipulation 

 SDI Analogue and Digital 

 Sending files to clients, Sorting and backing up files  

 Spice up talking heads and logo with interesting transitions - with plug ins for 3D 

fly-arounds & video walls possible 

 Strong computer skills and knowledge of video compression techniques and 

standards.  

 Strong understanding of multiformats 

 The role also comprises assisting with the input of jobs (conforming, restoring, file 

transfers etc) and outputting of jobs (DVD creation, archiving, tapes etc).   

 Understanding of non-linear editing 

 Will have studied film/tv or have had some previous industry experience, Tape 

Operating 

 Working knowledge of video/audio duplication from various tape formats 
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 Working with hi end digital stills cameras  

 Editing and DVD authoring skills   

 Computer File management skills essential  

 Knowledge of compositing 
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Motion Graphics Area of Study 

A strong focus on motion graphics, 2d Compositing, principles of animation, screen 

language, elements and principles of design, particle and dynamics visual effects typifies 

the Motion Graphics Area of study. 

Motion Graphics Software
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Proficient in After Effects or Shake or Digital Fusion or Combustion or Flame, Flint, 

Henry, Edit Box or Hal, Photoshop, Deep Paint, MAYA or Max, Mental Ray, Boujou or 

Matchmover, 3D Equalizer 

Motion Graphics Skill-Set 

 Ability to perform repetitive, high detail and tedious tasks  

 Comfortable with tricky Rotoscoping and keying  

 Green screen compositing with some design work and effects 

 A great designer with a full understanding of animating and some Knowledge of 3D 

 An understanding of current 2d compositor systems 

 Analyze and understand basic principles of 3D graphics  

 Create pitch material and help in the pitch process  

 Create realistic comps and work with the CG unit 

 Digitally enhance and refine backgrounds in digital format 

 Excellent knowledge of compositing and integrating 3D rendered elements.  

 Full understanding of 2D/3D graphic design and motion graphics 

 Give input to software design tools and interface to improve throughput  

 Study linear perspective and other properties of 3D space  

 The ability to pick up and complete other compositor’s workflow  

 Traditional cartoon/cell animation style 

 Understand local coordinate versus world coordinate space and 3D hierarchies  

 Understand traditional painting background colour theory 

 Understanding of camera parameters such as focus and focal length  

 Understanding of compositing of 3d multi-pass rendering.  

 Understanding of matrices, rotations, translations, scale, and gimbal lock  

 Use and understand 3D modeling and deformation tools 

 A flare for timing 

 Ability to develop high quality grading and finishing techniques  

 Ability to independently solve composting challenges and be responsible for final 

output. 

 Ability to perform visual and analytical problem solving in 3D space  
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 Accurately reconstruct 3D geometry based on photographs  

 An ability to integrate photo-realistic illustration and photomontage with existing 3D 

environments.  

 Assembly of components to provide guides for compositors  

 Background replacements, green-screen keying, colour grading, time ramping, 

Rotoscoping 

 Be able to use extensive post effects to turn average shots into high quality visuals.  

 Composite live action over CG backgrounds for commercial work 

 Create ground breaking visual effects  

 Create photoreal imagery  

 Creation of VFX elements  

 Design 2D effect solutions to complex composites, integrating CG, 2D and live action 

 Good General compositing skills. Keying, Tracking, Colour Matching.  

 Good typing skills  

 Must also use deformation tools to conform 3D models to fit specific object 

deformation in the photography 

 Must meticulously and accurately animate gross camera motion and parameters to 

match to live action camera movement 

 Perform and deliver accurate match move data on schedule  

 Put 2D characters over 3D backgrounds 

 Scripting ability -  Perl, csh, etc. Linux/UNIX proficiency 

 Simple rig removals  

 Solid Roto/Paint and Rig Removal Skills.  
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Technical FX Area of Study 

A strong focus on technical aspects of shader development and lighting, particle and 

dynamics visual effects, rendering techniques, character rigging, elements and principles 

of design (particularly colour theory), strong math/physics background, typifies the 

Technical FX Area of study. 

Proficient in RenderMan and/or MAYA, MEL scripting, Houdini, Perl, Python, Agent 

Brain, VRay, Flame, Flint, Combustion, Shake, cineSpace, Max, Photoshop, C++, 

Massive  

Technical FX Skill-Set 

 Production experience in writing custom shaders  

 Proven modeling skills  

 Proven texturing skills  

 A good knowledge of particle systems within Maya with the aim of producing  

flocking like effects for numerous characters within a shot 

 A keen eye for lighting, shading, colour, detail and form  
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 A solid knowledge of operating systems  

 A strong understanding of motion picture film release print procedures and  

adjustment parameters. 

 Ability to accurately recreate the physical behaviour of light with the use of a  

diaelectric material.  

 Advanced Mel scripting knowledge 

 An expert understanding of display colour-spaces including colour gamut, luminance  

and dynamic range of various displays, recording and storage pipeline elements. 

 Animating and rendering for output at film resolution 

 Automating colour calibration procedures 

 Capable of measuring, calibrating and comparing data of various display devices. 

 Caustic Rendering.  

 Colour grade digital images 

 Create standardized viewing environments for proper colour viewing. 

 Do the technical 'heavy-lifting'  

 Ensure render queing system (farm) is constantly monitored to help achieve  

efficient and trouble free rendering 

 Familiarity with display colorimetry including CRT, LCD and Digital Cinema  

display devices. 

 Familiarity with standard motion picture film lab procedures and film exposure 

guidelines. 

 Familiarity with the colour elements of standard High Definition broadcast formats 

(Advanced Television formats). 

 Good knowledge of rendering techniques 

 GUI development 

 In-depth knowledge and understanding of particle systems.  

 Responsible for creating lit environments and elements, including placing key lights, 

creating shadows, etc. for both live action integration and fully CG images. Work in  

these general areas: texture coordinate application (including fur application and 

perspective texture application), texture map painting, material property/shader 

specification, and compositing (both as a means of lighting and the combining of  

scene elements).  
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 Maintain efficient operation of the digital film and visual effects unit computer network 

evaluation, implementation and operation of render management software development 

of image processing applications high level computer skills operational knowledge of; 

film scanning, film recording, monitor calibration, data management work in production 

team environment under tight deadlines 

 Math or physics background a plus 

 Measuring and characterizing color displays, projection systems and film scanning and 

recording equipment. 

 Optimizing rendering procedures/techniques  

 Pipeline tuning  

 Produce effects of varied complexities to be compiled into live action plates at film 

resolution 

 Program and document custom applications 

 Provide all levels of system, software and operation support to the film recorder 

supervisor 

 Provide assistance with data-wrangling, system support and monitor calibration 

 Replicate and improve existing character setup 

 Responsible for identifying, reporting and resolving problems relating to the rendering 

process 

 Rigging, shading and rendering and also the ability to work in teams and follow pipelines 

 Sampling algorithms / probability density functions (pdf) 

 Shader writing 

 Solutions and shader development 

 Spatial data structures  

 Understanding of lighting concepts, and the ability to effectively light environments  

 Work with film I/O personnel in maintenance of film recorder and film scanner color 

Look-Up-Tables 

 Work with lighting artists to streamline production  

 Work with systems staff in developing standardized calibration procedures for artist 

monitors, digital cinema and film projectors 

 Wrangling of renders for both the 3D and comp departments and distribution of data to 

the comp team 
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 Ability to prioritise requests with competing deadlines  

 Action (loop) editing, IK creation and sequencing  

 Basic programming skills  

 Broad skills in Maya  

 Character modeling  

 Character rigging  

 Character texturing  

 Conduct an orchestra of particle effects 

 Constructing bone rigs and painting skins for existing models  

 Create custom menu sets, adding and removing drop-down menus 

 Create particle/dynamics magic 

 Debugging render scripts  

 Develop and maintain 3D look-up table creation methods 

 Develop and maintain new color space techniques based on changing technology. 

 Excellent math skills 

 Experience with HDRI, Global Illumination, Final Gathering  

 Generate complicated effects 

 Operate a facial motion capture rig, computer generated character in a live taping 

situation 

 Producing test and final renders  

 Proficiency with natural phenomenon 

 Setup all the colliding geometries, using particles as the force of pressure (it  

travels and bounces up), then it deforms some walls which are setup as soft bodies 

 Strong SFX, animation, modeling, and texturing skills.  

 Strong technical and visual skills  

 The ability to accurately estimate completion time of various SFX tasks  

 The ability to identify 3D engine constraints and find creative work-around solutions  

in relation to particle systems  

 Wring the neck off paint-effects 

 Write custom interface layouts 

 Write scripts for drag-and -drop textures 
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Graphics Pre Press Area of Study 

A strong focus on Graphic Design, illustration, print, elements and principles of design, 

Web experience, publishing processes, typifies the Graphics Pre-Press Area of study. 

Proficient in the Adobe creative suite (Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign) and Adobe 

Macromedia suite (intermediate Flash and Dreamweaver), Mac Operating system, 

Windows XP, Quark, MS Office, Freehand,  

Graphics Pre-Press Skill-Set 

 CMYK and spot colour print experience  

 Demonstrate a creative approach to work and problem solving 

 Demonstrate a proven track record in the design of corporate communication 

solutions ideally with experience from various ranges of media (print, online and 

multimedia) 

 Demonstrated design ability (visible through folio)  

 Demonstrated experience in book design/publishing and the processes involved 

 Experience in creating photo-realistic, fully rendered images with due consideration 

and understanding of lighting and perspective 
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 Extensive experience in print and multimedia design 

 Technical expertise and experience liaising with printers  

 Traditional cartoon/cel animation style experience 

 Web experience a major plus  

 All round Graphics Guru 

 Basic understanding of the print process Ability to sketch ideas from team 

members.  

 Concept thru to production using various media, b/card to large format 

 Design and develop creative graphics solutions that exceed client expectations and 

Remain within budgetary and time constraints  

 Graphics Pre-Press Skill-Set – cont. 

 Fully understand the specific requirements for ‘on-screen' graphics, and the 

differences between these and graphics developed for hardcopy production.  

 Knowledge of Arrested Development SE1 SE2 would also be highly regarded 

 Knowledge of colour theory and acceptable industry colour printing schemes  

 Knowledge of copyright issues and the ability to liaise with relevant authorities to 

obtain permission to use graphics where necessary.  

 Knowledge of design studio processes and understanding of Studio hardware 

 Knowledge of digital and offset printing processes and the ability to press check 

 Knowledge of pre-press and printing technology  

 Knowledge of the English language. 

 Manage website 

 Merchandise design (T-shirts, posters, stickers etc)  

 Multimedia / 3D Animation advantageous 

 Multimedia and PC skills an advantage 

 Peripheral Devices eg: CD Burner and Labeler.  

 Photo-retouching, Photoshop, Poster design, Print Designer 

 Project Management of client projects  

 Sound working knowledge of production techniques 

 Thorough knowledge of online branding, web palettes, download times and 

optimising graphics  
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 Traditional cartoon/cell animation style 

 Understanding of file formats required for various software applications . 

 Understanding of the educational requirements in relation to book design, 

particularly primary and/or secondary level  

 Work on a number of exciting projects covering all aspects of communication 

design, including brand creation and implementation, corporate and marketing 

communications, multimedia and web-based projects, signage and exhibition 

graphics, and advertising and publishing 

 Working from the brief right through to and including finished art, for 

magazines/press ads, brochures & websites.  (Multimedia skills and your own car 

are an advantage).  

 Ability to conceptualise solutions to ideas tabled during storyboarding. 

 Ability to create technical equipment artwork in PC Coreldraw essential  

 Ability to create vector images based on customer requirements. 

 Ability to deal effectively with people from a wide range of interests and skill sets 

 Ability to handle projects from creative concept stage to finished art 

 Ability to manipulate graphics for use in a variety of end uses. 

 Ability to produce animated banner advertising and supply print material in a 

variety of formats and specifications 

 Ability to trace and modify scanned images and an understanding of vector images. 

 Ability to work with layout and design based applications.  

 An ability to conform to and replicate an illustration style 

 An ability to work within a highly technical field with a multidisciplined team 

 Contribute to the development of technical and creative skills in the graphic design 

team 

 Develop print collateral, interface design, packaging, corporate presentations, other 

sales tools, websites, trade show stands etc  

 Develop professional layouts for reproduction in print and electronic media . 

 Establish intranet 

 Excellent Layout and Design Skills  

 Exceptionally strong visual design skills. 
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 Feature writing, commissioning and editing all content for the magazine and 

website 

 Key work areas: Slick Design, Catalogue work, and Finished Art skills  

 Produce realistically rendered orthographic digital illustrations of electronic 

equipment panels and components for use in equipment maintenance simulations 

 Experience and design skills to visualise the transformation from a 2D into a 3D 

environment 

 Solid creative & design skills  

 Sound communication & interpersonal skills  

 Strong Character Design Skills  

 Strong colour, design, and rendering skills  

 Strong customer service and people skills. 

 Strong imagination and ability to articulate storyboard concepts 

 Strong web/multimedia GUI design 
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Interactive Media Area of Study 

A strong focus on design with knowledge of coding for interactive web pages, DVD and 

CD-ROM production, monitoring and maintaining web sites, elements and principles of 

design, layout, audio typifies the Interactive Media Area of study. 
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Pre Press and Interactive Software combined 

Strong HTML, DHTML and CSS skills essential MySQL, JavaScript, Sharepoint, 

XHTML, XML, C++, Perl. Flash, Photoshop, Illustrator, Fireworks, GIF (some 

knowledge of ActionScript and CSS is desirable).PHP programmer coder, Unigraphics, 

some…AutoCAD, Maya, or any 3D CAD application, VB,VB6,VB.net, Director. 

Interactive Media Skill-Set 

 Proven track record as a Web Designer with exceptional design and communication 

skills 

 Proven track record in designing websites, digital marketing campaigns or web based 

applications 

 A “rich media” designer/developer with the ability to create and execute creative 

designs for interactive media, including campaign and brand sites, online media, 

mobile marketing and interactive campaign related media 

 Ability to contribute to the development of standards relating to web 

technologies/website development &amp;nbsp 

 Ability to talk and understand 3D Animation 'lingo'  
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 Able to take direction and creatively work within styleguides.  

 Acting as a custodian for the information architecture, content categorisation and site 

search capability 

 Acting as a web custodian for the online presence of internet, intranet and extranet 

sites, including usability and design consistency  

 An understanding of human/computer interaction and its application to the design of 

graphical user interfaces and websites 

 An understanding of the web environment and its uses 

 An understanding or background in file setup for printing and DVD, Video 

production desirable 

 Analyse sites to determine useability issues and develop approaches to improve  

 Basic knowledge of standard audio editing software 

 Customer focussed, constantly aware of the latest technologies and multimedia do's 

and don'ts. 

 CDR and DVDR replication, artwork, printing, DVD authoring, MPEG encoding, 

quality control and master library management 

 Concept development, design and production of print and electronic media 

 Content Flow Experience in a Multimedia / Online Environment  

 Content management systems and applications 

 Coordinate all sample pages (pdf) for online and online promotional use.  

 Creating and maintaining project schedules (web related) 

 Creating content and animations on multiple projects for website development and 

custom e-learning tools 

 Creation of interface designs, HTML pages for multimedia streaming and 

CDROM/DVD production 

 Creative development of multimedia interfaces and exploration of new technologies 

as briefed by the Creative Director 

 Database creation + integration  

 Database management 

 Database web access. 

 Day to day management of the clients internet and intranet.  
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 Design of Website interfaces 

 Design web site and Intranet structure and co-ordinate the ongoing development and 

expansion of the web site and Intranet, including identification and management of 

content. 

 Designing the interface and coding the functionality 

 Develop and implement marketing strategies  

 Develop and implement quality control procedures.  

 Develop Dealer web pages. 

 Develop internal Intranet sites. 

 Document and monitor operational procedures relating to electronic publishing 

facilities, ensuring that up-to-date documentation is available. 

 Eye for design and colour  

 Good knowledge of quality control processes  

 Good knowledge of W3C compliance, accessibility and usability requirements and 

experience in browser and platform testing. Knowledge of government requirements 

is highly desirable. 

 Good knowledge of web authoring tools  

 Good knowledge of web marketing developments and tools (essential)  

 Maintain and support the online shop. 

 Maintaining and improving the application  

 Manage process of external suppliers, clients, content, meetings 

 Management of tasks and deliverables (project execution) 

 Online database content support and administration  

 Online or Traditional agency experience 

 OOP Background  

 Plan and review multimedia production processes 

 Play a pivotal role in pre-empting customer demands, technology change and 

emerging markets 

 Pre-mastering, authoring, artwork, security and packaging. Clients serviced span 

across Government, education, corporate, advertising and religious sectors 

 Preparation of material to support training efforts  
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 Preparation of project documentation and reports, including design specifications & 

style guides 

 Production and management of activity style guide. 

 Provide training and support for web site and Intranet content editors. 

 Providing creative direction of all web development for internal and external sites, 

including functionality / applications 

 Providing direction to the business for search optimization  

 Publishing and testing of activities within the LMS. 

 Researching, reporting emerging trends, recommending, implementing change and 

new services 

 Sound understanding of and ability to implement international and Government 

accessibility and usability standards (WAI and XHTML in particular). 

 Strong Content Management System (CMS) experience with Fatwire or Divine 

 TCPIP Networking 

 Technical writing for web.  

 Test successful migration  

 Testing of activities from a user perspective within both Windows and Macintosh 

environment. 

 The ability to multi-task various projects all within tight deadlines will be an 

important factor as well as taking pride in your ability to create original, innovative 

designs. 

 Advanced actionscript skills  

 Advanced analytical and conceptual skills 

 Advanced expertise in the use of specialist graphic design programs and the ability to 

present complex concepts and information to a wide audience is vital 

 Advanced lingo scripting skills  

 At least one Serverside language (asp/php/.net)  

 Basic Javascript skills  

 Competent skills in creating web pages text support - consistency in style and design.  

 Create a nice, smart, funky, professional and consistent theme  

 Create Viral emails to the HSV mailing list. 
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 Design and Database Skills are Essential: 

 Develop advanced Flash applications 

 Outstanding graphic design skills oriented to web design 

 Production of audio, Flash animation, graphic design, interactive media, photographs, 

video and other multimedia resources if and as required. 

 Production of graphic designed forms, certificates and artwork. 

 Production of graphics and development of HTML pages 

 Responsible for overseeing the maintenance of working suitable web links.  

 Responsible for production of Flash presentations for CDROM production, 

production of HTML pages and designing artwork for CD print production 

 Skills in digital image creation, graphical user interface design & photography 

(manual/digital). 

 Strong 2D Character Animation Skills 

 Strong conceptual and production skills 

 Strong editing and graphic design skills. 
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Programming Area of Study 

A strong focus on technical aspects of writing source code with strong mathematical 

background, interest in all things technical, knowledge of networks and emerging 

technology, more focused on programming than design typifies the Programming area of 

study. 
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Programming Software 

Programming Skill-set 

 C++, XHTML, CSS, Perl, Javascript, Python , PHP, SQL, Java, XML, XSL/T, 

UNIX (Solaris or Linux), Direct 3D, J2EE, EJB, CMP, JBoss  

 Low level assembly experience (MIPS, VU code)  

 Familiarity with Director, QuickTime and other Internet technologies are a bonus. 

 Good knowledge of databases (Oracle) 

 Good knowledge of Network Attached Storage Systems (SAN, NAS) 

 Good knowledge of Network Management Systems (HPO, SMTP)  

 Good knowledge of network operating systems (UNIX, NT, Windows)  

 Good knowledge of Servers (SUN, HP) 

 Good knowledge of Windows technologies\  

 Good understanding of Middleware (Tibco, Weblogic)  

 Ms Exchange, MS Office, Ms Project Server, MS Server, MS Windows XP Pro - 

administration 

 Proficiency with HTML.  

 SCORM, AICC  

 Have high level Cold Fusion skills 
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 High level Actionscript 2 skills 

 High level Flash skills 

 J2SE design and implementation skills  

 Needs good skills in Director/Lingo programming.  

 Object oriented analysis and design skills (UML)  

 OO analysis and design skills, OO coding 

 Photoshop and Freehand/Illustrator skills required.   

 MEL programming 

 Applied experience in designing, developing, configuring integrating, testing and 

implementing multimedia content and communication based solutions and systems 

 Basic PC hardware and software troubleshooting experience  

 High level of skill in website design and web development 

 Demonstrable project management experience.  

 Demonstrated skills in graphic design for online applications and use of 

animation/multimedia. 

 Demonstrated understanding of W3C guidelines  

 Direct experience of making mobile phone games 

 DirectShow or Multimedia CODEC experience  

 Experience with triggering events to email/sms from database 

 Experience in 3D architecture and graphics programming  

 Experience in cross-platform development.  

 Experience in developing object-oriented applications using ActionScript 2.0.  

 Experience in graphic design 

 Experience integrating Flash with other multimedia technologies. 

 Experience making tools for artists, programmers, and production  

 Experience with numerical computing methods essential 

 Next generation console experience 

 Preferably experience with UI design and accessibility in Flash. 

 Programming experience required in one or more of the following areas: 3D 

modeling, animation, computational geometry and animation packages (Maya, 

Houdini, Renderman, etc.) 
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 Proven skills in multimedia and internet technologies (production/development 

process)  

 Proven testing experience on a range of platforms, operating systems and browsers  

 Significant experience with quoting, project life cycle, documentation and previous 

experience in a client-facing role 

 Capable of integrating dynamic, database-driven content and be experienced at 

publishing to various applications and systems. 

 3D Maths 

 Ability to follow development guidelines and to create well-written, maintainable 

code.  

 Assist with the selection and deployment of applications / systems associated with 

new solutions  

 Assisting with the management of live web casts 

 Bitmap and vector graphics applications  (Photoshop, Illustrator) and graphic 

utilities (Adobe Type Manager, Image Ready, Fireworks) 

 Broad technical expertise  

 Building and redesigning webcast pages for client multimedia streaming 

 Business analysis / solution architecture  

 Comprehension of information and interface design.   

 Configure and test and applications / systems  

 Data Back-ups 

 Data warehousing/ Data mining 

 Day to day activities would include such things as working on 4 different projects at 

once, writing code, reviewing other's code, supporting customers/partners, writing 

product specs, providing work estimates and mentoring other members of the team 

(including guiding performance targets and reviews) 

 Design detailed solutions including amongst other items, functional requirements, 

key performance indicators and underlying support requirements  

 Design, develop, and maintain software for CG Features 

 Design, implement and maintain 3G content-based products and services 

 Design, specify and document end-to-end properties and configuration associated 

with applications including all supporting systems and technologies 
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 Develop educational games for the Australian and International markets 

 Document all aspects of application / system information  

 E/commerce 

 Flash Developer is responsible for developing content based around the 

Macromedia Flash development platform for delivery over the internet and on 

multimedia devices such as CD-ROMs, kiosks and potentially, mobile devices.  

 Firewall and Anti-virus configuration and maintenance 

 Good documentation skills for creating proposals, specifications, technical & user 

documentation and training material.  

 GUI design 

 Ideally, you have a good overall understanding of databases, networking and 

multimedia development 

 Knowledge of rigid body systems, articulated physics, collision detection  

 LAMP, contributing to open source software projects  

 Learning Management Systems (LMS)  

 Liaise with prestigious clients and be involved with developing a mix of customised 

and integrated solutions 

 Liaising with art team and others to discuss technical implementation 

 Linux and Windows system programming 

 Low level IP protocol knowledge 

 Manage remote timekeeping systems and interface with Database and G/L 

 Management of the company’s database recruitment system 

 Network printer, fax and scanner set-up and administration 

 Networking (Firewalls, Routers, Wireless Networks, VPN, etc)  

 Perform maintenance and release upgrades on timely basis or as required 

 Performing informal and formal testing.  

 Performing preliminary and detailed software design.  

 Program Installation 

 Program the connectivity of the application to other users across a LAN and 

Internet.  

 Provide solutions to hardware/software problems 
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 Provide technical expertise, and direction in planning and development  

 RDBMS and Database Design  

 Server-side scripting and integration 

 Set up ecommerce modules (using oscommerce) for small online shop 

 Solid understanding of the underlying issues and systems in a networked console 

game.  

 Strength in programming rather than design 

 Strong Content Management System (CMS) experience with Fatwire or Divine and 

have solid experience of developing multimedia/web-based enterprise applications 

using java technologies (JSP, Servlets).  

 Strong knowledge of multimedia applications (Content Delivery, Content 

Management, Streaming, Messaging, Games)  

 Working knowledge of character animation techniques  

 You must also be proactive in maintaining your knowledge of emerging techniques, 

technologies and design tools, and be capable of adopting them. 

 Good understanding of networks (Routers, Switches, Ethernet, Load Balances) 

 3D Lingo programming 

 A high level of multimedia skills, (Especially Flash animations) 

 Capable of writing a highly optimised console rendering system from top to bottom.  

 Capture and encoding of client content for multimedia streaming 

 Careful and methodical approach to system rollouts  

 Coding a unique chat function that allows communication between multiple users.  

 Coding a user interface that facilitates the chat function.  

 Coding the front-end interface that allows users to interact with the application. 

 Writing documentation to support either applications or developed systems, ie. 

writing up of proposals, specifications, technical documentation, user 

documentation/training materials and creating development and technology 

standards for the company and clients. 
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Managerial Area of Study 

Strong people and human resource skills, Schedule, track and manage assigned projects, 

research and report, good organisational skills, some operational skills, General 

knowledge of all production areas. 

Proficiency in Microsoft Office – Project, excel, word, Filemaker Pro, Photoshop, Final 

Cut Pro 

Managerial Skill-Set 

 Ability to clearly communicate with other developers about visual design concepts  

 A good understanding of internet and broadcast technology.  

 A solid grounding in current and emerging content deliver technologies. 

 A solid understanding of the internet and multimedia business (what's in what's out, 

what works and what doesn't) is crucial 

 A sound understanding of principles of instructional design 

 A working knowledge of animation processes is preferred 

 Ability to budget and schedule projects an advantage 
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 Ability to contribute to the business development process; in particular the 

preparation of proposals and tender documents. 

 Ability to create and execute creative concepts leading a team on desktop or live 

action solutions across branding, broadcast, 3D and Print design, live production 

and advertising 

 Ability to create and maintain schedules for the production and publication of web 

sources  

 Ability to create functional designs, document specifications of web sites. 

 Advise on necessary technical and or structural conversion to enable extant content 

to be loaded into the exchange.  

 Awareness of online marketing and campaign development techniques. 

 Basic understanding of file formats, aspect ratios and Graphics Programmes ( 

Photoshop, Illustrator, Combustion Cleaner ) required 

 Be able to apply appropriate Project Management and Quality Assurance 

methodologies and ensure relevant and timely reporting on all project related 

activities.  

 Be highly proactive in the suggestion and design of solutions to drive business 

forward in the areas of content, mobile and broadcasting  

 Being involved in pitching for, producing, managing and delivering projects 

 Both TVC's and Longform 

 Brief designers and programmers 

 Budgeting and putting together quotes 

 Business Development - Prepare proposals and tender documents to win businesses  

 Concept scoping, design, costing, development and acceptance testing  

 Control - Ensure the delivery of projects within budget and time  

 Coordination and collation of concept brief, content specification conformance and 

acceptance testing reviews  

 Creating and maintaining project schedules (web related) 

 Creating style guides for programmes and channels 

 Critical importance will be your ability to provide guidance and best practice advice 

to internal clients on all matters relating to electronic communications. 

 Develop change management plans 
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 Develop detailed benefits realisation plans 

 Develop detailed project plans 

 Editing, proofing, and quality assurance and user-acceptance testing (online/digital)  

 Ensure documentation of all aspects of the assigned project 

 Ensure look and feel of art and animation meets overall vision.  

 Ensuring high quality standards for all projects 

 Expertise in project management.  

 Familiarity with technical and artistic design vocabularies  

 Good knowledge of broadcast and IT convergence 

 Good working knowledge of the internet production lifecycle, and ideally a 

working knowledge of HTML, other interactive languages, browsers, design 

constraints/capabilities on the internet  

 Have a firm grasp of the 3D modeling and animation production process along with 

a mature understanding of business models and reporting 

 High level of understanding of the 3D animation process  

 Highly organised and motivated professional who will not only have hands-on skills 

but also offer management technological leadership and support within current 

markets and future profitable related services. 

 Identify and resolve issues  

 Implement project briefs  

 Initial colour script  

 Initial storyboards  

 Internal profit management 

 Interpret briefs and work with Managing and Technical Directors to deliver strong 

ideas / principles for a wide variety of projects 

 Knowledge in licensing would be beneficial 

 Knowledge of all VFX procedures and production processes 

 Knowledge of and passion for computer games 

 Knowledge of visual effects, features, bidding and standard database, word 

processing and spreadsheet programs is required. 

 Maintain and develop client relationships - first point of contact for existing clients 
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 Maintain and develop internal processes 

 Maintaining budgeting, scheduling and projection needs  

 Maintenance of a master development schedule and preparation of status reports 

and projections to senior management and internal clients. 

 Manage the Production of an animated Television Series at busy animation studio 

 Management of online content development projects  

 Management of tasks and deliverables (project execution) 

 Managing multiple jobs of different sizes 

 Managing the day to day activities of the art department by providing overall art 

direction for the development of the film and associated franchise art, Including:  

 Managing the project development process from its initial concept through to 

ongoing maintenance  

 Maturity & confidentiality as you manage everything from punishing schedules, 

diaries, meetings, travel, high profile (chairmen / ministerial) client liaisons ... to 

handling correspondence, board reports, marketing projects & basically everything 

in between to ensure the smooth running of the Director’s day & unit 

 Mentor and develop staff  

 Must be confident to actively promote, build and maintain a rapport with both 

potential and current users of the design services 

 Negotiate rates 

 Play a pivotal role in pre-empting customer demands, technology change and 

emerging markets 

 Knowledge of multimedia technologies (Director/Flash/XHTML) 

 Quality Assurance documentation & processes (web-based and CD multimedia 

products) (X4)  

 Quote and manage updates and new jobs for existing clients 

 Recent exposure to SAP would be a looked upon favourably 

 Report to the Managing Director and work closely with the Managing & Technical 

Directors on higher-level tasks such as responding to briefs, pitch documents and 

proposals 

 Reporting to the Director of Research and Development, this role will provide 

project management coordination and support to the technical staff 
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 Reporting to the Executive Producer, the Producer works closely with clients, team 

members and other producers to define the overall vision of projects and negotiate 

final deployment of this vision amongst the team 

 Research and report emerging trends, recommend and implement change and new 

services 

 Coordinate planning, management and delivery on key development targets 

 Review and approve outsourced deliverables.  

 Schedule, track and manage assigned projects 

 Sourcing external resources 

 Strong understanding of Art, code and design, Some operating 

 Strong understanding of classic animation principles.  

 Strong understanding of multimedia technologies  

 Supervising and producing broadcast projects through to completion 

 Take responsibility for what needs to be done and gets on with it 

 Team Management  and Team player with willingness to mentor and support 

colleagues. 

 Technical knowledge/experience of film formats, digital media and film techniques  

 Think laterally to produce creative and strategic ideas to suit client briefs.  

 To provide art direction and creative lead for print/web/multimedia/video designers 

 To provide hands on design and production skills working with one global brand 

 Track problems and schedule feature requests 

 Understanding of browser technologies (IE, Netscape, others) 

 Understand web based technologies and systems such as XML and the application 

of metadata  

 Understanding use of Graphics software in commercial production environment.  

 Write Proposal Documents / Functional Specifications / Design Briefs and Contact 

Reports 

 High level of competency and familiarity with all aspects of Multimedia 

Development 

 Have a strong understanding of the Web and Multimedia across various areas 

including business applications, entertainment, education and marketing. 
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 CDR and DVDR replication, artwork, printing, DVD authoring, MPEG encoding, 

quality control and master library management 

 Character / Environment design and development  

 Client liason skills  

 Demonstrate core character design skills  

 Excellent administration skills 

 Excellent communication skills, oral and especially written skills 

 Extensive and relevant project management skills. 
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Education Area of Study 

Responsible for the ongoing development of course material including assessment 

activities, the supervision and recruitment of trainers, the monitoring of students and their 

progress and administrative tasks associated with the role 

 ASP, Javascript, Java Applets, Flash Actionscripts, CSS, Director, Dreamweaver, 

HTML 

 Experience with broadcast cameras 

 Experience utilising Maya or 3DS Max 

 After Effects, Shake, 

 Illustrator, Photoshop 

 Avid, Final Cut Pro, DVD Studio Pro, Cooledit Pro 

 Programming C++ and  Lingo 

 Advanced technical skills in the Windows operating system, Microsoft Word, 

Excel, Project, Powerpoint, Microsoft Outlook and the Internet 

Educational Skill-Set 
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 Evidence of competence in producing educational multimedia products, including 

use of online, multimedia and graphic design tools and software. 

 Experience in accredited vocational education and training, training packages, 

tendering processes and excellent communication skills 

 Experience in all aspects of instructional design - analysis, design, assessment and 

evaluation. 

 Experience in postgraduate adult education, appropriate tertiary qualifications will 

be essential, as well as project management experience in commercial higher 

education program development 

 Experience in teaching or face-to-face training, including the production of 

facilitation guides, powerpoint presentations, user guides and other face-to-face 

training material 

 Experience teaching at a tertiary level  or demonstrate equivalent confidence 

leading a class of up to 80  students (lectures) and lab sessions 

 Extensive experience in design & development of Higher education and/or VET 

sector materials 

 2D Graphics and animation 

 3D: Modeling, Shaders Lights, Cameras, Character Rigging and Animation 

Rendering, FX Animation, compositing and production 

 Analyse and structure content into a logical and effective framework that meets 

learner needs and client requirements 

 Architectural Visualisation  

 Art Direction 

 Camera Tracking Techniques  

 Chroma-keying  

 Colour design and storyboard illustration 

 Elements and principles of design 

 Familiar with NLE software, Directorial, vision switching, compositing, linear 

editing. 

 Good knowledge of the film industry 
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 Good knowledge of; modelling with NURBS and Poly's, Character Setup including 

FK & IK constraints, lighting, shading and texturing, particles, fields and dynamics, 

the Maya renderer  

 Have a sound understanding of how to manage high volume, complex learning 

materials that will motivate and meet students’ learning needs 

 Integrate appropriate learning technologies, including the use of internet platforms;  

 Keyframe animation and/or Motion Capture knowledge  

 Knowledge of Film and/or Game pipelines  

 Mathmatics for computing 

 Melscript Programming  

 Moving Image Design & Production Scripting, Storyboarding, Editing, 

Compositing, Main Titles, DVD Authoring After Effects, Motion, Final Cut Pro, 

DVD Studio Pro  

 Photo-realism  

 Physics and Dynamics  

 Prepare reports on the general direction of the program and trends internationally  

 Production management 

 Production of teaching materials for students for whom the academic has 

responsibility 

 Project manage the successful design, implementation and evaluation of the 

program, keeping in mind the total student learning experience;  

 Provide “hands on” learning expertise and mentorship to subject matter experts to 

create best practice, adult learning instructional strategies, learning resources, 

learning outcomes and assessment methods;  

 Realtime Games  

 Scriptwriting & Storyboarding  

 Small business operations 

 Sound understanding of the principles of animation and motion graphics 

 Soundtrack creation and recording 

 Special Effects  

 Texturing  
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 Traditional cell animation  

 Traditional character animation skills 

 Understanding of ethical practices, EEO and OH&S policies 

 VFX and High-end Post Particles and Dynamics, High End Editing & Compositing  

 Virtual and real world camera and lighting techniques 

 Visual Design and Photography 2D Design Basics, Photocomposition, Matt 

Painting  

 Ability to deal effectively with people with a wide range of interests and skill sets 

 Ability to think analytically, critically and creatively in preparing design challenges 

 Application of adult learning principles and various instructional design tools and 

products 

 Demonstrated skills in management, budgeting and curriculum development 

 Excellent communication, consultation and interpersonal skills, enthusiastic and 

motivated, ability to apply negotiation skills 

 Excellent time management skills 

 Excellent written and verbal skills  
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Other Area of Study 

General skills desired. 

 Demonstrated capacity for independent action and initiative whilst being able to 

work flexibly in a team environment;  

 Demonstrated experience in a technical support capacity 

 Demonstrated high-level knowledge and understanding of video analysis tools and 

algorithms;  

 Demonstrated high-level research and analytical skills;  

 Demonstrated practical experience with video analysis software;  

 Demonstrating bugs to the development teams 

 experience in a tertiary research environment;  

 Experience in an administrative function 

 Professional Technical Writer who has a strong understanding of IT with particular 

Experience in documenting Web sites 

 A knowledge of the Microsoft environment including IIS, SQL Server and security 

issues surrounding the web is highly desirable 

 Good knowledge of audio/visual equipment 
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 Knowledge of EEO/AA principles; knowledge of OHS responsibilities and 

commitment to attending relevant OHS training.  

 Possess knowledge of mining, materials handling equipment and mineral 

processing facilities. 

 Short accompanied site visits required  

 Suit mechanical trade/technical background 

 To test and verify all aspects of the game to specifications 

 Understanding of process and control systems and applications desirable  

 Video query by example; automatic video summarisation; event detection, 

segmentation and recognition in video data, multi-modal video mining, analysis of 

motion in video; MPEG-7. 

 Creating clear and concise bug descriptions and including additional guides where 

necessary 

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills and well developed 

communication skills 

 Proven computer literacy skills 

 Competency with MS Excel and ability to read schematic drawings/documentation 

desirable  

 Good MS Word, personal communication skills and writing experience essential  
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APPENDIX II – ANNOTADED WEB SITES 

Annotated Links – Last Update - Saturday, June 17, 2006 

FC = Comprehensive information on Function Curves                                                

AC = Information on Animation Curriculum 

SITE Type Description FC AC 
3dbuzz Resource Tutorials and forums for 2D and 3D artists, 

programmers and aspiring games designers  

  

3dcafe Resource Resource of models, galleries, forums, 

schools, jobs and links  

  

3dark Resource Resource with excellent articles in the archive, 

domain names for sale and forums 

  

3d02 Resource 3D Model store – High quality downloadable 

3D models, different types and formats – at a 

price. 

  

3dfightclub Resource Tutorials and interesting 2D and 3D image 

challenge boards, links to other forums 

  

3dlinks Resource Forums, 3D information, software, plugins, 

textures, books, programming, gallery, 

tutorials 

  

3dluvr Resource Articles, tutorials, contests, techzone, forum, 

gallery 

  

3drender Resource Lighting & Rendering Tuts, Interesting survey 

on software required through advertised jobs 

USA 

  

the3dstudio Resource 3D models, textures, tutorials   

3dtreat Resource Model sheets, textures, reference, models   

3dtotal Resource Free stuff, forums, products, gallery, links, 

tutorials, models, textures 

  

3d-tutorial Resource 3D Tutorials   

3dvalley Resource Models, textures, tutorials, gallery, links, 

interviews, forums, books 

  

3dworldmag Resource 3D World Magazine online homepage, 

tutorials, reviews, news, gallery, forum, 

downloads (UK) 
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abandoned Resource Photos of abandoned places for reference   

Algorithmic Resource Plugins for Maya   

amazing3d Resource Custom 3D models   

anatomical Resource Purchasable anatomical charts   

Anatomy for the 

animator 

Resource 3D Models, reference images, human textures   

animationarena Resource Links to US animation schools, jobs, articles, 

news 

  

animationartist  Resource Stories, tutorials, reviews, interviews, jobs US   

animationjournal Resource Forum by Maureen Furness for those working 

in animation education 

  

animationmeat Resource Model sheets, fun facts, templates, links, 

forums 

  

animationmentor Resource Online animation school   

animationnation Resource Articles, message board, archive, bulletin 

board 

  

animationpost Resource Gallery, essays, articles, links UK   

animationsource Resource Classifieds, events, links, showcase, forum 

UK 

  

animatorsunite Resource Jobs, discussion, films, news, festivals, store 

US 

  

artof3d Resource Kerlows Art of 3D site, Historical timelines, 

links, principles of animation 

  

ASIFA Resource Hollywood animation archive   

Atkinson Resource Animation history, projects, technical and 

references 

  

AWN Resource Animation World Network, News, articles, 

jobs, links, publications 

  

Blueprints Resource Suurland folio, tutorials and links   

boingboing Resource General news, articles, ideas   

cane-toad Resource Movie, gallery, press, tutorials   

cgchar.toonstruck Resource News, forum, resource, animated film 

database 

  

cgchannel Resource News, forum, tools, links to books, software, 

training, textures 
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characteranimationin3d Resource Information, links, character animation 

tutorials 

  

cgi History Resource A chronological history of CGI   

cgnetworks Resource Features, forums, store, gallery, portfolio, 

events 

  

cgsociety Resource Features, forums, store, gallery, portfolio, 

events 

  

cgspot Resource Research into Australian animation industry, 

links 

  

creative-3d Resource Links, forums, store, gallery, portfolio, events   

daz3d Resource Features, forums, store, gallery, portfolio, 

events 

  

digitalanimators Resource Features, forums, store, gallery, portfolio, 

events 

  

digitalmediafx  Resource Animation news, features, trailers, and 

interviews animators, artists, visual effects  

  

digital-tutors Resource Products, tutorials, forum, support   

DLF Resource Digital Labourers Federation, forum, jobs, 

info 

  

DMW Resource Digital Media World Magazine   

draw-sketch Resource Drawing and sketching tutorials   

evermotion Resource Features, forums, store, gallery, portfolio, 

events,  

Contests, tutorials, links, models, textures 

  

Fotosearch Resource Royalty free stock photography   

highend3d Resource Articles, bookstore, dictionary, downloads, 

store, events, forums, gallery, jobs, news, 

schools 

  

human bodies for 

reference 

Resource Human anatomy for artists, photos, textures   

human body Resource 3D interactive anatomy and  Image resource   

HWCN Resource Animation learning, links   

Good-tutorials Resource General Tutorials for 2D and 3D   

Gnomonworkshop Resource DVD’s, Tutorials, Textures, news   

jackals-forge Resource Showreel guidelines   
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jefflew Resource Learning 3D Character Animation with Jeff 

Lew 

  

keyframeonline Resource Forum, articles, news, jobs, information   

Laban_for_animators Resource Information and Links to Laban movement 

forums 

  

Learning-maya Resource News, tutorials, learning tools, forum   

lightstorm3d Resource Portfolio, tutorials, links, news   

livingposer Resource Links to software, 3D models, props   

Lostpencil Resource 3D training, free downloads, animation and 

blog 

  

m3corp Resource Products, tutorials, resources, forums, gallery   

Maya Shader discussion Resource Forum, library, news FAQ’s   

Mel_Tools Resource Mel Tools for real time cgFX real time 

shading 

  

MoCap Resource Hot Links for Motion Capture   

nthd Resource Projects, scripts, tutorials, books, design, links   

PFTC Resource Pacific Film & TV Commission, Funding, 

training, news and events 

  

planarity Resource Tutorial for UV texture unwrapping   

Polycount Resource Forums, chat, links, articles, models   

Queensland Animators Resource News, events, resources, links, contacts   

Render-lab Resource Maya tutorials, downloads, gallery, resources   

rigging101 Resource Rigging and Mel script tutorials   

shapingtomorrow Resource Ideas and projections for the future   

Shortfilmcentral Resource Short Film/animation news, reviews, DVD’s, 

purchase customized DVD of selected short 

films 

  

Society for Animation 

Studies 

Resource Forum for the study of animation history and 

theory 

  

Textures Resource Textures, photo’s   

tonywhite Resource Beginners online course 2D animation 

principles 

  

toon drawing Resource Karmatoons online drawing class for classical 

animation 

  

Turbosquid Resource 3D Models, textures, tutorials, Forums   

web3dservice Resource News, jobs, portfolio, tutorials, models   
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http://www.tonywhite.net/desk.htm
http://www.karmatoons.com/drawing/drawing.htm
http://www.turbosquid.com/
http://www.web3dservice.com/maya_tutorials.html
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anticz Folio Home of Mike Brown. Links to other artists, 

tutorials and showreel 

  

Anzovin Folio Character animation training CD’s and The 

setup machine for Maya, portfolio and links 

  

Bredow Folio Projects, research and technical stuff   

Cheuk-lee.com Folio Texture Artist   

johncanemaker Folio Biography, books, articles, films, teaching, 

photo’s 

  

Lizardlounge Folio Animation, design and demo reel   

rustboy Folio Rustboy film   

spikeandmike Folio Sick and twisted animations online   

Steveroberts Folio Animations, teaching and writing   

10secondclub Competition Reviews, jobs, forum, book and DVD library   

Adelaidefilmfestival Festival Adelaide Short film festival   

AniBoom Competition Online animation competition   

Animation Festival - 

Links 

Festival Links to animation festivals   

Antimatter Festival Underground Film Festival   

Berlinale Festival Berlin International Film Festival   

BIAF5 Festival Brisbane International Animation Festival 5   

Cannes Festival Cannes Film Festival   

Flickerfest Festival Short film/animation festival - Sydney   

giffoniff Festival Giffoni   

In The Bin Festival Australian Short Film Festival   

MIAF Festival Melbourne international animation festival   

Revelationfilmfest Festival Perth Film Festival – Good Links to other 

festivals 

  

Siggraph Conference Publications, events, resources, education, 

links 

  

AIE Institution Academy of Interactive Entertainment    

AFTRS Institution Australian Film Television and Radio School   

Griffith University Institution BA Animation  in Academic programs and 

courses 

  

ABS Statistics Australian Bureau of Statistics – Education & 

Work Statistics 
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http://www.anticz.com/
http://www.anzovin.com/
http://www.185vfx.com/
http://cheuk-lee.com/index.htm
http://homepages.nyu.edu/%7Ejc7/
http://lizardlounge.com/
http://www.rustboy.com/
http://www.spikeandmike.com/
http://www.steveroberts.tv/home.html
http://www.10secondclub.net/
http://www.adelaidefilmfestival.org/
http://www.aniboom.com/12-en/Homepage.aspx
http://www.public.iastate.edu/%7Erllew/anlinks6.html
http://www.public.iastate.edu/%7Erllew/anlinks6.html
http://www.islandnet.com/shortcircuit/
http://www.berlinale.de/en/HomePage.html
http://www.biaf.com.au/BIAF5/index.htm
http://www.festival-cannes.fr/index.php?langue=6002
http://www.flickerfest.com.au/
http://www.giffoniff.it/
http://www.inthebin.net.au/
http://www.miaf.net/
http://www.revelationfilmfest.org/index.cfm?objectid=D976175A-C09F-1F3C-C8633EA74EF761C7
http://www.siggraph.org/
http://www.aie.act.edu.au/
http://www.aftrs.edu.au/
http://www.gu.edu.au/
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/6227.0Main+Features1May%202004?OpenDocument
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ACCI Statistics Australian Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry 

  

Digital Info Edu & VET Digital Media Discussion Forum   

Getty Edu & VET Australian Research Grants   

Hobson Edu & VET Information on AQF & study in Australia   

IBSA Edu & VET Innovation and Business Skills Australia   

ILO Edu & VET International Labour Organisation  

Core Work Skills 

  

NCVER Edu & VET Australia’s National Centre for Vocational 

Education Research 

  

NTIS Edu & VET Australia’s National Training Information 

Service 

  

NTS Edu & VET Australian National Training System   

Precisionconsultancy Edu & VET Consultancy Service   

PREL Edu & VET Integrating Academic Standards and 

Workplace Skill Standards for a Unified 

Education System 

  

Qld Edu Edu & VET Queensland the Smart State - Education and 

Training Reforms for the Future: A White 

Paper 

  

UK_skillset Edu & VET Information for UK media industry, skills, 

jobs, training providers, news, events, links 

  

     

AFI Interest Australian Film Institute   

ANAT Interest Australian Network for Art and Technology   

DCITA Interest Australian Government Department of 

Communications Information Technology & 

Arts 

  

Getonce Interest Searches Australian stores for books etc   

Google Interest Search Engine   

Ideaflow Interest Creativity and Innovation   

filmaust Interest Film Australia   

Freesite Interest All sorts of free stuff   

OFLC Interest Australian Office of Film and Literature 

Classification 

  

Perception Interest Visual perception and Aesthetics issues   
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http://www.acci.asn.au/
http://tidemark.com.au/mailman/listinfo/digital_tidemark.com.au
http://www.getty.edu/grants/research/scholars/collaborative.html
http://www.thegoodguides.com.au/secondary_students/qualifications/an_overview_of_the_aqf
http://www.ibsa.org.au/index.jsp
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/employment/skills/core/index.htm
http://www.ncver.edu.au/
http://www.ntis.gov.au/
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/policy_issues_reviews/key_issues/nts/
http://www.precisionconsultancy.com.au/
http://www.prel.org/products/Products/integrating-academic.htm
http://education.qld.gov.au/etrf/whitepaper/index.html
http://www.skillset.org/animation/
http://www.afi.org.au/
http://www.anat.org.au/
http://www.dcita.gov.au/
http://www.getonce.com.au/books.html
http://www.google.com.au/
http://ideaflow.corante.com/
http://www.filmaust.com.au/default.htm
http://thefreesite.com/
http://www.oflc.gov.au/special.html
http://www.androidblues.com/visualperception.html
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Rhymezone Interest Rhyming dictionary and thesaurus   

SPAA Interest Screen Producers Association of Australia, 

News information, events 

  

Wikipedia Interest Free encyclopedia that anyone can edit   

Worldtimezone Interest Time zones around the world   

     

Careerone Jobs Australian Job search site   

Seek Jobs Australian Job search site   

Mycareer Jobs Australian Job search site   

Thefreelancefactory Jobs Australian Job search site   

     

     

     

Autodesk Commercial Products, Solutions, support, Training   

Cgcharacter Commercial Modelling, animation service, cg character 

setup tools and products 

  

Face 2 Face Commercial Performance animation production   

Magpiepro Commercial Lip Sync and animation timing software   

nxn-software Commercial Alienbrain asset management software   

pixar Commercial Feature and short films, artists corner, 

renderman 

  

Photonvfx Commercial Gold Coast Production House   

reiss-studio Commercial Body studio software   

rendernode Commercial Magazine, software, textures   

rhinohouse Commercial Animal and Human motion show DVD’s   

Smedge2 Commercial Render queue and distribution software   

 

http://www.rhymezone.com/
http://www.spaa.org.au/content1.cfm?dx=blank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://www.worldtimezone.com/
http://www.careerone.com.au/
http://www.seek.com.au/
http://mycareer.com.au/
http://www.thefreelancefactory.com.au/
http://www.autodesk.com/
http://www.cgcharacter.com/
http://www.f2f-inc.com/
http://www.thirdwishsoftware.com/magpiepro.html
http://www.nxn-software.com/
http://www.pixar.com/
http://www.photonvfx.com/
http://www.reiss-studio.com/
http://www.rendernode.com/
http://www.rhinohouse.com/
http://www.uberware.net/smedge2/license.shtml
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APPENDIX III - ANIMATOR SURVEY FORM 

Company Name: 

Employee Name: 

Job Role: 

List Software used: 

Have you received formal training in Traditional Animation techniques? 

If so, please detail where & when: 

Have you received formal training in Computer Animation? 

If so, please detail where & when: 

Have you received formal training in any Arts related field? 

If so, please detail where & when: 

Please use the following to make your selection (please a Development Area of Study) 

Difficulty 

in performing task properly 

Importance 

in performing task properly 

Frequency 

in performing task 

1 = EASY for me to perform 1 = of MINIMAL IMPORTANCE 

in performing my animation work 

D = I perform this task DAILY or 

more 

2 = SOMEWHAT EASY  

for me to perform 

2 = of SOME IMPORTANCE in 

performing my animation work 

W = I perform this task  WEEKLY

3 = AVERAGE DIFFICULTY for me to 

perform 

3 = of AVERAGE IMPORTANCE 

in performing my animation work 

M = I perform this task 

MONTHLY 

4 = DIFFICULT for me to perform 4 = of ABOVE AVERAGE 

IMPORTANCE in performing my 

animation work 

Y = I perform this task YEARLY 

or less 

5 = VERY DIFFICULT for me to 

perform or I DON’T KNOW HOW to 

PERFORM 

5 = of EXTREME IMPORTANCE 

in performing my animation work 

N = I have NEVER performed this 

task 

Animation employee survey 
For each task, circle Difficulty, Importance, and Frequency Levels 

General Computing and File 
Management 

Difficulty 
Easy ------Difficult 

Importance 
Minimal --- Extreme 

Frequency 

Understand the computer 
operating system 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Use a Local Area Network 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Manage hardware space 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Understand file formats 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
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Navigate & search the Web 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Use internal E-Mail 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

 
General/Communication Difficulty 

Easy ------Difficult 
Importance 

Minimal --- Extreme 
Frequency 

Communicate verbally with your 
supervisor 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Communicate verbally with your 
co-workers 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Communicate verbally with the 
client 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Make presentation to a group 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Participate in team work 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Train a fellow employee 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Maintain work records 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Participate in performance 
appraisal session 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Meet deadlines 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
                

General traditional animation & 
design skills 

Difficulty 
Easy - Difficult 

Importance 
Minimal - Extreme 

Frequency 

Apply storytelling skills 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Depict weight in a character 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Show motivational forces 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Read and apply timing charts 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Use colour theory 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Select and define textures 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Design compositions 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Show squash and stretch 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Show anticipation 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Apply principles of staging 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Apply procedures of Straight-
ahead and Pose-to-Pose action 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Show follow-through and 
overlapping-action 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Show slow-in and slow-out 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Use arcs for the path of action 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Show secondary actions 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Apply time relations within 
actions for the illusion of life 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Exaggerate actions and timing 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Apply good drawing skills 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Create characters that are 
appealing to audiences 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

 
General 3D Animation skills Difficulty 

Easy - Difficult 
Importance 

Minimal - Extreme 
Frequency 
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Appendix III – Animator Survey Form 

Model with polygons 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Model with NURBS 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Model with Sub-D’s 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Create and apply complex shader 
networks 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Apply Lighting skills 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Use character setup skills 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Use Character animation skills 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Have a working knowledge of 
compositing packages 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Render layers and various passes 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Use global illumination 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Use Raytracing techniques 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
                

General technical ability Difficulty 
Easy - Difficult 

Importance 
Minimal - Extreme 

Frequency 

Use dynamics 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Apply general engineering 

principles 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Understand and apply physics and 
mathematical concepts 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Programme in C++, Mel or 
(?                             ) 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Use plugins e.g. fur, cloth etc 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
FX animation with particles 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Write custom expressions 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

 
Other: Compositing/VFX etc Difficulty 

Easy -------Difficult 
Importance 
Minimal --- Extreme 

Frequency 

Blue/green screen keying 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Colour grade 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Time ramping 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Apply Rotoscoping techniques 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Apply Texture painting skills 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
Apply 3D Matchmoving skills 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 

Utilize Motion Capture 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 D W M Y N 
                

Thank you very much for your time. The results of this survey will be collated and we 
will return our findings to you. 
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APPENDIX IV - CUF50401 DIPLOMA SCREEN (DIGITAL ANIMATION) 

Code Name Description Group Hrs 

CUFGEN01A  Develop and 
Apply Industry 
Knowledge  

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to access, increase and update 
knowledge of the film, television, radio and 
multimedia industry, including the role of 
different industry sectors, and the impacts of 
changing technology. This knowledge 
underpins effective performance in all 
sectors.  

A 40 

CUEOHS1A Implement 
workplace 
health safety 
and security 
procedures 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to implement occupational health and 
safety policies and practices in the workplace 
where an established OHS framework already 
exists.  It covers a range of industry contexts 
involving a variety of different conditions and 
hazards. This unit describes occupational 
health and safety competencies applicable for 
employees with supervisory responsibility. 
This may include roles such as team leaders, 
production coordinators, forepersons or 
supervisors. Issues surrounding workplace 
health and safety will vary and training must 
be tailored to meet the needs of specific work 
areas. 

A 20 

BSXFM1404A Participate in, 
lead and 
facilitate a team 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to lead and develop teams to achieve 
a range of organisational and project 
outcomes. This unit is imported from the 
Frontline Manager Standards, with necessary 
changes made to the range of variables and 
evidence guide statements ensuring its 
relevance to the cultural industries. 

A 50 

CUFEDT01A Make creative 
and technical 
editing 
decisions 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to make creative and technical edit 
decisions and monitor the editing process for 
film, television, radio and multimedia 
productions. Editing decisions will apply 
whether using film, video or digital media in 
the editing process. 

B1 50 
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CUFIMA07A Create titles for 
screen 
productions 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to interpret the creative brief and 
develop and create titles for productions 
within the cultural industries. 

B1 80 

CUFIMA05A  Create 3D 
digital models 
and images  

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to create 3D digital models and 
images for a range of media applications 
within the cultural industries.  

B 80 

CUFANM09A Produce stop-
motion 
animation (flat 
plane) 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to interpret the animation 
specifications and to produce animation keys 
and animated images for productions within 
the cultural industries. 

B 80 

CUFANM11A  Produce 
Artwork From 
Live Action 
Reference  

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to assemble source and artwork 
materials, and to copy and render artwork 
from live action reference for productions 
within the cultural industries.  

B 50 

CUFEDT05A Operate a non-
linear editing 
system 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to use a non-linear editing system for 
the editing of digital media for any screen 
based production. Film and/or video may have 
been used in the production phase and 
digitised for the editing process. 

B 140 

CUFANM03A Produce 
storyboard for 
animation 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to interpret the creative brief, 
develop and produce storyboards for animated 
productions within the cultural industries. 

H 50 

CUFCAM03A Compose 
camera shots 
and operate a 
camera (digital) 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to compose shots, position the 
camera, select the appropriate lens and 
lighting equipment, and operate a camera to 
achieve the required moving image in any 
environment, for single or multicam film or 
television productions. 

H 80 

CUSADM06A Develop and 
implement an 
operational 
plan 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to support the operational planning 
process. It may be applied to a small 
independent operation or to a section of a 
large organisation. 

H 20 
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CUSSOU15A Create a final 
sound balance 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to create a final sound balance using 
a number of sound sources including music, 
dialogue and sound effects for a production in 
the cultural industries. 

H 25 

 
CUSGEN05A 

 
Make 
Presentations 

 
This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to make effective presentations for 
many different purposes using a range of 
media.  

H 40 

CUSMAR01A Promote 
Products and 
services 

This unit describes the skills required to 
promote the products and services supplied by 
organisations and by individuals to current 
and potential clients, customers and 
supporters. 
These skills are essential to many businesses 
in the cultural industries where the success of 
the business or project is dependent on its 
promotion. 

H 35 

CUFMEM13A Incorporate, 
design and edit 
digital video 

This unit describes the competency required 
to edit, combine and incorporate video into 
multimedia presentations within the cultural 
industries. 

UB 60 

CUFIMA04A  Create 3D 
Digital 
Animation  

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to use digital animation techniques 
and industry standard software to create 3D 
digital animation for a range of media 
applications with the cultural industries.  

UB 140 

CUFSFX03A  Create Special 
Effects for the 
Screen (Digital) 

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to interpret special effects production 
schedules and specifications, and to create 
special effects for productions within the 
cultural industries. Special effects may be 
physically constructed or computer 
generated.  

UB 80 

CUFIMA03A  Create 2D 
Digital 
Animation  

This unit describes the skills and knowledge 
required to use digital animation techniques 
and industry standard software to create 2D 
animation for a range of media applications 
within the cultural industries.  

UB 80 

Total Hours    1200
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APPENDIX V – PROJECT DOCUMENTATION (BRIEF) 

PROJECT 1 

Job Brief – 001 Wednesday, February 11, 2004 

5 Short stylized anatomical 3D animations for Education Queensland  

 Shot description Sample reference images 
1 A 3D model of the bones of an arm and the 

bicep muscle showing how the biceps flex, 
bulge and stretch as the forearm raises and 
lowers pivoting around the elbow 

                    
2 A small stack of 4 or 5 vertebral bodies and 

cartilage discs. The animation is to show a 
downward load compressing and bulging 
the discs.  

        
3 A small stack of 4 or 5 vertebral bodies and 

cartilage discs. The animation is to show 
bulging of the cartilage discs as the facet 
joints bend in motion to the right. 

 
4 A small stack of 4 or 5 vertebral bodies and 

cartilage discs. The animation is to show a 
cartilage disk being extracted sideways and 
flipping to show the top of the disc.  
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5 A rotation from side to front view of the full 
spine, stack of 24 vertebral bodies and 
cartilage only.  

                

Documentation relating to job contact, job description: 

Job Contact: 

Philip Cooper (referred to as ‘the client’) 

Education Queensland 

Ph: 3235 9964 

Philip.cooper@qed.qld.gov.au 

Background: 

The client contacted me at Moreton Institute of TAFE in November 2003 with a view to 

seeing if any of my students would be interested in creating some animated segments for 

inclusion in a CDRom for the Queensland Education department about; 

“Safety whilst lifting and manually handling disabled students”. 

All of my animation students were occupied finalizing assessment and therefore were 

unable to take on the job. I asked that if time permitted, “Could we look into this in more 

depth in mid December?” this was fine, as the deadline for the segments was March 

2004. However, in December the students were either developing new projects, in 

holiday mode or had moved on. I suggested that I take this on as a project in February 

2004, the client was happy with this and it has progressed from there. 

Process: 

The process I have utilised for the scoping, creation and rendering of these animations is: 
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1. Initial contact and discussion with the client about the requirements – Nov 2003 

The client outlined the overall project, a CDRom about safety whilst lifting. He was 

looking to include a few short animated segments about the arm muscles and 

backbone. Something stylized and not too detailed. I showed him some samples of 

work and set up a very basic on the spot 3D animation showing squash and stretch 

which could be employed for the bulging of the muscle. We agreed in principle and 

the client would get back to me with a more precise detailed breakdown of each 

segment.  

2. Second face to face meeting – Dec 2003 

The client presented me with a more detailed brief which I have interpreted and 

included above. He also gave me some sample images which are also included 

above.  

3. Creation of the first 3D animated segment. 

3D model of the bones and bicep muscle of an arm showing how the biceps flex, 

bulge and stretch as the forearm raises and lowers pivoting around the elbow. 

Thoughts and Issues relating to the creation of this animated segment: 

This is an exercise in a form of stimulated memory recall. Generally for stimulated recall 

the process would be recorded, through both video tape and observer notes, or more 

recently with process tracking software such as Camtasia Studio. I had been 

experimenting with this software, and have purchased it but unfortunately during this 

initial stage of this production my evaluation version has expired and I am waiting for the 

licensed version to come in. Therefore I am refering back to my working model, which I 

have saved segments in layers to assist me in looking back and stimulating my memory 

of each modeling and animation procedure, thoughts and problem solving. 

The required level of detail, realism and stylization for the animation sequences has been 

addressed by the client in our previous discussions. He is not seeking photographic 

realism in the imagery but is more interested in an aesthetic that will draw the eye to the 

motion e.g. stylized models, not too detailed with no distracting background. 
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The first step for me was to research the bones and required muscles and identify their 

names; biceps, scapula, humerus, ulna and radius (and spinal column for later). The rib 

cage was not required as it is only considered a distraction from the main motion. The 

one image supplied did not display sufficient information about the curvature, relative 

diameter and length of the humerus, ulna and radius. 

Therefore I searched through what I had at hand which was: 

Anatomical Drawings by Leonardo Da Vinci 

Stephen Biesty’s Incredible Body by Richard Platt 

Whilst not the most up to date or anatomically correct books, I was able to gather enough 

information on bone diameter, length and proportion from Leonardo’s drawings, and as I 

am unfamiliar with Italian, the names of the bones and muscle from The Incredible Body. 

Had there been a need to go into greater accuracy in the detail I would have searched for 

more up to date and relevant books on anatomy such as: 

Anatomy for the Animator by S Himabukro, 

Anatomy by Carmine Clemete  

Photographic Atlas of Anatomy by Rohan and Yokochi 

all suggested by Dr Stuart Sumida, Biologist and Paleontologist. 

The second step was to create the geometry: 

Knowing the required aesthetic and level of detail along with the knowledge that it would 

be rendered at a resolution of 600pxls wide as standard 2D output gave me a starting point 

for modeling. These parameters gave me some flexibility in the type of geometry and 

modeling techniques to be used. 

 Had the final output requirements for this animation been different I would have 

approached the modeling differently, for example: If the final output was for a computer 

game or as an interactive 3D model the model would need to be in triangulated polygons 

and would also need to be limited in number due to the nature of the delivery 
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mechanisms. Or, had this model been for High Definition TV or Film, the level of detail 

would be critical. I would need to pay more attention to detail and anatomical correctness 

as these delivery mediums are higher resolution and any errors would be open for greater 

criticism. 

Further more, as this is not a large scene I could afford to use some fairly ‘heavy’ (many 

isoparms) geometry and elected to start with 32x32 NURBS (Non Uniform Rational B-

Splines) primitive spheres. This geometry is quick to scale and deform using Control 

Vertex selection and manipulation tools, when CV’s are moved the geometry maintains 

smooth deformation due to its high tessellation count and mere nature of splines. 

The scapula posed a slightly more difficult problem. I analyzed the general shape of the 

geometry, which is fundamentally a right angle triangle, slightly concave and smooth on 

the inside and convex on the outside with an S-shaped ridge running across the outside of 

the top. I started to build the geometry in much the same way I had previously built a 

number of vehicles using NURBS patches. This meant breaking down each part of the 

geometry into four sided shapes, drawing and snapping the CV curves into the outline of 

each of these four sides, using the Birail 3+ tool to create a surface. I then built the 

resulting NURBS geometry by patching the geometry together like a patchwork quilt. I 

soon found that without decent blueprints of the geometry from the top, side and front 

views for reference like I had for the vehicles the task became quite arduous. Not only 

was it time consuming and difficult to get the right shape but it just wasn’t looking right. 

I therefore re-evaluated my whole approach.  

My second and final attempt at the scapula proved to be not as precise as the previous 

patch modeling attempt but much quicker and easier. I started this time, again with a 

primitive NURBS sphere, scaled it into a disc shape, and then used a Lattice deformer to 

shape it into a generic triangular shape. I was careful to keep the point at the top where all 

of the spans meet as the outer edge of the top of the scapular and the point at the bottom 

where all of the spans meet as the bottom of the scapular, building the triangular shape up 

by pulling and pushing the control points. After this the basic shape was ready for 

refinement and only required history to be deleted, this is an essential step after 
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completing some geometry manipulation and also where the deformer serves no more 

purpose and could actually act as a hindrance by getting in the way of further modeling. I 

had deliberately included a large number of sections and spans in this Geometry and 

therefore proceeded to pull and push the geometry into shape using the Artisan tool, very 

much like modeling with clay.  

The resulting geometry is only a rough approximation of the actual scapula with no real 

defined ridges; this I felt was quite adequate as a stylized scapula for the intended style 

and resolution of this animation, but could not be sure, until the final image had the 

approval of the client.   

I left modeling the bicep until last as it needed to attach to the scapula, the ulna and the 

radius. The diagram I was given as reference shows the red as one muscle which changes 

colour and splits into two long thin threads at the top and bottom, these sinuous tendons 

attach to the bone. 

Sometimes a tough tissue called a tendon links the bone to a muscle. The tendon acts like a 

rope: muscular contractions pull the tendon, and the tendon in turn pulls the bone. 

Stephen Biesty’s Incredible Body by Richard Platt p 19 

 This would mean that when in motion there would be far more bulging of the red 

muscle part with little to no bulging of the tendon. This awareness of intended movement 

impacted on what was required in terms of modeling for the muscle. There would need to 

be more geometry in the red part to accommodate this bulging and stretching movement. 

Further to this I wanted to create a seamless connection between the muscle and the 

tendon as they would stretch together at that point. Ideally then I felt like the whole 

muscle and tendon needed to be one singular geometry, in order to facilitate the proper 

stretching and bulging motion without falling apart and creating gaps. 

With this in mind I set about trying to create the geometry as one single object. 

First, I scaled a single NURBS sphere along one axis, selected a row of CV’s (control 

vertices) at the top and pulled the CV’s into the middle making it look very much like a 
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heart shape. I thought that if I did this on the other side as a mirror image and then 

selected and pulled the CV’s I could stretch the geometry enough to make it acceptable. It 

didn’t work, there was not enough geometry in the right place and the tension on the 

CV’s was too much. 

Next, I used a single polygon primitive cube and split the top and bottom polygons into 3 

polygons each. I then selected and extruded the outer two polygons of the top and bottom 

of the geometry, making it look very much like the capital letter H. I extruded the top and 

bottom geometry a few more times to give it extra polygons to enable bending of the 

tendon segments. I then smoothed the geometry, thinking it may look acceptable, it 

didn’t. 

After a coffee and a piece of chocolate I sat down to re-evaluate how I was going to 

model the bicep muscle. Looking at the reference drawing I thought I may need to create 

it as separate pieces of geometry and then in a flash it came to me. I would create two 

virtually identical pieces of geometry out of single NURBS spheres and offset them 

slightly. This was a matter of creating a sphere, scaling it along one axis and selcting 

CV’s row by row and scaling them down so it looked just like the muscle with tendons 

on either side ( but only one tendon on either side). I then duplicated that geometry and 

moved the duplicate a little. I reshaped the tendons and positioned them so they appeared 

to be attached to the bones at the correct place. The geometry now looked fine except for 

one thing, there were two of them, and there was an obvious seam running up the middle 

where they met. I thought that I could hide this by careful use of materials on the muscle. 

But in relation to the geometry, it looked good and I was happy with it. 

The third step was to create the materials and textures for the geometry: 

This involved the creation of two materials, one for the bones and one for the 

muscle/tendons. I used a standard Blinn material for the bone as I felt that it needed an 

element of specular highlight, but the default settings displayed too much highlight. I 

therefore adjusted the specular rolloff and eccentricity through a process of trial and error 
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until it looked acceptable. (Prior to this I had set up two directional lights slightly offset 

and opposing each other to assist in getting the visual aesthetic acceptable). 

The surface of the bone was too smooth so I mapped a procedural leather 3D texture to 

the Bump map parameter of the bone material, again through a process of  trial and error 

I made adjustments to the level of bump, cell size, density, spottyness and randomness to 

achieve an acceptable aesthetic. Further to this I added a 3D procedural noise map to the 

colour of the bone and adjusted its threshold, amplitude, ratio and colour balance to 

achieve an acceptable aesthetic. 

I used standard Lambert material for the muscle geometry. I decided to use two separate 

materials, one for each piece of geometry to give me flexibility over texture placement, 

for ease of use in trying to hide the seam I had created earlier. It was a fairly standard 

process to paint using the 3D Paint tool, continuing until the texture was acceptable. 

The fourth step was to setup the rig for animating. 

The tools available for rigging and animation are many and varied. Here, time was spent 

just sitting and thinking about what was the best and quickest way to do this. I had to 

reflect on the task at hand and what the animation actually had to do; the forearm bones 

had to lift up pivoting on the elbow joint and then return to the original position so the 

animation could be run as a loop. In turn the bicep muscle had to contract and bulge, then 

expand and stretch as the arm went down. This simple motion evoked memories of 

traditional animation principles, specifically the principle of squash and stretch. Within 

this thought I reminded myself that as the object contracted it needed to maintain its mass 

and therefore there needed to be a visual relationship between its size when it was 

stretched and its bulk when it was squashed, hence the bulge. 

There was an opportunity here to set up a system of set driven keys, whereby for instance 

‘As forearm bone rotates from 0-100º a selection of CV’s around the centre of the muscle 

would scale x 2 and CV’s progressively out to the edge of the tendon would remain at 
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x1’. It would need some tweaking and adjustment to get it right. This would be the most 

efficient way to rig this if it were for a character that would be used in a variety of poses 

or setups. However, I felt that it would take me personally a lot longer to set up the 

mathematics for this than it would to set up a one off adjustment and keyframe it. 

Therefore, I decided to do a one off keyframe animation. 

This decision shaped the way I set up the rig for the deformation, as all I needed now was 

a way of selecting and animating multiple control vertices, I decided to do this by 

creating a non linear deformer to control selected cv’s in both bicep geometry. 

The fifth step was to animate. 

This was relatively straight forward due to the planning and decisions I had already made 

in relation to modeling the geometry and rigging the deformation controller. 

 I was missing one crucial piece of information, before I could get the timing of the 

movement right. I knew that the animation was destined for inclusion and playback on 

CDRom and from my teaching and multimedia background know that video/animation 

playback from CDRom is generally 15 frames per second. I did not merely want to just 

assume that this would be the same, so I rang the client and asked for confirmation on 

this. I also took this opportunity to confirm the output resolution required, the format, 

compression requirements and also if they required the model with an alpha background 

in case they wanted to key or composite the animation over their own standardized 

background or would they like it animated within a scene of its own. 

Having confirmed the playback rate as 15fps and deciding that the arm movement would 

take 2 sec or 30 frames to come up and another 30 frames to go down, I set the animation 

at 60 frames. 

Keyframing was then the standard process of selecting the object or required CV’s and 

assigning a keyframe for there position on the appropriate frame. Here, I started with the 

forearm, positioning and keyframing it, then using its position as a reference for the 
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placement of the muscle/tendons. The amount of bulging and stretching of the muscle 

was determined purely by what seemed about right visually. 

The final step was to render 

This was a standard setup procedure for an uncompressed .avi. 

The resolution the client requested was about 600pxls wide, so I set the output as 

600x450 to maintain a similar aspect ratio to the old standard 640x480. 

4. Seek feedback from Client 

The limitations of my internet connection and account prohibited me from sending the 

animation for approval; however the 2 still images were received very favorably. 

Personal Note and reflection on this method of documenting studio practice: 

 I set myself a limit of 2 working days to complete this first animated segment, which I 

met quite comfortably. Documentation took another 2 working days. Currently this is 

about the limit of what I could go back and effectively recall of processes and critical 

moments in problem solving. Therefore further research is required into the methods of 

recording longer sessions to assist in stimulating memory recall of critical moments. The 

Camtasia data tracking software or video would be of assistance in stimulating memory 

recall. Having used the data tracking software I believe it will be advantageous for 

complex 15-30 minute sessions, any more than this generates huge files on the computer 

which in turn need to be rendered, minute for minute. Video would have an advantage in 

that it would record independently of the computer system but has a disadvantage of 

being non-linear in nature. Direct recording to DVD may solve this as information could 

then be gathered in a non-linear way. This was an extremely useful exercise as it is 

helping to develop a context for my research. Further more, this task might be a suitable 

one to give animators in industry for research into their thought processes. 
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4. Creation of Animation segments 2, 3, 4 & 5 

The job brief for these three segments outlined that the focus here was on what was 

happening to the cartilage disks and therefore the Facet Joints need only include the 

vertebral bodies. It was expected that with less complexity and visual clutter within the 

segment the viewers’ attention would be drawn to the parts that were important, the 

cartilage disks. 

I elected to build a single vertebral body out of lofted NURBS circles as I wanted to get a 

bit of asymmetrical modeling into the shape, and then duplicate this geometry to give the 

required four vertebral bodies. I decided to start with animation 3 which was to show 

bulging of cartilage discs as the facet joints bend in motion to the right. 

A problem I struck in relation to this movement was that the vertebral bodies are 

dampened by the spongy cartilage discs as they bend back and forth, this I figured meant 

that they do not have a single pivot point, the bones kind of roll over the softer tissue. I 

am not aware of any way of animating a pivot point or creating two or more pivot points 

for an object. A second problem was how to create a realistic bulging of the discs. 

I decided to tackle the pivot point problem first. One way I knew I could do this was to 

manually position and keyframe each vertebral body starting from the bottom up and 

move and rotate each piece of geometry to create the bend that was required. I could then 

create some spheres for the discs, squash them into shape and position them respectively 
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for each keyframe. This would be time consuming and not very accurate, I thought there 

must be a better way; surround the geometry with a lattice deformer and animate the 

control points of the lattice? This would not be satisfactory as it would reshape not only 

the cartilage discs, but also the vertebral bodies which are solid and should not change 

their shape.  

After a short break, a coffee and a Tim Tam I decided to build and apply a skeletal setup 

with Inverse Kinematics to the 4 bones, attaching them as a skin, one at a time through a 

rigid bind setup to minimize any undesirable control vertex linking. I instinctively or 

intuitively centered each joint in the middle of each respective vertebral body, applied the 

IK handle and moved the rig. The resulting movement appeared to be quite satisfactory to 

me and suggested that there is just one stationary pivot point for each vertebral body and 

that sits in the middle of the cartilage disc immediately below it. Obvious to some, I had 

to find it in a round about kind of way. 

The next challenge was to create the bulging of the cartilage discs and as this happened to 

be the focus point for the animation it needed to look right; where each vertebral body 

and cartilage disc met they needed to be flush and continue to maintain contact, so if I 

could build the disc from the point of contact and then attach that point or points it might 

stay together and look acceptable. I decided to try a little experiment, I selected the 

Isoparm closest to the bottom of a vertebral body and duplicated it as a surface curve, I 

repeated that for the Isoparm at the top of the vertebral body just below, I then duplicated 

a curve I had used in the construction of the Vertebral bodies and moved and scaled it to 

be used as the construction curve for the bulge of the disc. I lofted a surface out of the 3 

curves. I did not delete the construction history thinking that if I parented the duplicated 

Isoparms to their respective vertebral bodies, that geometry being driven by the skeleton 

might in turn drive the curves which would in turn drive the newly lofted surface, and 

they did. 

Next I had to setup and correct the bulging of the cartilage discs. I thought that if the 

parenting worked for the previous curves then it should work for this curve. So, I 

parented each bulge curve to its respective skeleton joint, which helped, but the bulging 
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was not quite right, so I went through and manually key framed the Transform, Rotate 

and Scale of each bulge curve at its extreme points, i.e. least bulge and greatest bulge, 

tweaking these until the result was visually acceptable. 

Traditional Animation Principles 

An awareness of Squash and Stretch came in useful due to the focus on bending and 

bulging. Further to this I made some subtle yet effective adjustments to the Timing 

through the graph editor, selecting and adjusting the motion curves of the IK handle for 

the bend to reflect a slight acceleration from the beginning to deceleration at the end. 

Once more this related back to an awareness of the Traditional Animation Principles in 

particular Slow-in and Slow-out. The motion of the vertebral bodies and cartilage 

discs followed the skeleton and Inverse Kinematic setup I applied to them, which follows 

on from an awareness and understanding of another Traditional Principle Arcs. All of the 

movement from the bending to the bulging has been slightly overemphasized through 

Exaggeration to help draw the viewers’ attention to the movement. 

The final step here was to set up for rendering, I wanted to maintain visual consistency 

with the previous animation so I maintained a very similar look by utilizing similar lights 

and light placement, shadow quality and depth, background colour and overall colour and 

texture of the objects. This reflects an awareness of the Traditional Principles of Appeal 

(in a limited context) and Staging by presenting each movement in the strongest and 

simplest way within the scope of each segment. 

The scope for portraying the principle of Anticipation is limited due to the nature of the 

segments being a single movement; I have attempted to address this by having a slight 

hold and movement before the main motion. The final principle I have addressed here 

relates to that of Solid Drawing. The traditional characteristics of Solid Drawing relate 

to the richness of design and whether a drawing has weight, depth and balance. For 3D 
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Character Animation this principle may require some revising to accommodate the 

technical aspect of Solid Modeling for the given task. 

Segments 2,4 & 5 are effectively duplications of this geometry with variations in position 

and keyframing for the movement. 
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Job Brief – 01.2  Friday, 23 April, 2004 

Two animations (6&7) for Education Queensland  

 Shot description Suggested: Sample reference image and proposed voice over 
1 An animated 

image to show 
that when work, 
emotions and 
physical aspects 
of our life are in 
balance we are in 
balance. When 
they are disrupted 
it all goes out of 
balance.  

 

                   
    Sketch of proposed model 
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1 I proposed this 
model as I felt it 
could act as a 
balancing act, 
spinning tops that 
are in balance 
when the text is 
there and out of 
balance when it is 
not. 

        
 Shot description Suggested: Sample reference image and proposed voice over 
2  

The Wellbeing 
wagon is a 
cartoon car. It 
drives rough …  
until Physical and 
Emotional needs 
are placed in the 
boot, whereby it 
speeds up and 
drives smoothly. 

2  Initial sketches of proposed model 
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 My proposal was 
to create a cute 
rounded cartoon 
car based on these 
quick sketches. It 
has a personality 
which helps to 
communicate its 
unhappiness and 
happiness. Also it 
gets the 
fulfillment at the 
bowser. 

 

Documentation relating to job contact, job description: 

Job Contact: 

Philip Cooper (referred to as ‘the client’) 

Senior Personnel Officer 

Occupational Health Unit 

Human Resources 

Education Queensland 

Ph: 3235 9964 

Philip.cooper@qed.qld.gov.au 

Background: 

After completing the previous 5 animations Philip asked me if I had the time to produce a 

couple more segments, within a pretty tight 3 week time period. 
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Process summary: 

The process I utilized for the scoping, creation and rendering of these animations is: 

5.  Initial discussion with the client about the requirements –  Late March 2004 

The client outlined each segment and gave me the initial concept drawings with 

proposed voice over. Philip was open to any suggestions and I made the quick 

sketches and suggestions as outlined above. Philip was happy for me to proceed 

with these concepts. He also bought up the issue of money and payment. 

6. Creation of the Wellbeing Wagon model 

7. Second face to face meeting – Early April 2004 

Brief face to face contact to show the progress on the wagon model – all ok 

8. Creation of the Wellbeing Wagon 3D animated segment. 

9. Presentation of Wellbeing wagon segment, discussion and development of balance 

segment. 

10. Final presentation and handover of both segments. 

Thoughts and Issues relating to the creation of animated segments: 

The required visual aesthetic for these animated sequences is one of a stylized cartoonish 

look. The initial concept drawing for the Wellbeing wagon gave me a start and I proposed 

adding some more life to the segment by making the vehicle more anthropomorphic. This 

addition of human qualities to the vehicle would assist I believed in communicating the 

concept and would also give me a client centered job in which I could develop, create and 

refine a 3D computer character.   

Modeling 

I have utilized standard low polygon modeling techniques in the creation of the vehicle, 

modeling one half and mirroring it on completion. After modeling the vehicle I added the 

grill and the eyes see eye tutorial to give it human characteristics with eyelashes painted 
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on. The environment is polygon ground with NURBS Mountains. I used NURBS to give 

them a rounded look. The petrol bowsers are Polygon cubes extruded for shape. 

Rigging 

The rigging of this character is an extension of the Flour Sack Tutorial. 

Animating 

Standard keyframe animation techniques applied. 

The issue of timing presents itself on two levels, where decisions are made creatively and 

technically. 

The creative decisions address issues of communication, characterization, emotion and 

movement while the technical decisions address issues relating to the delivery medium; 

of image quality, frames per second, final compression etc     

Rendering 

I initially treated this as a standard setup procedure for an uncompressed .avi. However, 

after experiencing system errors, crashes and general technical difficulties I reverted to 

rendering to sequential .tiffs. This had an effect of solving two problems at once; it 

allows for progressive rendering even after a system shutdown and it also appears to 

produce a much smaller file size after compression.  

Export settings of sequential .tiffs to … 

Format Compressor Quality File Size 
Flash  Best 28mb 
Quicktime Sorenson Best 10mb 
AVI Intel video 4.4 Best 28mb 
MP4   2mb 
Quicktime Animation  94mb 
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The resolution the client requested was about 600pxls wide, so I set the output as 

600x450 to maintain a similar aspect ratio to the old standard 640x480. 

Personal Note and reflection on documenting studio practice: 

The refinement of the workflow to date inspires my confidence in Action research as the 
model becomes more apparent through further acts and documentation. 

Traditional Animation Principles 

Squash and Stretch - Primary importance as a contributing factor in the creation of a 

more anthropomorphic digital vehicle character, the hard metal being more flexible and 

therefore lively. The squash deformer assists in area. 

Timing – Movement within the scene has been timed on a number of levels; overall 

length of the sequence based on suggested voice over, a slightly slower first half to a 

faster smoother second half, attention to the timing of facial expressions for emotive 

effect  

Slow-in and Slow-out – Attention has been applied to this aspect of movement where the 

vehicle arrives at and exits from the bowsers 

Arcs – The hoses on the bowsers required animating with an awareness of their motion as 

arcs in order for them to appear acceptable   

Exaggeration – Actions, colours, lighting, movement and camera have all undergone 

some element of exaggeration for the express purpose of assisting in communicating the 

required idea. 

Appeal – The anthropomorphic nature of the vehicle adds appeal to the feel and nature of 

the sequence. The client was very happy with the character and the appeal it has.  
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Staging – The nature of the sequence is one of communicating an idea in as straight 

forward a way as possible. Therefore the scenery has been deliberately kept simple an 

non obtrusive. 

Anticipation – Reflecting on this sequence this is one area that I could have incorporated 

more, especially in the beginning of the sequence with a bumpy, stop start entry to the 

bowsers. 

Solid Drawing – My initial sketches were adequate to communicate to the client my 

intended models 

Pose to Pose and Straight ahead – A combination of these principles was in use 

Follow through and overlapping action – As a short sequence there are just a couple of 

examples, one being that of the wheels of the car following through in its happy moment 

and the overlap of the action at the bowser. 

Secondary actions – The tubes at the bowsers act as secondary action to the vehicle 

Mass and weight – the rocking of the wagon as it brakes has been exaggerated to suggest 

weight in the moving vehicle   

Character acting – a couple of looks here and there, a grimace then a smile are actions 

intentionally created to express the desired emotion 

The application of traditional principles in a 3D computer sequence are deliberate and 

important, the illusion of life and effective communication of the idea are a result of this 

application of the principles. 

Final Note: Production summary 

Once more communication was the key to the success of this project, face to face 

meetings played an integral part in this communication process. Sketches and diagrams 
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were invaluable as visual references and for finding common ground on job 

requirements. 

Interpret  The scope of the job and client expectations… 

Discuss visual aesthetic, length of sequences and the medium for final output. 

Identify  Timeframe for production … deadlines 

Produce  Still images with textures and lighting 

Submit  Still images for feedback  

Discuss  Visual aesthetic, level of detail etc of initial images 

Refine  Models, textures, based on client response 

Produce  Sequences in full motion 

Submit   for feedback  

Discuss  Movement, timing, colours, effects, lighting and length, framing etc of 

initial sequences 

Refine   Animated sequences according to client response 

Produce Rendered sequences 

Submit  Sequences for final feedback 
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PROJECT 2 

Inaugural Meeting 

Project name: 

 

2004 Vodafone Christmas Celebrations 

Client name: 

 

Southbank Corporation 

Client address: 

 

Southbank House Southbank Brisbane Qld 

Contact 

telephone: 

 

07 3867 2040 

Meeting date: 

 

18thMarch 2004 

Present Justine Greig, Amanda Cheveslowski - Southbank 

Louise Harvey, Kelvin Baker – Griffith University 

The brief 

Project type 2D or 3D Animation 

Brief description of 

project  

 

Produce a series of still and animated sequences to be 

projected onto the wall of the QCA Theatre building 

Target audience G rated 

Families and Children 
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Client’s deadline  Final sequences due: 

19th Dec 2004 

Background information – 

Reason why the finishing 

date is important 

Family event for Christmas running: 

19-23rd Dec 2004 

Client budget NIL 

Client goals and objectives  

 

Develop a sense of Christmas imagery that is distinctive to 

Queensland (Australia) … as opposed to the Northern 

Hemisphere’s ‘White Christmas’. 

Client contact Justine Greig – Southbank events coordinator 

Justine.greig@south-bank.net.au 

Scope of the job – Client expectations 

Look and feel 

Visual aesthetic 

Open for any visual aesthetic style 

Anything distinctively Australian 

Length of Final Sequences 10-15 minutes to be looped during the presentation 

Final Sequence Output: 

Format and Frame Size 

Video Projection 

DVD 4:3 ratio 

768x576 resolution 

Follow up for next meeting 

Southbank To conduct a brainstorming session with the Southbank 

events team to present ideas and visual imagery.  

Griffith To enlist students to work on the animated sequences for 

the event. 

12 Days of an Aussie Xmas – Lyrics 

 On the first day of Christmas my mate gave me a hat on a clothes line. 

 I bought a couple of flip-flops in the outback. 
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 Then I got told to slip on a shirt, slop on some sunscreen and slap on a hat. 

 On the fourth day of Christmas I cruised around the car park on four wheels. 

 We saw the five stars of the southern-cross. 

 We’re lucky downunder, we have six free to air TV channels. 

 Seven flying esky’s at the beach was quite a site. 

 My mate pointed out that there are eight states and territories of Australia. 

 On the ninth day of Christmas, nine balls bounced and rolled around the back yard. 

 We counted the ten sails of the Opera house. 

 Then eleven jolly swagmen came and camped by our billabong. 

 Finally on the twelfth day of Christmas we threw twelve prawns on the barbie. 

Kelvin Baker 05 

From  "Qualischefski, Angela" <Angela.Qualischefski@south-bank.net.au>  

Sent  Wednesday, March 30, 2005 1:22 pm 

To  Kelvin Baker <Kelvin.Baker@student.griffith.edu.au>  

   

   

Subject  RE: Animation 

Dear Kelvin, 
I am writing to confirm the animation you completed "The Twelve Days of 
Christmas" which was part of the 2004 Vodafone Christmas Celebrations. 
It was a pleasure to work with you throughout the process from 
conceptualising ideas, draft animations and drawings and the final 
works.  Communication was always clear and timelines were kept making it 
extremely easy to work on the project. 
Throughout the Christmas Celebrations the general public enjoyed the 
animation as one of the highlights. 
I thank you once again for your participation and hard work and look 
forward to working with you in the future. 
With Thanks 
Angela 
Angela Qualischefski 
Event Coordinator 
 South Bank Corporation 
Ph: 3867 2039 
Fx: 3844 9436 
angela.qualischefski@south-bank.net.au 
www.south-bank.net.au 
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PROJECT 3 

Bully and The Beast 
 
 
 
 
 
 

by 
KELVIN BAKER 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(This project has been developed with the assistance of 
Griffith University and Andrew Goode) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Final DRAFT 
November 2005 
KELVIN BAKER, SEPTEMBER 2005 
4 Merriott Court, Alexandra Hills 
Qld 4161, Australia 
Ph: (617) 3824 1434 
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“Bully and The Beast”  

FADE IN: 
1. EXT. VERANDA. SUNRISE 
 
SIMON a (mild mannered) fly is eating on top of a pile of doggy-do 
that’s been dropped on the veranda of an old shack. 
ROGER a (bully) fly lands, they spit and suck up their fill. Simon goes 
for a chunky bit that’s too close to Roger. 
 

ROGER 
Shove over Simon. 
 

SIMON 
Gidday to you too Roger 

 
 
ROGER 

Hey - The chunky bits are mine. 
 

SIMON 
Why yours? 
 

ROGER 
Cause I’m bigger, better and I’m 
bigger. 
 

SIMON (V/O) 
I wish you’d die. 
 

RALPH, a baby gecko catches and crunches into a cockroach. He looks over 
at Simon and beckons with his tongue. 
 

RALPH 
Grunt! 
 

SIMON 
Bigger and better? 
 
I bet you wouldn’t dare ride the 
dragon 
 

ROGER 
Ah Whatever! 
Like you would? 
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SIMON 

Like yeah. 
 
Simon flies up and heads straight for Ralph. A tightly choreographed 
dance ensues, with Simon zipping around his head and Ralph whipping his 
tongue around. He moves in and lands on his head, Ralph rears up and 
Simon rides him like a cowboy riding a bull at a rodeo. 
Roger looks on with a mean look on his face. 

 
ROGER 

Come on. 
 

SIMON 
Come on 
Hup … hup 

 
SIMON 

Yeehaa! 
 

Roger looks impressed and supportive. 
 

RALPH 
Roar! 

 
SIMON 

Yahoo! 
 

ROGER 
Waoooo! 
 

SIMON 
Yeah! 
 

SIMON 
Right on! 
 

ROGER 
Waaaaa! 

 
(Canned applause) 

SIMON 
Thank you Thank you! 
 

SIMON 
Man… I need a drink. 
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Roger  

(Sees Ralph moving towards him) 
umm … yeah yeah sounds good to me 

 
Triumphantly Simon flies off with Roger trailing meekly behind. 

DISSOLVE TO: 
2. INT. BEER BOTTLE. DAY 
 
Simon and Roger are sucking up the last drops of beer from the bottom of 
a beer bottle, Roger is clearly quite drunk. Simon is jubilant, humming 
and singing. 
 

SIMON 
(Loud and happy, dancing around) 

and did you see the double twist 
as he whipped his tongue up… 
 

SIMON 
Heh … Did you time it… 

 
ROGER 

(Slurred) 
Shut it. 
 

SIMON 
(Nonchalantly) 

Make me. 
 

ROGER 
I don’t make trash … I eats it. 
 

SIMON 
Eight seconds buddy. 
 

ROGER 
He was half asleep. 
 

SIMON 
Ha! 
 

ROGER 
If you could ride the dragon … 
anyone could. 
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SIMON 

I’m still waiting 
 

ROGER 
Well you don’t have to wait any 
longer my son. 
 

Roger flies precariously up and out of the bottle. 
Simon follows but waits and watches from the opening. 
 
 
3. INT/EXT. BEER BOTTLE to VERANDA. SUNSET 
 
Roger flies up and lands a distance away from Ralph. They circle each 
other in a Mexican standoff. 
 

ROGER 
rrrr 
 

RALPH 
growl! 
 

Roger 
Finish any bits of cockroach… 
Cause it’ll be the last 
you’re ever going to eat 
sunshine… 
 

Roger jumps up and down, spinning around doing karate chops in the air. 
 

ROGER 
Whooo … hyaaa 
 

Ralph flicks out his tongue and sucks Roger into his mouth. 
 

ROGER 
Oh well … I only had about a 
couple of days to live anyway. 
 

Ralph closes his mouth engulfing Roger. 
 
Simon … bouncing up and down (on Ralph’s head). 

 
SIMON 

Heh! Haven’t you forgotten 
something? 
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RALPH 

Mmmm! 
 

Ralph turns and spits out a clearly humiliated Roger. 
 

SIMON 
On ya mate. 

 
ROGER 

(Tweet tweet sounds) 
wooo 

 
 

BULLY and THE BEAST - STORYBOARD 
 
 

 
 
1 
 

 
SEQ01 
S1 
C1 
Fs 1 – 140  
 
Sunrise 
 
ROGER a fly, 
zips into screen 
and flies 
towards the 
camera 
 
 

 
Buzz 

 
 

 
 
 
Eyes dart 
around 

 
Buzz 
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2 

 
SEQ02 
S2 
C21 
Fs 61 - 85 
 
RALPH 
(Cockroach) is 
next to SIMON 
(Fly), Ralph 
scurries 
Away 

 
Buzz 

 
3 

 
SEQ03 
S3 
C2 
Fs 86 - 226 
 
Roger zips in, 
frame right. 
 
Title fades in 
and out camera 
right. 
 

 
Buzz 

 
4 

 
SEQ03 
S4 
C3 
Fs 227-276 
 
SIMON 
Standing on top 
of a pile of 
…Doggy-do,  
eye’s bulge, 
sees Roger 
coming, 
deflates 

 
Buzz 
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5 

 
 
SEQ03 
S5 
C4 
Fs 330 -391 
 
Roger flies in 
and lands on 
doggy-do 
forcing Simon 
off balance 

 
Buzz 

 
6 

 
SEQ06 
S6 
C5 
Fs 330 – 391 
(+10) 
 
Roger 
Dominates 
Simon 
Simon cowers 
 
 

 
 
ROGER 
(Forcefully) 
Shove over 
Simon 
 
 
 

 
7 

 
SEQ06 
S7 
C23 
Fs 392 - 452 

 
 
SIMON 
(Cautiously) 
Gidday to you 
too Roger 
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8 

 
SEQ08 
S8 
C6 
Fs 424 - 508 
Roger and 
Simon busy 
eating. 
Simon moves a 
bit too close to 
Roger 
Cockroach in 
background 

 
Buzz 
Slurp 
Scurry 
 

 
9 

 
SEQ09 
S9 
C7 
Fs 509 - 574 
 
Roger 
forcefully 

 
 
 
 
 
ROGER 
Hey - The 
chunky bits 
are mine! 

 
10 

 
SEQ10 
S8 
C8 
Fs 575 - 624 
 
Simon 
perplexed 

 
 
 
 
 
SIMON 
Why yours? 
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11 

 
SEQ10 
S11 
C9 
Fs 625 – 703 
 
Roger looking 
dominant 

 
 
 
 
ROGER 
Cause I’m 
bigger, better 
and bigger. 

 
12 

 
SEQ10 
S12 
C11 
Fs 704 - 761 
 
Simon turns 
away 
 
Roach and 
Ralph scurry in 
background 

 
 
 
 
 
SIMON 
VO 
I wish you’d 
die 

 
13 

 
SEQ10 
S13 
C10 
Fs 762 - 823 
 
Ralph moves in 
on cockroach 

 
Shuffling 
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14 

 
SEQ10 
S14 
C22 
Fs 824 - 856 
 
Simon’s eye’s 
dart from Ralph 
to Roger 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Crunch 
 
 
SIMON 
Bigger and 
better? 
 

 
15 
 

 
 
SEQ10 
S15 
C12 
Fs 857 - 905 
 
Simon turns to 
Roger 

 
 
 
 
 
SIMON 
I bet you 
wouldn’t dare 
ride the 
dragon! 

 
16 

 
SEQ10 
S16 
C25 
Fs 906 - 930 
 
Ralph 
Licking his lips, 
looks in 
Simon’s 
direction 
Winks 

 
Slurp 
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17 

 
SEQ10 
S17 
C24 
Fs 931 - 1020 
 
Roger and 
Simon talking. 
 
Ralph scurries 
down the wall 

 
 
 
ROGER 
Whatever… 
Like you 
would? 

18  
SEQ10 
S18 
C13 
Fs 1021-1067 

 
 
 
 
SIMON 
Like yeah! 

 
19 

 
SEQ19 
S19 
C14 
Fs 1027 – 
11067 (+40) 
Ralph looking 
at Roger and 
Simon 
Simon flies up 
and heads 
straight for 
Ralph 
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20 

 
 
SEQ20 
S20 
C15 
Fs 1068 - 1287 
 
Ralph whips 
around 

 
Buzz 
 
 
 
ROGER 
Come on … 

 
21 

 
SEQ21 
S21 
C16 
Fs 1288 - 1217 
 
Roger looking 
on eagerly 

 
Buzz 
 
 
 
ROGER 
Whoa  

 
22 

 
SEQ21 
S22 
C17 
Fs 1318 - 1379 
 
Simon on Ralph 

 
 
 
 
 
SIMON 
Come on … 
Hup … Hup 
… 
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23 

 
SEQ21 
S23 
C18 
Fs 1380 – 1414 
 
Ralph’s foot 
scoops the 
ground 
 

 
Rodeo Music 
 
 
 
SIMON 
Yeehaa!!! 

 
24 
 

 
SEQ21 
S24 
C19 
Fs 1415 – 1439 
 
 

 
Rodeo Music 
- cont 
 
 
 
 

 
25 

 
SEQ21 
S25 
C20 
Fs 1440 – 1468 
 
Simon on top of 
Ralph, reveal 
Roger who is 
Impressed 
 

 
Rodeo Music 
cont 
 
 
 
ROGER 
Waooo!!! 
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26 

 
SEQ21 
S26 
C25 
Fs 1469 - 1538 
 
Ralph 
continues, 
bucking like a 
bull 
 
Simon rides 
Ralph 
 
 

 
Rodeo Music 
cont 
 
 
 
SIMON 
Yeah!!! 

 
27 

 
SEQ21 
S27 
C26 
Fs 1539 – 1609 
 
Ralph bucks 
and spins 
around 
Camera rotates 
around bucking 
Ralph 

 
Rodeo Music 
cont 
 
 
 
 

28  
SEQ21 
S28 
C24 
Fs 1610-1650 
 
Rogers face 
drops 
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29 
 

 
 
SEQ21 
S29 
C28 
Fs 1651-1702 
 
Ralph 
Puffing 
 
 

 
Rodeo Music 
cont 
 
 
 
SIMON 
Right on!!! 

 
30 

 
SEQ30 
S30 
C29 
Fs 1703 – 1747 
 

 

 
31 
 

 
SEQ31 
S31 
C31 
Fs 1776 - 1840 
 
Simon flies up 
towards camera 
Ralph, dizzy 
and tired 
 
 
 
 

 
Buzz 
Applause 
 
 
 
SIMON 
Thank you 
Thank you 
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32 

 
SEQ31 
S32 
C32 
Fs 1841 – 1882 
 
Simon 
Victorious 

 
Buzz 
Whimper 
 
 
 
SIMON 
Man … I need 
a drink 
 
 

 
33 

 
SEQ31 
S33 
C33 
Fs 1883 - 1913 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
ROGER 
Umm … yeah 
yeah  

 
34 
 
 

 
SEQ34 
S34 
C34 
Fs 1905 – 1938 
(+8) 
 
Ralph moves 
closer to Roger 
Roger scared – 
flies off 

 
 
ROGER 
Sounds good 
to me … 
Buzz 
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35 
 

 
SEQ35 
S35 
C35 
Fs 1936 - 1989 
 
Simon flies 
towards camera 
 
Roger follows 
Simon meekly 
 
 

 
Buzz 

 
 
 

   

 
36 

 
SEQ36 
S36 
C36 
Fs 1950-2031 
 
Simon jumping 
up and down 
chatting inside a 
beer bottle. 
Roger drinking 
left over beer. 
  

 
Slurp 
Slurp 
 
 
 
SIMON 
… and did 
you see the 
double twist 
… 
 

 
37 

 
SEQ36 
S37 
C37 
Fs 2032 - 2089 
 
 
Simon still 
chatting inside a 
beer bottle 

 
 
 
 
SIMON 
as he whipped 
his tongue 
up…. 
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38 

 
SEQ36 
S38 
C38 
Fs 2090 - 2119 
 
Roger and 
Simon 

 
 
 
 
 

 
39 

 
SEQ36 
S39 
C39 
Fs 2120 – 2154 
 
Roger over 
shoulder of 
Simon 
Roger stumbles 

 
 
 
ROGER 
Shut it 
 
 

 
40 

 
SEQ36 
S40 
C40 
Fs 2155 - 2200 
 
Simon over 
shoulder of 
Roger 

 
 
SIMON 
Make me 
…… 
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41 

 
SEQ36 
S41 
C41 
Fs 2201 – 2273 
 
 

 
 
ROGER 
(slurred) 
I don’t make 
trash … 
I eats it. 
 
 
 

42  
SEQ36 
S42 
C42 
Fs 2274 - 2315 
 

 
 
ROGER 
(slurred) 
I eats it. 
 

 
43 

 
SEQ36 
S43 
C43 
Fs 2316 – 2379 
 
Simon  
 

 
 
SIMON 
8 seconds 
buddy  
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44 

 
SEQ36 
S44 
C44 
Fs 2380 - 2432 

 
 
ROGER 
He was half 
asleep 
 

 
45 

 
SEQ36 
S45 
C45 
Fs 2433 - 2458 

 
 
SIMON 
Ha! 

 
46 

 
SEQ36 
S46 
C46 
Fs 2459 - 2508 

 
 
ROGER 
If you could 
ride the 
dragon … 
Anyone 
could. 
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47 

 
SEQ36 
S47 
C47 
Fs 2509 - 2583 
 
Beer bottle 
 

 
 
ROGER 
 … 
Anyone 
could. 
 
 

 
48 

 
SEQ48 
S48 
C48 
Fs 2450 - 2539 

 
 
 
 
 

 
49 

 
SEQ48 
S49 
C49 
Fs2540 - 2633 

 
 
 
SIMON 
I’m still 
waiting 
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50 

 
SEQ49 
S50 
C50 
Fs 2634 - 2724 
 
Roger flies with 
Dutch courage 
 
ZOOM OUT 
 

 
 
ROGER 
Well you 
don’t have to 
wait any 
longer my 
son. 
 
 

 
50 

cont 

 
 
Roger lands at 
the edge of the 
bottle 

 

 
51 

 
SEQ51 
S51 
C50 
Fs 2725 - 2753 
 
Roger flies out 
and lands some 
distance from 
Ralph 
 

 
Buzz 
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52 

 
SEQ52 
S52 
C51 
Fs 2754 -2792 
 
Ralph watches 
Roger 
 

 
Buzz 

 
53 

 
SEQ52 
S53 
C52 
Fs 2793 - 2839 
 
Roger flies  
Around and 
lands 
 

 

 
54 

 
SEQ52 
S54 
C53 
Fs 2840 - 2911 
 
Ralph walks 
into shot, turns 
and looks at 
Roger 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music 
 
Footsteps 
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55 

 
SEQ53 
S55 
C54 
Fs 2912 - 2940 
 
Ralph snarls 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
56 

 
SEQ53 
S56 
C55 
Fs 2941 - 2974 
 
 
Roger looks 
back with mild 
concern 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
57 

 
SEQ53 
S57 
C56 
Fs 2975 - 3025 
 
 
 
Ralph’s feet 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
 
Footsteps 
(spurs) 
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58 

 
SEQ53 
S58 
C57 
Fs 3026 - 3080 
 
 
Roger walks 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
 
Footsteps 
(spurs) 

 
59 

 
SEQ53 
S59 
C58 
Fs 3081 - 3107 
 
 
Roger 
Builds in 
courage 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
 
Roger 
Arghhh 

 
60 

 
SEQ53 
S60 
C59 
Fs 3108 - 3138 
 
Ralph 
Smiles slightly 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
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61 

 
SEQ61 
S61 
C60 
Fs 3139 – 3169 
 
 
Ralph and 
Roger in a 
standoff 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
62 

 
SEQ62 
S62 
C60 
Fs 3170 - 3196 
 
Roger 
Stumbles a little 
but is confident 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
63 

 
 
SEQ63 
S63 
C62 
Fs 3197 - 3222 
 
 
Roger 
Puckers face 
and snarls 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
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64 

 
SEQ63 
S64 
C63 
Fs 3223 - 3253 
 
 
Roger and 
Ralph circle 
each other 
counterclockwis
e 
TRUCK 
AROUND 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
65 

 
SEQ63 
S65 
C64 
Fs 3254 - 3287 
 
 
Ralph 
Walks past 
 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
66 

 
SEQ63 
S66 
C65 
Fs 3288 – 3315 
 
Ralph 
Snarls 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
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67 

 
SEQ63 
S67 
C66 
Fs 3316 - 3346 
 
 
 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
68 

 
SEQ63 
S68 
C67 
Fs 3347 - 3396 
 
 
Simon looks on 
Shakes his head 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
 
 
 

 
69 

 
SEQ63 
S69 
C68 
Fs 3397 – 3446 
 
 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
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70 

 
SEQ63 
S70 
C69 
Fs 3427 - 3473 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
71 

 
SEQ63 
S71 
C70 
Fs 3494 - 3535 
 
 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
 
 
 

 
72 

 
SEQ72 
S72 
C71 
Fs 3536 - 3611 
 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
 
ROGER 
Finish any 
bits of 
cockroach 
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73 

 
SEQ72 
S73 
C72 
Fs 3612 - 3656 
 
 
 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
 
ROGER 
Cause it’ll be 
the last 
 
 

 
74 

 
SEQ72 
S74 
C73 
Fs 3657 - 3705 
 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont 
 
ROGER 
You’re ever 
going to eat 
sunshine 

 
75 

 
SEQ72 
S75 
C74 
Fs 3706 – 3740 
 
 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 
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76 

 
SEQ72 
S76 
C75 
Fs 3741 - 3810 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
77 

 
SEQ72 
S77 
C77 
Fs 3811 - 3830 

 

 
78 

 
SEQ72 
S78 
C78 
Fs 3831 - 3851 
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79 

 
 
SEQ72 
S79 
C78 
Fs 3852 - 3974 
 
Roger stumbles 
up to Ralph 
doing karate 
and quickly gets 
caught 
 

 
Western 
Showdown 
music cont. 

 
80 

 
S80 
C79 
Fs 3975 - 4117 
 
Ralph rolls 
Roger up in his 
tongue and 
sucks him in 
 
 
 
 
DISSOLVE 

 
 
 
 
ROGER 
Oh well …  
I only had a 
couple of days 
to live 
anyway. 

 
81 
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82 

 
SEQ82 
S82 
C49 
Fs 4313 - 4402 
 
Simon jiggling 
up and down 

 
 
 
 
 
SIMON 
Heh … 
Haven’t you 
forgotten 
something! 

 
83 

 
SEQ83 
S83 
C79 
Fs 4403 – 4481 
 
 
Ralph spits out 
Roger 
 
Simon pats 
Ralph 
 

 
 
RALPH 
Mmmm 
 
 
SIMON 
On ya Mate! 

 
84 

 
SEQ83 
S84 
C80 
Fs 4482 - 4537 
 
Roger lands on 
the ground 
stunned and 
humiliated. 
 
 
 
 
FADE OUT 

 
 
whistleing 
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APPENDIX VII - TRADITIONAL PRINCIPLES OF ANIMATION 

Reference: Disney Animation - The Illusion of Life, Frank Thomas & Ollie Johnston 

1981 

Introduction 

In the early days of Disney Animation 1923-1933 four types of action were widely used 

by the studio animators: 

The Cycle - A series of drawings that animated back into itself by having the last drawing 

work into the first, creating a continuous action that never stopped. 

Repeat Action - There might be an action that could be repeated intact in the same scene 

with borrowed drawings from an earlier scene. 

The Cross-over - Two or more characters doing the same action, much like a modern line 

dance. 

Rubber Hose animation - To overcome stiffness in early characters animators would 

draw the appendages as sections of a rubber garden hose. 

This was not the type of action Walt Disney wanted, and he was quick to criticize: "Do 

his legs have to be so limp like that? They don't look like they could hold up anything." 

The animators continued to search for better methods of relating drawings to each other 

and had found a few ways that seemed to produce predictable results. As each of these 

processes acquired a name, it was analyzed and perfected and talked about, and when 

new artists joined the staff they were taught these practices as if they were the tools of the 

trade. These became the 12 fundamental principles of Animation. 

The 12 fundamental Principles of Animation  

01. Squash and Stretch  

02. Anticipation 
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03. Staging  

04. Straight Ahead Action and Pose to Pose 

05. Follow Through and Overlapping Action 

06. Slow In and Out 

07. Arcs  

08. Secondary Action 

09. Timing  

10. Exaggeration  

11. Solid Drawing 

12. Appeal  

By understanding and knowing when, where and how to apply these fundamental 

principles, one should be able to create good animation. 

1. Squash and Stretch 

Squash and stretch is a way of deforming an object relative to its motion. For example, a 

soft rubber ball will flatten (squash) when it hits the ground, as it starts to bounce up it 

will extend (stretch) in the direction it is going before resuming its original shape. 

However, no matter how an object deforms, it should still retain it's volume.  

Character animation - muscles, skin and fat. Whole cartoon characters will flatten and 

elongate, inanimate objects have been given a sense of life by being twisted, doubled 

over, squashed and stretched e.g. the famous half-filled flour sack. 

2. Anticipation 

Few movements in real life occur without some kind of anticipation. In animation 

anticipation is used to prepare the character for the action that follows. For example, its 

better to swing a bat backwards before swinging it forwards to hit a ball. 

Character animation - movements from rest require anticipation in some form, before 

kicking a ball a character shifts their weight on one leg and lifts the other leg backwards 

in anticipation of kicking the ball, a dancer will move slightly in the opposite direction 

before spinning in a rap dance. 
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3. Staging 

Staging covers many areas and has its roots in theatre. Its meaning is; the presentation of 

any idea so that it is completely and unmistakably clear. A good understanding of visual 

narrative will assist in good staging as it also refers to camera angles, shot sizes and 

screen direction. 

Character animation - staging in "silhouette", check that the pose of a character in a black 

and white silhouette is a strong pose. 

4. Straight Ahead Action and Pose to Pose 

These are 2 ways of creating animation. Straight ahead animation is one where the 

animator draws one frame at a time in order from the beginning to the end. The 

spontaneity of this approach can help in the creation of a fresh, slightly zany look. 

In Pose-To-Pose animation the main poses and positions are determined and drawn in as 

key frames, the inbetween frames are drawn in later. This control over the movements 

gives the animation clarity and strength. 

Character animation - with good planning, strong poses and timing, pose to pose has 

developed as the most common process for traditional animation in production as costs 

can be saved through the use of Senior Keyframers drawing the main poses and junior 

inbetweeners doing the frames in between. 

5. Follow Through and Overlapping Action 

"Things don't come to a stop all at once, first there's one part and then another"  

Walt Disney Movement at the end of a motion is follow through. Appendages such as long 

ears, a tail or a coat will continue to move after the rest of the figure has stopped. The 

body itself does not move all at once, it stretches, catches up, twists and turns 

(overlapping action). Parts may drag behind if a charcter moves forward.  

Character animation - After moving a character will come to a stop and be held for a few 

frames, but the character might drift on to an even stronger final pose - the Moving Hold. 

6. Slow In and Slow Out 

Or decelerate and accelerate. Also called ease in and ease out.  

Character animation - Almost all action and movement in characters requires some (all be 
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it subtle) use of slow in and slow out. When an arm moves it does not automatically go 

from a stationary position to moving but generally exhibits some form of acceleration and 

then deceleration at the end of the movement. 

7. Arcs 

The movement of most living beings will follow a curve or arc, the action of a 

woodpecker being the exception. The movements of straight in and out or up and down 

are mechanical in nature. For a character to thrust forward is a concieved exception. 

Character animation - As each appendage of the body is connected to another part of the 

body, there is a natural pivot point where they join this means that almost all action will 

follow a curved path or arc 

8. Secondary Action 

Small movements that are noticeable but do not dominate the main action. A sad figure 

wipes away a tear as he walks away.  

Character animation - Secondary action will add richness to a scene, naturalness to an 

action, and a fuller dimension to the personality of a character 

9. Timing 

"It's all in the timing and spacing"  

Grim Natwick - The Animators Survival Kit.  

The number of drawings used in any move determines the amount of time that action will 

take on the screen. 

Character animation - the speed of a character will communicate a sense of the character's 

emotion, personality or age. A slow character may seem tired. 

10. Exaggeration 

Exaggeration of a characters distinguishing features and movement helps to build a 

strong caricature which can help to accentuate their personality and makes for an 

interesting and convincing character.  

Appendix VII _ Traditional Principles of Animation 



From Pencil To Mouse: The 21st Century Animation House 

 

Appendix VII _ Traditional Principles of Animation 

11. Solid Drawing 

"You should learn to draw as well as possible before trying to animate"  

Grim Natwick. An understanding and ability to draw in terms of line, form, positive and 

negative space, weight, depth and balance were considered essential for; "...giving a 

performance; an artist is an actor who is not limited by his body, only by his ability and, 

perhaps, experience." Marc Davis. 

12. Appeal 

Appeal means anything that a person likes to see. This can be quality of charm, design, 

simplicity, communication or magnetism. A weak drawing lacks appeal. A drawing that 

is complicated or hard to read, lacks appeal. Poor design, clumsy shapes, awkward 

moves, all are low on appeal. While the live actor has charisma, the animated drawing 

has appeal. 

"The Illusion of Life - Disney Animation", Frank Thomas & Ollie  

Johnston, Hyperion, New York, 1981. pp 42-69. 
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